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Abstract
In this thesis, certain issues relating to a number of wave energy absorbers operating in
the same vicinity are investigated. Specifically, arrangements of the devices within such
an array are sought, such that beneficial hydrodynamic interference between members
is exploited and unwanted effects mitigated.
Arrays of ‘point absorber’ devices as well as converters with multiple closely spaced
floats are modelled and a frequency domain hydrodynamic solution derived. This is
implemented as efficient computer code, capable of producing the full linear wave theory
solution to any desired degree of accuracy. Furthermore, the results are verified against
output from the boundary element code WAMIT.
Initially, detailed analysis of an isolated absorber is conducted, with motion
responses, forces, power output and velocity potentials at the free surface computed
for a range of different device specifications. Elementary examples of arrays are then
used to demonstrate the influence of factors such as device separation, wave heading
angle, number of devices and array configuration upon collective performance.
Subsequently, the power output from an array of five devices is optimised with
respect to its layout, using two different routines. The first is a new heuristic
approach, named the Parabolic Intersection (PI) method, that efficiently creates array
configurations using only basic computations. The second is a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with a novel ‘crossover’ operator. Each method is applied to maximise the output at a
given regular wave frequency and direction under two different power take-off regimes
and also to minimise power in a third, cautionary example. The resulting arrays are
then analysed and the optimisation procedures themselves evaluated.
Finally, the effects of irregular seas on array interactions are investigated. The
configurations that were optimised for regular wave climates are assessed in a range of
irregular sea-states. The GA is then used once more to create optimal array layouts for
each of these seas. The characteristics of the arrays are subsequently examined and the
influence of certain spectral parameters on the optimal solutions considered.
The optimisation procedures were both found to be effective, with the GA marginally
outperforming the PI method in all cases. Significant positive and negative modifications
to the power output were observed in the arrays optimised in regular waves, although the
effects weakened when the same arrays were subjected to irregular sea-states. However,
arrays optimised specifically in irregular seas exhibited differences in net power output
equivalent to over half that produced from the same number of devices in isolation.
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The central objective of the research contained in this thesis is to answer the following
question:
How can the configuration of an array of floating wave energy converters
be chosen so that gains in absorbed power resulting from hydrodynamic
interactions are maximised and losses minimised?
Before a more detailed description of the aims of the research is given in Section 1.4,
the remainder of this introductory chapter is designed to illuminate the context of the
work for specialists and non-technical readers alike.
1.2 Wave energy
1.2.1 Motivation
Around the world, there is a growing recognition that man-made climate change will
have a damaging effect on the environment unless urgent action is taken. Greenhouse
gases originating from the burning of fossil fuels have a major role to play in this
phenomenon, with the production and use of energy alone accounting for over two-thirds
of global carbon dioxide emissions. However, the problem is only set to become more
acute. If current trends were to be continued, worldwide energy demand would be
over 50% higher in 2030 than 2006. Consequently harmful emissions are on course
to reach double pre-industrial levels by 2050, giving rise to significant economic and
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environmental problems throughout the world. It is therefore imperative that clean
alternative sources of power are sought (Department of Trade and Industry, 2007).
The United Kingdom has further pressing reasons to invest in new power generation,
which are by no means uncommon amongst developed nations. One such issue, which is
becoming increasingly important, is the security and affordability of energy supplies.
Since domestic reserves of oil and gas are in decline, the UK is relying ever more
on energy imports. These may not be from dependable sources and could allow the
suppliers to exert undesirable political and economic influence (Winstone, Bolton, and
Gore, 2007). Furthermore, alongside scheduled nuclear power plant closures in the
coming years, demand for energy in the UK is projected to rise. It is therefore estimated
that 30-35GW of new generation capacity will be needed in the next two decades
(Department of Trade and Industry, 2007).
One possible source of unlimited, carbon-free energy involves harnessing the power
of ocean waves. Although the associated industry is currently in its infancy compared
with other renewable technologies, there is great potential for future exploitation. A
report by the Carbon Trust (2006) estimates the practically achievable worldwide wave
energy resource to be between 2000 and 4000TWh/year. More specifically, the figure
for the UK alone is given as 50TWh/year, equating to roughly one-seventh of national
electricity demand. The firm conclusion from this review is that, along with tidal energy,
wave power technology has the potential for bulk electricity supply.
1.2.2 Current status
In order to address the need for clean power sources, the UK Government has adopted
European Union targets of generating 15% of its energy from renewables by 2020. This
represents a seven-fold increase in the figure relating to 2008 (Department of Energy &
Climate Change, 2010a). Although more mature technologies such as wind are likely
to make up the largest contribution by this date, wave energy may well have a crucial
role to play in meeting medium to long-term renewable energy targets. The Energy
Technologies Institute, a partnership between energy-focussed companies and the UK
Government, has stated an aim that the deployment of marine renewables (that is, wave
and tidal) should increase to 2GW by 2020 and towards 30GW by 2050. They have
also outlined an aspiration that by these two dates, the associated generation costs will
be competetive with other renewables and with conventional generation respectively
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(Energy Technologies Institute, 2010a).
Various incentives have been put into place to encourage the development of wave
energy technologies. The UK and Scottish governments have introduced banded
Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) to encourage electricity suppliers to produce
a larger proportion of their output from renewable sources. Electricity generated
from wave energy is financially rewarded (and at a higher rate than other renewables)
whilst insufficient renewable energy generation is penalised (Department of Trade and
Industry, 2007).
In addition to the promise of a good rate of return on investments, schemes have
been encouraged through capital grants and prizes. In the UK, the Marine Renewables
Proving/Deployment Funds (MRPF/MRDF) have been set up to help with the costs of
deploying full-scale prototype and commercial devices respectively (Carbon Trust, 2010;
Department of Energy & Climate Change, 2010b). Furthermore, Scotland has its own
targets and incentives for the marine energy industries. An as yet unclaimed fund of £10
million (named the Saltire Prize) has been provided for the team that can demonstrate
in Scottish waters, a commercially viable wave or tidal stream energy technology (The
Scottish Government, 2010).
An important aspect of any commercial scheme is obtaining a suitable site for
installation. The Crown Estate, which owns 55% of the foreshore and all the seabed out
to the 12 nautical miles limit in the UK, has recently leased six sites around the Pentland
Firth and Orkney waters to wave energy developers. These projects will deliver up to
600MW into the grid, enough to power 375,000 homes. The lease of further full-size
and demonstration sites around Scotland is also planned in support of the Saltire Prize
(The Crown Estate, 2010).
Ideas for wave energy extraction date back at least as far as Girard père et fils, who in
1799 filed a patent in France for such a device (Falcão, 2010). However, it was not until
the Oil Crisis of 1973 that research began to accelerate into the utilisation of ocean waves
as a means for large scale electricity production (Salter, 2008). Stephen Salter of the
University of Edinburgh is generally credited with writing the first scientific publication
(Salter, 1974) in the modern era of wave energy research and development. In this paper,
a device known as the ‘Duck’ (Figure 1.1(a)) was proposed that could achieve very high
efficiencies in sinusoidal seas. Although investigations with this particular converter
have largely been discontinued, interest in the principle of wave energy conversion has
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persisted and given rise to research at many academic establishments across the world
(see Chapter 2). Moreover, a number of commercial enterprises have since come into
existence bringing with them a fascinating spectrum of different device concepts.
One of the first commercial-scale devices to feed electricity into the grid was one
named Limpet (Land Installed Marine Powered Energy Transformer), installed on the
island of Islay off the west coast of Scotland in 2000 (Voith Hydro Wavegen Ltd., 2010).
This converter (Figure 1.1(b)) consists of three equal air chambers attached to the shore,
each with its lower face open to the ocean and its top connected to the surrounding
atmosphere via a turbine. As the waves oscillate within the chambers, air is pushed
through the turbine which consequently generates electricity. This type of device is
therefore known as an oscillating water column (OWC).
Today, one of the leading technologies in the field is the Pelamis wave energy
converter. This device is composed of several cylindrical tubes that are attached together
at their ends by hinged joints. The whole arrangement floats horizontally at the water
surface, with the action of the waves inducing relative motions in two modes at each of
the four joints between the tubes, resisted by hydraulic rams. These drive high-pressure
fluid through hydraulic motors attached to generators in order to produce electricity.
In 2008, the company successfully installed the first ever wave farm off the coast of
northern Portugal at Aguçadoura, consisting of three ‘P1-A’ machines (Figure 1.1(c)).
The latest 180m long 750kW ‘P2’ version of the device is currently being commissioned
at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) in Orkney for evaluation and testing.
Eventually this type of device will be deployed at three sites leased from the Crown
Estate in 50MW farms (Pelamis Wave Power, 2010).
Another device that appears to be close to commercial deployment is the Oyster
wave energy converter of Aquamarine Power (Figure 1.1(d)). The concept involves a
flap that is hinged on the seabed, extending throughout the water depth to just above
the surface. The back-and-forth motion of the flap drives hydraulic pistons which pump
water to shore at high pressure. This is then used to drive a hydro-electric turbine and
generate electricity. Full-scale tests on the Oyster 1 version of the device at EMEC were
conducted in 2009, with electricity being successfully transferred to the National Grid.
The 20m wide 16m deep second iteration of the design (Oyster 2) is designed to be
installed along with two other machines as a 2.5MW array and is due for construction
this year (2010). A joint venture between Aquamarine Power and SSE Renewables
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(a) The Duck, 1979: sealed gyro-tube. Source:
ETSU/The Universtiy of Edinburgh (2010).
(b) Limpet on the island of Islay. Picture
courtesy of Voith Hydro Wavegen Ltd.
(c) Three Pelamis P1-A devices at the Aguçadoura wave farm, Portugal. Picture courtesy of Pelamis
Wave Power Ltd.
(d) The first full-scale Oyster 1 device. Picture courtesy of Aquamarine
Power Ltd.
Figure 1.1: Various wave energy devices.
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has plans to develop up to 1GW of wave farms in UK and Irish waters by 2020, with
200MW to be installed in clusters between Costa Head and Neban Point off Orkney
(Aquamarine Power, 2010).
The taxonomy of devices is by no means simple as a result of the variety of different
concepts that have been proposed. However, devices of a similar nature to Oyster are
sometimes referred to as ‘oscillating wave surge converters.’ Furthermore, Pelamis is
termed an ‘attenuator’ to reflect the notion that energy and motions decay as the wave
travels down the length of the machine (see Section 6.3 for a discussion concerning
arrays of point absorbers, related to this choice of terminology). Another category of
device is the ‘overtopping’ variety, where water carried upwards by waves is captured
in a reservoir before being released back into the sea via a low-head turbine. Other
categories and sub-categories of device may be defined in a similar way, although an
inspection of the range of current technology concepts (see for example the website of
The European Marine Energy Centre Ltd. (2010)) indicates how difficult a task this is.
1.3 Wave energy device arrays
1.3.1 Motivation
Many developers and researchers are now looking beyond the deployment of a single
device to the installation of multiple converters in the same area. Wave farms of
this nature may allow considerable savings in terms of the cost of mooring, electrical
connection, maintenance and other requirements. However, care must be taken to
ensure that matters specifically arising with multiple device deployments are properly
addressed. Similar issues may be encountered in the case of converters that themselves
consist of multiple closely spaced floats (described here as ‘multiple-float’ devices). Both
of these situations will be considered as ‘arrays’ in the remainder of this thesis.
1.3.2 Current status
Although it is sensible to deploy more than one of any kind of device in a particularly
advantageous location, the ‘point absorber’ type of converter was designed to be part
of an array from the outset (Budal and Falnes, 1975). This type of floating device
has a horizontal extent much smaller than one wavelength and manifests itself in many
different forms. Several examples are approximately cylindrical in geometry and extract
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(a) The PB40ES PowerBuoy device at Santander, Spain.
Picture courtesy of Ocean Power Technologies, Inc.
(b) The Sperboy device. Picture courtesy of Embley Energy Ltd.
(c) Two test devices (foreground) and one measurement buoy (background) from Uppsala
University at Lysekil, Sweden.
Figure 1.2: ‘Point absorber’ wave energy devices.
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power from their vertical (heaving) motion.
PowerBuoy R© (Ocean Power Technologies, 2010) is a point absorber that consists
of two bodies; the upper float moves with the incoming waves and reacts against
the relatively stationary submerged plate below (Figure 1.2(a)). The hydraulic power
take-off then converts this motion to electrical energy. Ocean Power Technologies (OPT)
have tested prototypes in the sea and have formed a joint venture with a number of
partners to construct a wave farm of nine 150kW machines off the north coast of Spain
at Santoña.
As an alternative to being fixed to the shoreline, the power conversion mechanism
of an OWC may be attached to a floating structure. An example of this type of
device is the Sperboy
TM
converter shown in Figure 1.2(b) (Embley Energy Ltd., 2010).
Hydrodynamic analysis of a single tube version of this device has previously been
conducted by the present author on behalf of Embley Energy (Child, 2006). The
developer envisages that a full-size farm will eventually consist of a thousand 1MW
units.
Another variation on the concept of a point absorber involves a single float
extracting power from its motion relative to the seabed. Seabased (2010), in close
collaboration with Uppsala University, Sweden are developing such a converter. Here,
an axi-symmetric float is attached by a taught tether to a linear generator fixed to
the seabed. The academic partners are currently undertaking a research project on a
test farm situated off the coast of southern Sweden at Lysekil (Figure 1.2(c)). A small
array of devices has already been tested, although plans have been made to install up
to ten wave power devices at the site (Uppsala University, 2010).
The Manchester Bobber (Manchester Bobber, 2010) is an example of a multiple-float
device (Figure 1.3(a)). This concept involves between twenty-five and fifty floats
suspended from a common floating frame via tethers. These are in turn attached to
independent generators mounted on top of the frame which are thus driven by the
vertical motion of the absorbers. Experiments and numerical modelling exercises have
been carried out on the converter at the University of Manchester.
Research into the FO3 device has been conducted by a collaboration involving
Ghent University and Fred Olsen Ltd (SEEWEC, 2010). In common with the
Manchester Bobber, this concept involves several (12 or 21) absorbers attached to a
floating platform. A one-third scale rig named the ‘Buldra platform’ was installed
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at Jomfruland, Norway in 2005 and subsequently used for testing and monitoring
purposes (Figure 1.3(b)). However, the final report on the project suggested instead
pursuing a single-absorber device (Rouck and Meirschaert, 2009). This decision was
principally a result of revised calculations which estimated the power capture of the
multiple-float device at approximately one-third of initial assessments. The simplified
single-buoy concept was also found to be more economical in terms of manufacturing
cost per unit of installed capacity as well as other expenses incurred throughout the
lifetime of the product.
A concept from Trident Energy (2010) involves several floats, rigidly attached to
vertical poles, in close proximity to each other. These drive linear generators mounted
on a fixed frame above (Figure 1.3(c)). An arrangement with four floats has been tested
at the New and Renewable Energy Centre (Narec) at Blyth, Northumberland.
The Wave Star machine (Wave Star A/S, 2010) comprises a fixed central structure
above the water surface with floats attached either side in rows perpendicular to the
wave crests. The motion of the buoys as the wave travels along the line is transferred via
arms to a common transmission system where high pressure oil drives a hydraulic motor,
which in turn drives a generator. A grid connected one-tenth scale model (Figure 1.3(d))
has been operating in the sea for three years whilst a section of a full-scale twenty-float
(500kW) machine was installed at Hanstholm, Denmark in 2009.
In the same way that the EMEC and Narec test facilities have accelerated the
learning process of deploying single devices, a new centre named Wave Hub aims to
fulfill the same function for arrays of several converters. The project, currently under
construction at Hayle in Cornwall, will eventually provide an offshore grid connection
for four technologies, each of which will have 2km2 and be able to generate up to 5MW
of power (Wave Hub, 2010). One developer, OPT, has already signed up to test an array
of its PowerBuoy devices upon completion of the facility (Ocean Power Technologies,
2010).
UK Government-supported research schemes continue to provide valuable insight
into issues associated with arrays. The SuperGen Marine Consortium, now in its second
phase, has devoted one of its ‘work streams’ specifically to the analysis of arrays, wakes
and near field effects for wave and tidal devices (SuperGen Marine Consortium, 2010).
The PerAWaT project (Performance Assessment of Wave and Tidal array systems), on
the other hand, is devoted solely to multiple device analysis. This four-year research
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(a) Commercial vision of the Manchester
Bobber. Source: Manchester Bobber (2010).
(b) The 1:3 scale version of the FO3 platform (‘Buldra’).
Source: SEEWEC (2010).
(c) The Trident device. Picture courtesy of Trident
Energy Ltd.
(d) The 1:10 Wave Star machine. Picture courtesy
of Wave Star A/S.
Figure 1.3: ‘Multiple-float’ wave energy devices.
programme, financed by £8 million from the Energy Technologies Institute, is led by the
renewable energy consultants GL Garrad Hassan. The aim is to establish and validate
numerical models to predict the hydrodynamic performance of wave and tidal energy
converters operating in arrays (Energy Technologies Institute, 2010b). These projects
should help reduce uncertainty and risk for investors and thus accelerate the adoption
of large-scale wave energy farms.
1.3.3 Array-related issues
The deployment of a wave energy device array presents several issues that are unique
or at least accentuated in comparison with the case of an isolated device. One matter
that does arise but to a lesser extent in the latter case is the environmental impact of
the scheme; in a large array it is imperative that the project is assessed in terms of its
effect on marine life, coastal processes and other users of the sea. Another issue in this
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category is the capacity of the grid connection in the locality of the site to export all
of the electricity that is generated. Installation, operation and maintenance of devices
is also important since the array must be able to provide sufficient access for these
functions to be carried out.
Problems that are particular to arrays on the other hand include the need to ensure
that mooring lines are efficiently used, yet are not so close as to collide with each other.
Conversely devices cannot be separated by too large a distance since the costs associated
with the site mean that the available area must be utilised efficiently. Also, due to the
expense of electrical cabling and connection equipment, the exact arrangements between
one device and another as well as the route from the whole array to the shore need to
be carefully planned. One problem that may be easier to solve with arrays of devices,
however, is the smoothing of electrical power output from the scheme.
Some of the aforementioned issues may only be resolved with growing practical
experience of deploying single devices and small arrays. Others are being actively
researched in academic and commercial organisations. These matters will not be covered
in detail within the scope of the present work, although more information may be
obtained from some of the references in Chapter 2.
1.4 Research objectives
One area involved in the study of wave energy device arrays that has been known
about for some time, yet is still not adequately understood, relates to the associated
hydrodynamic interactions. In addition to the incoming wave field, devices in an array
will be subject to waves that have been reflected or radiated from other converters. The
modification to the force felt by each device due to these interactions may result in an
increase or decrease in its power output compared to if it were in isolation. Hence, the
total power from the array cannot simply be assumed proportional to the number of
devices.
There are many factors that can influence the nature of this interference, including
the shape of the device, what forces the generator exerts on the converter and the layout
of the elements within the array. This last factor deserves serious consideration since
its impact is expected to be significant and it is perhaps the most easily modified once
the design of single absorber has been determined. Therefore, it is the central objective
of this thesis to provide insight into how the configuration of devices within an array
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affects the total power output.
More specifically, the aims of this project are:
• To model the hydrodynamic interactions in arrays of wave energy absorbers,
including wave farms of ‘point absorber’ devices and ‘multiple-float’ devices in
isolation
• To implement an accurate and efficient computer code for calculating the
hydrodynamic interactions
• To understand the behaviour of an isolated absorber and how it can affect the
interaction processes within an array
• To understand the interactions that occur in a wave energy device array and
explain their effects in terms of fundamental properties of the arrangement
• To effectively and efficiently optimise the power output from an array with respect
to the configuration of devices under regular wave incidence
• To be able to understand and interpret the behaviour of optimised arrays in regular
waves
• To be able to analyse arrays in irregular waves and optimise their configuration
in different irregular sea-states
A review of the available literature relevant to these objectives is provided first
(Chapter 2). This is followed in Chapter 3 with a description of the generic model
to be used as a representation of the converters and array. A detailed account is
also given of the new combination of techniques used to calculate the consequent
hydrodynamic interactions. Chapter 4 contains a report of how the associated numerical
code was created, including verification of the results. Isolated device analysis is given in
Chapter 5 with details of how each parameter affects behaviour. Consideration is then
given to elementary array formations in Chapter 6 and how the associated additional
parameters influence performance. Two methods for optimising the configuration of
arrays in regular waves are presented in Chapter 7; one of which is completely new
and the other involves a new component devised for this research. The results and
methods are then evaluated in Chapter 8 in relation to regular waves. In Chapter 9 the
previously created arrays are analysed in irregular waves. The same wave climates are
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used to perform, for the first time, a full optimisation of the array configuration using
the exact linear wave theory solution. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in
Chapter 10.
1.5 Publications
In the course of this research, the author has published the following academic papers:
1. B. F. M. Child and V. Venugopal. Interaction of waves with an array of floating
wave energy devices. In Proceedings of the 7th European Wave and Tidal Energy
Conference, Porto, Portugal, September 2007
2. B. F. M. Child and V. Venugopal. Non-optimal tuning of wave energy device
arrays. In 2nd International Conference on Ocean Energy, Brest, France, October
2008
3. B. F. M. Child and V. Venugopal. Modification of power characteristics in an
array of floating wave energy devices. In Proceedings of the 8th European Wave
and Tidal Energy Conference, Uppsala, Sweden, September 2009
4. B. F. M. Child and V. Venugopal. Optimal configurations of wave energy device
arrays. Ocean Engineering, 37(16):1402–1417, 2010
These works in their entirety represent the original research of the present author,
under the supervision of the second named contributor. Paper 1 summarises the work
contained in Chapter 3, whilst Paper 2 forms the basis for Chapter 6. A preliminary
methodology and associated results relating to Chapters 7 and 8 is documented in






In this chapter, a review of the published literature relevant to the topics explored in this
thesis is presented. To reflect the focus of the present work, we shall be concentrating
our attention on the computation and optimisation of hydrodynamic interactions in
arrays of wave energy devices. However, research concerning other structures in water
waves, and indeed waves in other media, will also prove enlightening.
The account given here begins in Section 2.2 with a brief review of significant works
in the field of wave energy and the interaction of waves with a single structure. We then
proceed in Section 2.3 to summarise the existing body of knowledge relating to arrays
of both wave energy devices and structures of other types. Investigations employing
similar methodologies will be grouped together for this purpose. Finally, Section 2.4
gives an account of the existing research into optimising the configuration of an array
of floating bodies.
2.2 Isolated structures
The first concept to be proposed in the modern era of wave energy research was a
horizontal cylinder of cam-shaped cross-section known as the Duck (Salter, 1974). The
device was to lie on the surface of the ocean with its long surface perpendicular to the
oncoming waves, absorbing energy from pitching movements. Successful experiments
were conducted in sinusoidal (regular) waves, where over 80% of the power incident upon
the converter was able to be extracted. This type of device, that features a uniform
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vertical cross-section along its length, is sometimes referred to as a two-dimensional
absorber.
Shortly after results from experiments on the Duck had been reported, a completely
different principle for absorbing wave power was advocated in an article by Budal and
Falnes (1975). This type of converter floats on the surface of the water and utilises its
wave-induced heave motion to harness power. It is referred to as a three-dimensional
or ‘point’ absorber since its horizontal extent is much smaller than one wavelength.
Many of the attempts since these initial investigations have used linear wave theory
in the frequency domain to explain the behaviour observed in experiments. This assumes
that the fluid is incompressible and inviscid, the flow irrotational and also that wave
and body motion amplitudes are small. Optimal conditions for power absorption may
then be derived in terms of the forces applied to the device by the generator. Budal
and Falnes (1975) were the first to suggest that the inertia of the system should be
such that its resonant frequency corresponds to the characteristic frequency of the
waves and that the applied damping force should equal the hydrodynamic (added)
damping of the body at the same frequency. Mei (1976) and Evans (1976) both then
derived precise mathematical expressions for these conditions. The motions of the body
needed to achieve this optimal state were provided by Newman (1976) for two- and
three-dimensional absorbers.
An important principle of wave energy conversion was subsequently asserted by
Falnes and Budal (1978); a good absorber of waves must also be a good generator of
waves. If the motion of the system can be controlled in such a way that the radiated
waves cancel out the transmitted and reflected waves, then all the incident wave power
is absorbed. Therefore, 100% efficiency can in principle be acheived through effective
radiation.
The maximum efficiency of two-dimensional absorbers that are symmetric with
respect to their axis of oscillation was found to be 50% for one mode of motion and 100%
for two modes (Evans, 1976; Newman, 1976). In contrast, three-dimensional absorbers
may absorb more power than is contained in a wave of equal frontage to the width of
the device (Budal and Falnes, 1975). Evans (1976) and Newman (1976) independently
discovered that the maximum power available from an axi-symmetric buoy moving in
heave, surge or sway is related only to incident wavelength and not the body dimensions.
It should be noted, however, that these efficiencies are only possible with optimal power
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absorption, which requires some knowledge of the future state of the system when the
waves are not simply sinusoidal (Price, Forehand, and Wallace, 2009).
Since the aforementioned investigations, there have been many works on the topic
of wave energy conversion which are too numerous to cover comprehensively here. Not
only have new theoretical results been derived but also many innovative device concepts
imagined. For more information on the subject, the reader is directed to the popular
textbook by Falnes (2002) and to the more recent collection of expert discourse edited
by Cruz (2008). Review articles by Falnes (2007) and Falcão (2010) on the state of the
art in theory and technology respectively may also be of interest.
Alongside developments in the area of wave energy conversion, research has been
undertaken into the interaction of waves with structures in a number of other contexts.
Garrett (1971) analysed the exciting forces on a vertical cylindrical ‘dock’ fixed in its
position at the surface of fluid of finite constant depth. A solution to the problem had
previously been attempted by Miles and Gilbert (1968), although this had contained
errors. Garrett (1971) separately expanded the velocity potential in the volume of
fluid directly underneath the body and in the remaining domain using infinite series
of ‘eigenfunctions.’ These were multiplied by a set of unknown complex coefficients
which were subsequently determined by imposing the conditions of pressure and velocity
continuity across the boundary between fluid regions.
Yeung (1981) used the same type of solution as Garrett (1971) on a truncated
vertical cylinder, in order to calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients (added mass and
damping) associated with motion in the three non-equivalent modes (heave, sway and
roll). Both the diffraction and heave radiation problems were combined by Bhatta
and Rahman (1995) who also calculated the resulting forces for a number of examples.
Bhatta and Rahman (2003) later incorporated the other radiation problems to form
the complete solution. Expressions contained in the latter work have subsequently been





2.3.1 The Point Absorber method
Research into arrays of wave energy converters was initiated by Budal (1977) who
studied a collection of point absorber devices. In this work, an assertion was made that
became known as the ‘point absorber approximation;’ that the diameter of the devices
is small in comparison to the distance between them. Hence the wave field radiated by
the motion of each device may be calculated without reference to the diffraction effect
of other elements in the array. In the ensuing analysis, the power output from the array
was partially optimised, although the amplitude of oscillation was incorrectly assumed
to be the same for each device. The q-factor was introduced in this work to denote
the ratio of maximum power that may be absorbed by the array of devices to that by
the same number of converters when isolated from each other. This quantity therefore
encapsulates the power multiplying effect of the array and, in this work, was shown to
be capable of exhibiting significant modifications from unity.
Except in special cases, Evans (1979, 1980) showed the equal amplitude assumption
of Budal (1977) not to be valid. Furthermore, the amended analysis used point absorber
theory to provide a condition on the body velocity amplitudes that ensures optimal
power absorption. This is in fact a natural extension of the equivalent single device
condition and was arrived at independently by Falnes (1980). Falnes and Budal (1982)
and Falnes (1984) later provided scenarios in which all the power that is incident upon
the width of the array from regular waves can be absorbed.
Although the point absorber approximation is capable of determining optimal
absorption characteristics without reference to the exact geometry of the devices,
Thomas and Evans (1981) noted that no such result is available for their displacements.
These quantities may provide important information regarding the applicability of linear
wave theory and may be crucial in informing the design process. Hence for a specific
device geometry, the authors numerically maximised power capture from the array,
given that motion amplitudes had been limited to a fixed multiple of the incident wave
amplitude. If this factor is set to a value of three then acceptable performance still
may be obtained. However, if it is reduced to a value of two, there was found to
be a significant degradation in the power output. A relationship was also established
between the nature of hydrodynamic interference and the difference in phase that a
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wave of frequency equal to the incident wave would experience when travelling from one
body to the next.
Point absorber theory was recently used as the basis for an optimisation of array
layout with respect to the q-factor in regular waves (Fitzgerald, 2006; Fitzgerald and
Thomas, 2007). An important result derived in the course of this analysis is that the
average value of q over the entire angular range is equal to unity. Hence there is no
net improvement or degradation in optimum array performance over all possible wave
headings, compared with a single device.
Folley and Whittaker (2009) have also used this approximation to analyse one of
the arrays presented by Fitzgerald and Thomas (2007) and, separately, to optimise the
position of devices in irregular waves. However, the optimum positioning was found to be
constrained slightly by the minimum separation required by point absorber theory. This
was remedied by choosing the position of the second device to be on the optimal wave
heading in relation to the first but with the separation increased to that recommended
by Mavrakos and McIver (1997).
2.3.2 The Plane Wave method
The analogy between ocean and electromagnetic waves has proved to be particularly
fruitful over the years. The diffraction of the latter wave field by several cylinders was the
focus of research that culminated in the invention of a direct matrix method by Zaviska
(1913). This was subsequently resurrected by Spring and Monkmeyer (1974) to deal with
diffraction of water waves by bottom-mounted, surface-piercing circular cylinders. The
technique uses the body boundary conditions to simultaneously determine the unknown
scattered wave amplitudes.
Simon (1982) adopted a direct matrix approach to analyse wave energy devices but
approximated the diverging wave from one device as a plane wave upon reaching other
devices in the array, ignoring evanescent waves. The resulting ‘plane wave’ method
requires that the spacing between elements (non-dimensionalised using the incident
wave number) is large. This restriction was judged to be a worthwhile sacrifice as a
result of the improved efficiency of the method. The results suggested a significant
modification in the forces felt by devices when scattering is included in the calculations.
Therefore, the plane wave method represents a marked improvement on point absorber
theory in the analysis of wave energy devices.
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McIver and Evans (1984) later added a ‘first correction’ term to the expression
of the plane wave and derived significantly improved accuracy of results for
bottom-mounted, surface-piercing cylinders with little extra effort. On application to
floating axi-symmetric bodies, McIver (1984) found the method (including local waves)
to be accurate in comparison to a numerical solution, even when the wide spacing
assumption is violated.
2.3.3 The Multiple Scattering method
Twersky (1952) discovered an alternative way of solving the multi-body diffraction
problem in the field of acoustics by considering the interactions to be a series of
consecutive scattering events. Intuitively, contact with each body reduces the amplitude
of the resulting wave and so a solution is reached by the convergence of an iterated
sequence. This ‘multiple scattering’ technique was applied to water waves by Ohkusu
(1972, 1974) in the study of offshore mobile platforms with multiple supporting bodies.
Work on the multiple scattering method continued with Mavrakos and
Koumoutsakos (1987) and Mavrakos (1991), in whose articles the scattering and
radiation problems were solved respectively. In these investigations, the interaction
theory was combined with an analytic solution for axi-symmetric bodies in isolation.
An application of this theory to wave energy devices was made by Mavrakos and
Kalofonos (1997) with several device and array geometries being assessed. Later,
several absorbing floats placed in front of a reflecting breakwater were analysed using
the same method (Mavrakos et al., 2004).
A comparison of the multiple scattering, plane wave and point absorber methods
has been carried out by McIver, Mavrakos, and Singh (1996a,b) and Mavrakos and
McIver (1997) in the context of wave power. They measured the accuracy of the latter
two techniques against that of the former, ‘exact’ method. In general, the plane wave
method was found to break down in long waves but perform well in the high frequency
range, whilst for the point absorber approximation the converse was seen to be true.
The multiple scattering technique has, however, itself been criticised. Linton and McIver
(2001) state that the multiple scattering method ‘rapidly becomes unmanageable as the
number of scatterers increases.’
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2.3.4 The Direct Matrix method
Kagemoto and Yue (1986) combined the physical concepts associated with the multiple
scattering approach and a direct formulation to form what is often referred to as the
‘direct matrix’ method. This technique is in principle exact within the context of
linear wave theory, subject to the truncation of an infinite summation. The scattering
characteristics of each individual body under incident progressive and evanescent waves
are encapsulated in the diffraction transfer matrix, which allows the unknown wave
amplitudes to be solved for simultaneously. The method is widely applicable, requiring
only that the vertical projections of interacting bodies onto a horizontal plane do not
overlap and that a circumscribed vertical cylinder around each body centred on its
imaginary origin does not contain the origin of any other body. The comparison with
results from a numerical technique is excellent in all cases given in this work. The
presented method also uses considerably less computer time and storage than that used
to verify the output.
A considerable simplification to the direct matrix method was discovered by Linton
and Evans (1990) in the special case of bottom-mounted, surface-piercing circular
cylinders. This has since been used extensively in the investigation of the near
trapping phenomenon in periodic arrays (Maniar and Newman, 1997; Evans and Porter,
1997). Here, near-resonant modes occur at certain wave numbers and cause unusually
large wave loads. The case of arrays of elliptical cylinders was later considered by
Chatjigeorgiou and Mavrakos (2010).
Following its formulation, the theory of Kagemoto and Yue (1986) has been widely
applied, especially in the field of very large floating structures (VLFSs). These were the
subject of a study by the same authors (Kagemoto and Yue, 1993) who incorporated the
radiation problem from the motion of the bodies. Modifications have also been made
in order to efficiently apply the method to a much greater number (∼ 5000) of columns
supporting a VLFS (Kashiwagi, 2000). Another extension of the direct matrix method
is in the case of infinite water depth (Peter and Meylan, 2004), where the diffraction
transfer matrix becomes a linear integral operator.
Yilmaz (1998) incorporated the single body solution of Garrett (1971) into the array
interaction procedure of Kagemoto and Yue (1986), in order to analyse tension-leg
platforms (TLPs). They also added the effects of radiation in the case that all bodies
move in synchrony and included evanescent waves. A similar combination of techniques
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was first applied in the wave energy field by the present author (Child and Venugopal,
2007). In that work and this thesis, the independent movement of converters is
accounted for and the effects of energy extraction included. This method was later
adopted by Siddorn and Eatock Taylor (2008) with a view to an application in the
field of wave energy, although no motion or power values were calculated there. They
also considered the occurrence of near-trapped modes, although these may be difficult
to exploit in arrays of wave energy devices due to their extreme sensitivity to body
positioning, incident wave direction and frequency.
2.3.5 Other analytic methods
Early studies that used an analytical approach not described so far include the work
of Srokosz (1980). Here, the equivalence between an infinite line of equally spaced
absorbers parallel to the wave crests and a single body in a channel is exploited.
Kyllingstad (1984), on the other hand, presented a ‘low scattering’ approximation that
incorporates an estimate of the diffraction effects from a single body but does not
account for multiple scattering from other devices.
Wave energy systems involving fixed structures have also been studied analytically
in the literature. In order to take advantage of resonance effects of harbour walls
surrounding a wave power device, McIver and Evans (1988) analysed several such
arrangements in the same vicinity using the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
Also, Falcão (2002) presented a solution to the problem of determining interference in
an array of fixed oscillating water columns.
For periodic arrays of bodies, Linton and Evans (1992, 1993) used the ‘multipole’
method to solve the hydrodynamic problem. This involves the superposition of singular
solutions to the governing equations and choosing their coefficients so as to satisfy the
body boundary conditions. The technique was applied to an infinite array of ‘Bristol
cylinder’ wave energy devices by McIver and McIver (1995). Since then, Justino and
Falcão (2002) have used the multipole expansion method on small arrays of spherical
wave energy devices.
The phenomenon of Bragg resonance was studied by Li and Mei (2007) in the context
of a periodic array of circular cylinders. In that work, certain approximations were made
based on the assumptions that the incident wavelength is comparable to the spacing
between bodies and that the cylinders themselves are much smaller than this length. The
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same approach has recently been applied to an array of floating wave energy converters
by Garnaud and Mei (2010).
2.3.6 Boundary Element Methods
A popular method for solving the problem of wave diffraction that can be applied with
multiple bodies is the source distribution or boundary element method (BEM). Here,
the boundary condition on the body is satisfied by placing a number of pulsating point
sources across its surface. The velocity potential in the surrounding fluid domain is then
determined using Green’s functions (Lee, 1995). Several commercial codes are available
to perform these calculations, including WAMIT R©1 and ANSYS AQWA.
Some investigations involving multiple bodies have utilised a BEM for calculation of
the hydrodynamic properties of each element, whilst employing an alternative method
to determine the interactions between them. Matsui and Tamaki (1981) used a multiple
scattering approach for the latter task in the study of groups of axi-symmetric bodies.
Conversely Goo and Yoshida (1990) and Chakrabarti (2000) chose the direct matrix
method for this purpose.
Recently, BEMs have been more widely used as a way of computing hydrodynamic
properties of both the isolated body and interactions between them. This was the
approach taken by Justino and Clément (2003) who used the code AQUADYN
(developed at ECN-Nantes) to analyse arrays of spherical wave energy devices. They
noted that the optimal force to be applied by the power take-off to each array element
depends on the motions of all of the other bodies in the array. Since implementation of
this scheme could raise significant practical problems, alternatives are suggested where
just the diagonal elements of appropriate matrices are used.
Constraints such as stroke and slamming restrictions were incorporated into the
study of an array of twelve absorbers by De Backer et al. (2009) using WAMIT. The
control parameters of the devices were subsequently optimised using three different
methods, with the best performance being achieved by optimising the damping settings
of each float individually. Bellew, Stallard, and Stansby (2009) also performed an
optimisation on these values in order to maximise total power and to minimise variation
in power across the array in regular waves. Cruz et al. (2009) went further, providing
optimal power take-off characteristics for an array of four devices in irregular seas
1WAMIT is a registered trademark of WAMIT, Inc.
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with different wave headings (or equivalently, array orientations) using an exhaustive
approach.
Ricci, Saulnier, and de O. Falcão (2007) calculated the yearly average power output
from two different configurations of wave energy device array at a particular site location.
Their main conclusions were that directional wave spreading may be an important factor
affecting long-term performance but that spacing between devices (if sufficiently large)
is not. More recently, Babarit (2010) used AQUADYN to calculate hydrodynamic
interactions between two bodies separated by different distances in regular and irregular
waves. In the case where one body is exactly down-wave of the other, interaction effects
were found to decay with the square root of distance between them. Thus in contrast
to the research of Ricci et al. (2007), the overall performance of the array was found to
be significantly modified even at relatively large spacings.
Taghipour and Moan (2008) and Taghipour et al. (2008) used WAMIT to efficiently
analyse the motions of a floating platform with several absorbers attached. Instead
of applying the BEM code before eliminating constrained degrees of freedom, they
instead input the problem into the software in terms of ‘generalised modes’ so that no
unnecessary calculation was performed. Efficiency of BEMs has also been the focus of
research by Borgarino, Babarit, and Ferrant (2010). This involved the Fast Multipole
Method (FMM), a particular expansion of the free surface Green’s function, to reduce
the computation time for N bodies from O(N3) to O(N). The method will eventually
be incorporated into the code being developed at ECN-Nantes, Aquaplus.
BEMs have also been used to compare predictions from linear wave theory with
experimental and second-order results (Thomas, Weller, and Stallard, 2008; Bellew and
Stallard, 2010) for arrays of floating hemispheres. It was found that agreement with
experiment was good when the hydrostatic stiffness was adjusted to take account of
the varying waterplane area of the body as its vertical displacement changes. Initial
calculation of second-order forces showed their effect to be small compared to their
linear counterparts.
2.3.7 Other numerical methods
There are a number of alternative techniques to the BEM for computing wave-structure
interactions. Finite element methods (FEMs) employ a discretisation of the fluid domain
itself rather than just the boundary. Alternatively, the hybrid element method (HEM)
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combines an FEM, solving the flow in the immediate vicinity of the structure, with
an analytical technique in the remainder of the domain. This approach was used by
Kagemoto and Yue (1986) to calculate the single body diffraction characteristics in the
examples given in that paper.
Several commercial codes including MIKE 21 and FUNWAVE make use of the
Boussinesq equations to describe the flow. This model, formed by depth-averaging
the governing equations, can be applied in the nearshore region to model nonlinear
waves (Lin, 2008). Venugopal and Smith (2007a) and Venugopal, Bryden, and Wallace
(2010) have successfully used MIKE 21 to analyse arrays of wave overtopping and fixed
oscillating water column devices respectively.
An alternative to the Boussinesq model is the set of mild slope equations (MSEs).
These too are depth-integrated but are based on linear wave theory and so require less
computational time for numerical solution. The hyperbolic form of these equations is the
basis for the MILDwave code developed at the University of Ghent. Beels et al. (2010b)
used this model together with a numerical ‘sponge layer’ to model energy absorption in
the region surrounding each overtopping device of an array. Five devices in a staggered
formation were tested to find an acceptable spacing between the rows of two and three
converters. The same approach has also been applied to analyse the wake from two
different layouts of nine converters (Beels et al., 2010a).
A greater level of efficiency compared to all of the aforementioned techniques may
be attained at the expense of the solution detail by using spectral wave models. These
are based on the energy balance equations and neglect the phase information of the
waves (Lin, 2008). Implementations include WAM, the spectral module of MIKE 21
and SWAN. The latter has been used by Alexandre, Stallard, and Stansby (2009) in
order to assess how the wave spectrum is modified as a result of energy extraction from
an array. This is may be important in assessing the impact of such a scheme on coastal
processes.
The time-varying profile of the power produced by one or more wave energy
converters may be an important issue in terms of the effect that electricity production
has on the grid. The smoothing of such an output may be achieved through aggregating
the power from devices in an array. Tissandier, Babarit, and Clément (2008) used
the BEM code ACHIL3D with a time domain formulation to show that, in terms of




The nonlinear array interaction problem remains more complicated and
computationally expensive to solve than its linear counterpart. Many of the existing
investigations have focused on the second-order problem, where the velocity potential
is decomposed into a perturbation expansion in some small parameter. Examples of
solutions of this type have been provided by Malenica, Eatock Taylor, and Huang
(1999) and Yilmaz (2007) in the case of bottom-mounted vertical circular cylinders.
Second-order forces are calculated using WAMIT by Bellew and Stallard (2010) in the
case of a closely spaced array, as previously described. Viscous forces that depend on
the square of the body velocity may be expressed using the product of the velocity and
an estimate of it. Thus some of the associated effects may be observed with a modified
treatment of the linear problem (Söylemez and Yilmaz, 2003).
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) may be required where it is not possible
to obtain an explicit solution to the fully nonlinear problem. Yang, Löhner, and Yim
(2005) and Wang and Wu (2010) used a Volume of Fluid (VOF) technique and an
FEM respectively to solve the problem of extreme wave interaction with a group of
bottom-mounted cylinders. An extensive search of the literature has revealed no studies
on the use of CFD with an array of floating wave energy devices, presumably due to
the prohibitive computational expense.
Useful reviews on hydrodynamic array interactions have been provided by McIver
(2002) and Newman (2001), whilst the book by Martin (2006) contains more general
information on multiple scattering in a range of media. As has been mentioned
before, this subject matter is actively researched in the context of a variety of offshore
applications such as in the analysis of VLFSs, TLPs, mobile offshore bases (MOBs) and
ice floes. Similarities in the underlying mathematics mean that analogous problems are
solved in the areas of acoustic and electromagnetic waves as well as for their own sake.
The interested reader is therefore encouraged to search the literature in these areas for
further information.
2.3.8 Experimental methods
There have been relatively few experimental investigations into array interactions for
wave energy converters to compliment the numerical work that has been undertaken.
Some results for two devices are reported by Count and Jeffereys (1980), who also
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undertook more detailed experiments for the Central Electricity Generating Board
(CEGB) around the same time. Unfortunately internal reports on the findings from
the latter investigation appear to have been lost or destroyed (J. Taylor, private
communication, 1st April 2008). Budal et al. (1980) meanwhile conducted tests on one
and two floats in a narrow flume to simulate the behaviour of infinite rows of devices
parallel to the wave crests. In the given situation, they found good agreement between
point absorber theory and the experimental results they obtained.
More recently, work has been progressing on the Manchester Bobber using
experimental techniques (Stallard, Stansby, and Williamson, 2008b; Weller, Stallard,
and Stansby, 2009, 2010). These investigations with closely spaced floats have been
successfully conducted in regular and irregular waves. It should be noted however that
because the power take-off force is not time-harmonic, only the free response may be
compared with frequency domain theory.
Work on arrays of up to five 1/20th scale floating oscillating water column devices
has also been carried out in the NTNU Trondheim basin, funded by the UK SuperGen
Marine Energy Research Consortium (Bryden and Linfoot, 2010). Some results have
emerged from these tests (Ashton, Johanning, and Linfoot, 2009) although detailed
analysis has not been published. Further experiments on the same models are now
planned in alternative facilities.
2.3.9 Non-hydrodynamic considerations
One of the aims of the aforementioned SuperGen experiments was to gain an
understanding of device moorings in an array setting. In those tests, the converters
were arranged in an isometric grid with each device having three mooring lines and
each anchor attached to lines leading to three devices (Bryden and Linfoot, 2010).
Two of the participating researchers discussed some of the issues relating to moorings
within an array in a subsequent paper (Vickers and Johanning, 2009). Important
considerations include keeping the overall footprint of the arrangement small and
the avoidance of excessive device and mooring line excursions to minimise the risk of
collisions.
One economically attractive option for the mooring of multiple wave energy devices
is to connect them together and attach the whole arrangement to the seabed as one.
Vicente et al. (2009) used linearised mooring and hydrodynamic interaction forces to
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apply a frequency domain approach in this scenario. Devices were arranged in an
isometric grid with a weight attached to the lines emanating from each adjacent set of
three converters. Mooring forces were found to be significant despite some important
effects having been neglected. Gao and Moan (2009) considered the possibility of
mooring together several platforms that themselves consist of multiple wave energy
absorbers. This study did not take into account the hydrodynamic interactions between
converters. Nonetheless, they concluded that large forces in the lines between the devices
make this arrangement undesirable.
Grid integration issues (especially concerning the smoothness of power) may be
important for the viability of a wave farm project. To these ends Molinas et al. (2007)
proposed staggering the position of the wave energy converters so that the phases of the
incoming wave and hence power output at each device are also staggered with respect to
time. This has the effect of smoothing the output, reducing the need for energy storage.
Like Tissandier et al. (2008), Thorburn and Leijon (2007) found that a larger number
of devices in the array means that the total power output is smoother. In contrast to
the former work, (Kiprakis et al., 2009) found power smoothing characteristics to be
dependent on the configuration of devices in the array, even for irregular waves. This
work is part of the development of a model described as ‘wave-to-wire’ (to denote the
completeness of the intended treatment) by members of the SuperGen consortium.
The arrangement of electrical cabling and terminals for a given layout of devices
was the subject of an investigation by Czech et al. (2009). They considered various
factors in their analysis such as annual energy yield, yearly losses, price and levelised
production cost. Many of the issues associated with connection are discussed in a set
of protocols devised for the EquiMar project (Ricci et al., 2009).
Some economic aspects of large wave power projects have been examined by Stallard,
Rothschild, and Aggidis (2008a). They presented a methodology by which wave power
devices and schemes may be compared with one another in order to aid investment
decisions connected with such projects.
The environmental impact of an array of wave energy devices has been considered
by Langhamer (2009). In particular the effects on the marine life of the Lysekil wave
power project in Sweden were examined. More research on all of the aspects mentioned
in this subsection are required, however, before major schemes become viable.
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2.4 Optimisation of array configuration
There are three main ways of optimising the position of elements in an array. The first
and most simple is an exhaustive search of the possibilities. Folley and Whittaker (2009)
used this method to identify the best location for a second device in a two-converter
array. However, if the configuration is not tightly constrained, this process rapidly
becomes unfeasible in terms of computation time as the number of elements increases.
One way to mitigate this is to impose a formation template of some kind upon the array
which is governed by a small set of parameters. In this way Beels (2009) was able to
find the best down-wave and cross-wave spacings for a staggered formation (amongst
others) of overtopping devices. Similarly, several authors (for example Thomas and
Evans (1981) and McIver et al. (1996a)) have imposed a linear formation type on the
array and examined behaviour for a range of inter-device separations.
The second strategy for configuration optimisation is to use a local minimisation
algorithm. There are numerous well-known procedures of this type that are capable
of improving a given solution to this problem. Kagemoto (1992) used such a routine
with an analytical expression for the derivative of the objective function to minimise
the forces on a multi-member floating body. The locations of the floats could be varied
within certain formations and known rules for finding the locations of the minima were
used to solve the problem fully.
One of the inherent difficulties with local minimisation techniques is in ensuring
that all of the appropriate stationary points are able to be found. This is particularly
important in applications relating to the configuration of bodies in waves since the
spatial periodicity of the wave field naturally leads to a multi-peaked solution space.
One way around this obstacle is to commence optimisation with several different initial
solutions in the hope that all local maxima will be captured. The global maximum
may then simply be selected from the set of its local counterparts. This was the
approach adopted by Fitzgerald (2006) and Fitzgerald and Thomas (2007) to optimise
the hydrodynamic interference amongst wave energy absorbers. A sequential quadratic
programming algorithm was applied to arrays of three and five devices. In the latter
case a multiplication in optimal performance of 2.777 compared to the same number
of devices in isolation was achieved though the choice of array configuration. Motion
constraints were also incorporated into the problem towards the end of the dissertation.
The final way to solve array configuration problems is to use the class of global
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optimisation algorithms. These techniques directly search for the overall maximum or
minimum of a function throughout the entire search space. Unfortunately, these types
of routines are generally less numerous and less well-understood than local optimisation
algorithms, meaning that their application is often challenging. One such routine that
has received a lot of attention in recent years is the Genetic Algorithm (GA) due to
Holland (1975). This involves a collection of solutions changing over a number of
iterations in a stochastic manner until a global optimum is reached. Further details
will be given in Chapter 7 or for a fuller description, the reader is referred to the book
by Mitchell (1996).
GAs have been applied extensively in the field of electromagnetic antenna design
with the aim of improving certain characteristics such as the ‘sidelobe level.’ Haupt
(1995) describes such a use where the spacings between a linear array of elements are
to be optimised.
Two-dimensional antenna arrays have also been formed using GAs. Fridman (2001)
achieved this by perturbing the locations of elements given in an initial configuration.
Here, the coordinates were represented with continuous real parameters. However a
popular alternative is to start with a large but discrete set of possible locations and
encode the solution as a binary string of digits. The procedure in which the grid is
initially fully populated and members are removed (whilst certain properties preserved)
is known as ‘array thinning’ (Li and Gong, 2000). Array thinning has also been applied
in the design of acoustic lenses (H̊akansson, Sánchez-Dehesa, and Sanchis, 2004) and
photonic crystals (Sanchis et al., 2004).
Another array configuration problem where GAs have been applied is that of
‘location allocation.’ This involves the strategic distribution of resources in a variety of
settings for maximum efficiency. Examples of this include the location of fire stations
in a city (Yang, Jones, and Yang, 2007) and the placement of machines in a factory to
minimise material handling costs (Mak, Wong, and Chan, 1998).
Finally the location of wireless mobile communication antennas in an urban
environment has also been approached using GAs. Chopard et al. (1997) used a novel
‘crossover operator’ where the solutions belonging to a given iteration were designed to




This literature survey has revealed along with much good work that has been done on the
subject of wave energy device arrays, there are clearly inadequacies with and omissions
in these investigations. Although widely used, point absorber theory does not take into
account the diffraction of waves between the elements of the array. The plane wave
method on the other hand cannot model long wave interference well. The multiple
scattering method is ‘exact’ with respect to linear wave theory but is not suitable for
larger arrays. Adequate solutions may be obtained using boundary element codes but
this provides little in the way of understanding about the underlying hydrodynamics
and has been shown here to be slower than the method employed in the rest of the
thesis. Other methods of the same or lower level of complexity may be well suited to
some specific situations but not necessarily the one considered here. Conversely many
of the more sophisticated techniques, such as the use of general purpose computational
fluid dynamics software, are currently too computationally intensive to be used in an
optimisation.
It is evident merely from the volume of published material that the research area
under consideration has received a lot more attention in recent years than it once did.
Despite this fact there has, at the time of writing, still been relatively few investigations
into the free optimisation of layout (not constrained to a template for the arrangement)
in an array of wave energy devices. Similarly analysis of arrays in irregular waves and
the use of sub-optimal power take-off characteristics has been under-represented in the
literature to-date. It is therefore hoped that the work in this thesis will help to remedy
these omissions.
Areas that have not received a great deal of attention in the literature, but will not be
explored in this thesis include the study of viscous effects on array behaviour. Thomas
(2008) noted that as the dimensions of point absorber devices reduce, an increase in
effects due to viscosity results. Hence in this regime, the accuracy of all inviscid flow
theories described in this chapter is reduced. Also the difficulties associated with the
control of devices (such as the need to limit motion amplitudes and applied forces, reduce
large flows of reactive power and provide sufficient information to the device controller)
only increase in complexity when considering arrays. Finally the applicability of the
principle of linear superposition will not be considered here but may also be important





In this chapter, we present details of the theory that will be used to generate results
contained in the remainder of the thesis. We wish to be able to calculate quantities such
as the power, motion amplitudes and forces on devices in any given array. This will
require modelling the interactions between devices, since waves will be scattered and
radiated from each element towards others in the array. Such processes may be complex
and numerous, so it is essential that they are accounted for efficiently and accurately.
Our primary aim is therefore to construct a hydrodynamic solution to the problem of
multiple interactions amongst an array of devices.
Linear wave theory underpins analysis used here and a brief summary of the key
assumptions and results are given in Section 3.2. The solution is ‘exact’ within this
context, in that any desired level of accuracy may be attained. Details of the modelling
of the devices and surrounding environment are provided in Section 3.3, along with
a mathematical statement of the hydrodynamic problem. In Section 3.4, the solution
for an isolated device under a range of conditions is presented using an ‘eigenfunction
expansion’ for the velocity potential. The hydrodynamic characteristics of each body are
combined with equations of motion in Section 3.5 to fully account for the interactions
in an array of devices. Finally, some useful quantities are derived from this solution in
Section 3.6, including the interaction factor (q̄) for an array. The work contained in this




3.2 Linear wave theory
Since the analysis in this thesis will be performed entirely using linear wave theory, an
overview of the standard assumptions and results is contained in this section. Further
details are available in a number of standard texts (see for example Acheson (2001) or
Newman (1977)). A frequency domain approach is adopted here, allowing examination
of hydrodynamic systems in a steady state. Initially only regular incident waves (that
is to say with a single amplitude, phase, direction and frequency) will be considered.
However, once calculations have been made for a number of such waves, the principle
of linear superposition will be used to construct irregular wave solutions.
Although this approach cannot take into account forces that are not time-harmonic
as well as the spatial and temporal variability of the wave resource, it offers considerable
efficiency savings over time-domain formulations. A more thorough examination of
the design space is thus facilitated where, in later chapters, optimisation of the array
configuration is considered.
In what is to follow, a Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz is adopted such that the
positive z-axis points vertically upwards, with the still water level occurring at z = d.
Time will be denoted by t. The flow is assumed to be irrotational and thus the fluid
velocity vector u may be written as the gradient of a scalar velocity potential Φ(x, y, z, t):
∇Φ = u. (3.1)
Density is assumed to be constant throughout time and space, which leads to the
following incompressibility condition:
∇ .u = 0 throughout the fluid. (3.2)
The flow is then subject to the kinematic boundary condition which stipulates
that fluid elements on a boundary must remain there. If the boundary is defined by
G(x, y, z, t) = 0, this is equivalent to insisting that DGDt = 0. Taking G to be any solid
boundary yields the Neumann boundary condition:
n.∇Φ = n.v, (3.3)
where v is the boundary velocity vector and n is a normal vector to the surface. Taking
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= 0 on z = d+ ζ(t). (3.4)
If waves that occur on the surface are assumed to have small amplitude, compared
to their wavelength and the water depth, then derivatives of Φ, ζ(t) are all small and
of the same order. Equation (3.4) may therefore be linearised about its undisturbed
state, neglecting terms that are of quadratic order or higher in these small quantities.
Linearising a Taylor expansion of the remaining quantities about z = d leaves only the






on z = d. (3.5)
Similarly, if the condition (3.3) is to be enforced on a boundary whose position
oscillates with small amplitude, linearisation allows its application on the mean
boundary position.
Now, for an inviscid, irrotational flow ΦC of a fluid with constant density,










|∇ΦC |2 + gz = C(t) throughout the fluid, (3.6)
where p(t) is the pressure in the fluid, ρ is its density, g is gravitational acceleration
and C(t) is an arbitrary function of time. Defining ΦC = Φ− (paρ + gd)t−
∫ t′
C(t′) dt′,
where pa is the constant atmospheric pressure, ΦC results in the same flow velocity
as Φ everywhere. Hence, assuming that the flow Φ is inviscid, ΦC possesses all of the
required properties to apply the Bernoulli equation. Inserting the expression for ΦC






+ g(z − d) = 0 throughout the fluid. (3.7)
We next apply this on the free surface of the fluid. Assuming that surface tension forces
are negligible, we have that p(t) = pa. After further linearisation, the term in Φ may
effectively be evaluated at z = d, as before. This yields the following dynamic boundary
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condition on the free surface:
∂Φ
∂t
= −gζ(t) on z = d. (3.8)





on z = d. (3.9)
Any wave which is radiated or diffracted by a finite object is also subject to the
radiation condition. This states that all such waves must propagate away from the










where Φ is the potential of a progressive wave of positive wave number k0 and r is the
distance from the body in the horizontal plane (Martin, 2006, (1.25)).
We also assume that all time-varying quantities oscillate with the same angular
frequency ω. In particular,
Φ(x, y, z, t) = Re{φ(x, y, z)e−iωt}. (3.11)
All other temporal variables (including body heave displacement, velocity and
acceleration X, X ′, X ′′, free surface elevation ζ, pressure p and power P ) will have
time-dependent form Ξ(t) and time-independent form Ξ related as follows:
Ξ(t)(x, y, z, t) = Re{Ξ(x, y, z)e−iωt}. (3.12)
Derivatives of these quantities with respect to time therefore induce a pre-factor of −iω.
By linearity of the governing equation and boundary conditions, the wave-body
interaction problem may be decomposed into a number of related problems. The
associated potential may thus be written as:
φ = φI + φS + φR. (3.13)
Here, the incident potential φI represents the disturbance that would occur at the
location of the body without its presence there. The scattered potential φS concerns the
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waves that would emanate from the body if it were to be held fixed in the incident wave
field. The radiated wave field φR is that which results from the motion of the body in
the absence of incident waves. The sum φD = φI + φS may subsequently be referred to
as the diffracted wave field whilst φA may be used to denote the ambient incident wave
field in the absence of any bodies whatsoever. Note that the latter is in the general case
distinct from ΦI which may include the effects of bodies other than that in question.
In the sequel, the incident, radiated and scattered wave fields will always be defined
relative to a specific body, rather than in relation to a combination of effects at several
bodies.
Several assumptions have been made thus far, which we shall now briefly examine.
The constant density assumption holds well for sea water at typical temperatures
and pressures. Also, surface tension forces may be justifiably neglected for typical
wavelengths involved in wave energy conversion. For an inviscid flow, vorticity is
conserved for each fluid element, so the validity of the irrotationality assumption
depends heavily on that of inviscidity, provided that initially the flow has no vorticity.
Viscosity may lead to skin friction forces and flow separation. The latter may be
especially significant around bodies with sharp corners, causing nonlinear drag forces.
As long as the small amplitude assumptions are obeyed, forces due to flow separation
are likely to remain small. However, care must be taken when a body is excited at
its resonant frequency, since small amplitude incident waves may then lead to large
motion amplitudes. The most significant effect of this is that motion amplitudes will
be diminished in practice compared to those predicted by linear theory. Nonlinearities
may also be important where the principle of linear superposition is used in an irregular
sea of two or more frequency components. High frequency harmonics and low frequency
beats may result from this, causing effects not accounted for by linear wave theory. For
a thorough analysis of these assumptions and their validity, see Payne (2006).
3.3 Model
Here we present the mathematical model of the array. This consists of an arrangement
of N devices floating in water of finite, constant depth d. The theory will be derived
for devices with different physical and mechanical properties, although results will
ultimately only be presented for arrays of identical devices. In practice, economic















Figure 3.1: Definition sketch for a single device.
1996a). The only constraint on their arrangement is that no two devices may have
overlapping horizontal projections.
The devices will be modelled by truncated circular cylinders, oriented with their
axis of symmetry in the vertical direction. Although this shape may lead to undesirable
flow separation at the corners in practice, it has been chosen here in order to represent
a wide range of existing devices and to allow the resulting hydrodynamic problem to be
solved efficiently. Cylinder j is of radius aj , has clearance hj beneath it to the seabed,
draught bj = d− hj and mass Mj , as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The cylinders may move independently, constrained to the vertical direction, from
their neutrally buoyant rest position. The heave mode is chosen because it is this
motion from which most point absorber and multiple-float devices take off power. The
main principles of wave interaction may clearly be demonstrated with just this mode,
although the analysis may readily be extended to the other five degrees of freedom
if necessary. It is acknowledged if motions become large, phenomena associated with
the other modes may become important. These include reduction in power production
from the desired mode, modification of buoyancy forces and perturbation of the array
configuration.
The vertical motion of the bodies is subject to external stiffness and damping forces,
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which model the power take-off (PTO). This represents, for example, the situation
where each buoy is attached via a taut tether to the PTO, secured to the seabed. We
assume that these forces may be written as linear functions of displacement and velocity
respectively, which is valid at low velocities (Eriksson et al., 2005). The associated spring
and damping constants for Cylinder j are δj and γj respectively. No other mechanical
forces act on the device. Power take-off characteristics are ‘sub-optimal’ in the sense
that they are fixed to be in some sense optimal for a single wave frequency and retained
for the analysis of other wave frequencies and irregular sea-states where they may or
may not be optimal.
The ambient incident wave field (ΦA) consists of a sinusoidal plane wave. This has
progressive wave number k0 (angular frequency ω) and the direction of propagation
makes an angle β with the positive x-axis.
An origin O is fixed in the domain and a global Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz
defined with the z-axis pointing vertically upwards from the seabed. A global cylindrical
polar coordinate system Orθz shares the same origin and z-axis. Local cylindrical polar
coordinate systems Ojrjθjz relative to each body j will be defined similarly with the
origin at the intersection of the centre line of the cylinder and the seabed. The domain
0 ≤ rj ≤ aj will be referred to as the interior region and that for which rj ≥ aj as
the exterior region to Cylinder j. In the global Cartesian system, the centres of each
cylinder will have coordinates (xj , yj), j = 1, . . . , N . The distance between centres of
Cylinders i and j will be Lij with αij representing the angle at Cylinder i between the
positive x-direction and line joining the centre of i to that of j in an anti-clockwise
direction. These quantities are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
We may now derive the specific governing equation and boundary conditions for this
problem. Firstly, the incompressibility condition (3.2) implies that the time-independent
velocity potential must satisfy Laplace’s equation everywhere in the fluid. The Neumann
boundary condition (3.3) may be applied on the seabed and the sides of the bodies where
the normal fluid velocity is zero. Linearisation of this condition on the under surface
of each buoy leads to its application at the mean position where the normal velocity
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Figure 3.2: Definition sketch for an array of devices. Global Cartesian coordinates Oxyz. Local
cylindrical polar coordinates Oiriθizi relative to Body i, where θi is taken in an anti-clockwise
direction from the initial line li.
free surface condition (3.9). Hence
∇2φ = 0 throughout the fluid, (3.14)
∂φ
∂z
= 0 on z = 0, (3.15)
∂φ
∂rj
= 0 on rj = aj , hj ≤ z ≤ d, j = 1, . . . , N, (3.16)
∂φ
∂z






φ on z = d, rj ≥ aj , j = 1, . . . , N. (3.18)










= 0, j = 1, . . . , N. (3.19)
3.4 Hydrodynamic solution for an isolated device
In preparation for studying devices within an array, we need to analyse the behaviour
of an isolated device under all possible wave conditions. The scattered and radiated
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wave fields will both be represented by linear combinations of a set of basis functions,
derived in Section 3.4.1, whilst a different set will be used for the incident wave field
(Section 3.4.2).
Linearity of the governing equation and boundary conditions (3.14-3.19) means
that the operators that transform incident waves and body motions into scattered and
radiated wave potentials must also be linear. Hence, the diffracted potential need only
be computed for each incident basis function (Section 3.4.3). Similarly, it is sufficient to
solve for the radiated wave potential just once in order to describe all possible motions
(Section 3.4.4). The general scattering solution may then be reconstructed by linear
superposition of the resulting potentials, whereas only multiplication by a scalar factor
is required for the radiation solution.
Isolated device potentials must be calculated for each distinct body geometry in the
array. Since only one such device will be considered at a time, subscripts relating to
the body number will be omitted. The velocity potential solutions in the present work
mirror those of Yilmaz (1998), although some errors and omissions in the latter will be
highlighted in the course of our analysis. Thus in order to allow easy comparison, the
notation used here is largely the same as employed in that work. In turn, the diffraction
solution of Garrett (1971) provided the basis for that of Yilmaz (1998).
3.4.1 Scattered wave basis
Here, we seek a set of basis functions that may be linearly combined to form any given
scattered wave potential (that is, that spans the solution space).
The scattered potential φS satisfies (3.14-3.19) with (3.17) replaced by
∂φS
∂z
= 0 on z = h, 0 ≤ r ≤ a. (3.20)

















We then assume a separable solution for the potential, of the form
φS = σr(r)σθ(θ)σz(z). (3.22)
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= −µ2, µ ∈ C, (3.23)
where the prime ′ denotes differentiation with respect to the functional variable. The
remainder of the derivation depends upon the region in which the solution is valid.
3.4.1.1 Exterior region
Separating the z-coordinate. The middle and right-hand side expressions in (3.23)
yield the following equation:
σ′′z − µ2σz = 0, (3.24)
which has general solution
c1 coshµz + c2 sinhµz, c1, c2 ∈ C (3.25)
for σz(z). Application of (3.15) implies c2 = 0, so that (3.18) leads to
ω2
g
= µ tanhµd (3.26)
for non-trivial solutions. This equation defines the eigenvalues µ in the vertical direction
and is referred to as the dispersion relation. Solutions of the equation are either
purely real or imaginary (Mei, 1989, (4.2,4)). Those with negative real or imaginary
parts will be abandoned, since the corresponding velocity potentials do not satisfy the
radiation condition (3.19). If µ is real, we then get a unique solution µ = k0, known
as the progressive wave number. This corresponds to travelling wave solutions (see
Section 3.4.2) and satisfies
ω2
g
= k0 tanh k0d, k0 ≥ 0 (k0 ∈ R). (3.27)
If, on the other hand, µ is purely imaginary then there exists a countably infinite set
of solutions µ = ikq (q = 1, 2, . . .) to (3.26). The values kq are known as the evanescent
wave numbers and are thus given by
ω2
g
= −kq tan kqd, kq ≥ 0 (kq ∈ R), q ≥ 1 (q ∈ N), (3.28)
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corresponding to standing wave solutions. The spatial functions associated with the












q cos kqz, q ≥ 1 (q ∈ N),
(3.29)


















, q ≥ 1. (3.31)
Any solution may be written as a linear combination of eigenfunctions of the form
(3.29), regardless of the pre-factors N0, Nq chosen. However, the present choice ensures
that the set {σqz : q ∈ N} is orthonormal with respect to the L2 inner product (Priestley,











1, q = m,
0, q 6= m.
(3.32)
Separating the θ-coordinate. From the outermost expressions in (3.23), a further
separation constant −ν2 may be introduced to give












= −ν2, ν ∈ C. (3.33)
The middle and right-hand expressions of this then yield
σ′′θ + ν
2σθ = 0. (3.34)
If ν 6= 0, equation (3.34) has the following solution for σθ:
c1eiνθ + c2e−iνθ, c1, c2 ∈ C. (3.35)
However, continuity of the potential as θ increases from 2π to 0 requires that ν = n
be an integer. Hence the values that ν may take form a further set of eigenvalues. In




c1θ + c2, c1, c2 ∈ C. (3.36)
Applying continuity of the potential again means that c1 = 0, with the (constant)
remainder of this solution capable of being incorporated into (3.35) as the ν = 0 case.
The eigenfunctions in the angular coordinate are therefore given by
σn±θ (θ) = e
±inθ, n ∈ Z. (3.37)
Separating the r-coordinate. The outermost expressions of (3.33) lead to










Inserting the eigenvalues µ and ν gives an equation for every pair of values. In the
progressive case, the transformation r̂(r) = k0r with σ̂r(r̂(r)) = σr(r) then leads to
σ̂′′r r̂
2 + σ̂′rr̂ + (r̂
2 − n2)σ̂r = 0. (3.39)
This is Bessel’s equation in the variable r̂, which has linearly independent solutions
Jn(r̂) and Yn(r̂) (Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order n). It will in
fact be convenient to express the solution using the Hankel function of the first kind of
order n:
Hn = H(1)n = Jn + iYn. (3.40)
The required space is still spanned if the function Hn is used instead of Yn. Furthermore
this choice of function allows the radiation condition (3.19) to be satisfied. Hence the
solution for σr in the original variable is
c1Jn(k0r) + c2Hn(k0r), c1, c2 ∈ C, (3.41)
which exists for each n. The evanescent case involves substitution of the imaginary
eigenvalues into (3.38). Using the transformation r̂(r) = kqr with σ̂r(r̂(r)) = σr(r), this
gives
σ̂′′r r̂
2 + σ̂′rr̂ + (−r̂2 − n2)σ̂r = 0. (3.42)
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This is the modified Bessel equation in kqr, so we have the following solution for σr:
c1In(kqr) + c2Kn(kqr), c1, c2 ∈ C, q ≥ 1, (3.43)
for each pair q, n. Here, In and Kn are the modified Bessel functions of the first and
second kind of order n. Application of the radiation condition (3.19) to solutions (3.41)
and (3.43) for large argument prohibits inclusion of the functions Jn and In. Hence the







, q = 0, n ∈ Z,
Kn(kqr)
K′n(kqa)
, q ≥ 1 (q ∈ N), n ∈ Z.
(3.44)
Here, the spatial functions have been normalised by their derivatives at r = a to
simplify further analysis and to improve the scaling of relevant matrices in the numerical
implementation. This theoretically allows the functions in (3.44) to become undefined
if the denominators become zero. However, no such instances were encountered in the
numerical implementation, whilst the improvement in accuracy obtained by normalising
in this way was noticeable.
General solution. For each pair of eigenvalues (µ, ν), the separable solution for φS
may be reconstructed as the product of spatial functions (3.29), (3.37) and (3.44) in
each coordinate. After some manipulation, the solutions containing σn−θ may be seen
to differ from those containing σn+θ by only a scalar factor and so are subsequently
omitted. The general solution for φS in the exterior region may then be written as a




















einθ, q ≥ 1 (q ∈ N), n ∈ Z,
(3.45)
where the factor gH/ω is included so that the associated complex coefficients will
be non-dimensional. The term in such a summation that relates to eigenvalues
µ = kq (q = 0) or µ = ikq (q ≥ 1) and ν = n (n ∈ Z) will be referred to as the solution




Separating the z-coordinate. In this region, the same general solution (3.25) exists
as in the exterior region. However, in addition to the seabed boundary condition (3.15),
the condition on under surface of body (3.20) gives
sinhµh = 0, (3.46)
which leads to purely imaginary eigenvalues µ = i sπh , s ∈ Z. We may arbitrarily scale






2 , s = 0,
cos(sπz/h), s 6= 0 (s ∈ Z).
(3.47)
Then if we restrict our attention to non-negative mode numbers only, we have a property










1, s = m (s,m ∈ N),
0, s 6= m (s,m ∈ N).
(3.48)
Separating the θ-coordinate. Exactly as in the exterior region (3.37), here the
eigenfunctions in the angular coordinate are given by
σn±θ (θ) = e
±inθ, n ∈ Z, (3.49)
where the eigenvalues n are the same as before.
Separating the r-coordinate. When s 6= 0, the eigenvalue µ = i sπh inserted into
(3.38) with ν = n gives the modified Bessel equation. Hence, as in the exterior region,
the solutions for σr are
c1In(sπr/h) + c2Kn(sπr/h), c1, c2 ∈ C, s 6= 0 (s ∈ Z), n ∈ Z. (3.50)
When s = 0, the eigenvalue µ is zero, so the form of equation (3.38) changes. If
additionally n 6= 0, the transformation r̂(r) = r/a with σ̂r(r̂(r)) = σr(r) gives Euler’s
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equation in the new variable:
σ̂′′r r̂
2 + σ̂′rr̂ − σ̂rn2 = 0, (3.51)









, c1, c2 ∈ C, s = 0, n 6= 0 (n ∈ Z). (3.52)
If both s = 0 and n = 0, (3.51) becomes
σ̂′′r r̂
2 + σ̂′rr̂ = 0, (3.53)






+ c2, c1, c2 ∈ C, s = 0, n = 0. (3.54)
In this region, we must discount the second term of (3.50) because it becomes unbounded
as r → 0. The same applies for the first term of (3.52) if n < 0 and the second term if
n > 0. Similarly, abandoning the first term of (3.54), the constant second term may be













, s = 0, n ∈ Z,
(3.55)
where once more the spatial functions have been normalised, this time by their value at
r = a.
General solution. Combining solutions (3.47), (3.49) and (3.55), we once more see
that the terms involving σn−θ (θ) may be neglected. Furthermore, all modes involving a
negative value of s may be written in terms of a positive value with the same modulus.
The general solution for φS in the interior region may then be written as a linear
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)|n| einθ, s = 0, n ∈ Z.
(3.56)
The superscript D in the notation is motivated by the fact that these functions also span
the space of diffracted (incident and scattered) waves in this region. The tilde˜ from
here on will refer to quantities related to the interior region.
3.4.2 Incident wave basis
We now seek basis functions that are able to generate all incident wave solutions. These
velocity potentials must satisfy Laplace’s equation (3.14) and the seabed (3.15) and free
surface (3.18) conditions only.
Commencing with consideration of the ambient incident wave field, we assume a
plane wave disturbance with a sinusoidal profile. If this has amplitude H, wave number
k and is travelling in the positive x-direction, it can be represented by the free surface
elevation z = d+ ζ(t) where
ζ(t)(x, y, t) = H cos(kx− ωt+ ξ) (3.57)
= Re{Hei(kx−ωt+ξ)} (3.58)
and ξ ∈ R is some phase shift. Without loss of generality we may set ξ = π/2 for
convenience. This free surface may be represented as a velocity potential, separable in
Cartesian coordinates x and z, since the plane waves do not vary with y:
φA = σx(x)σz(z). (3.59)


















= −µ2, µ ∈ C. (3.61)
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Analysis of the variation in the z-coordinate proceeds exactly as for the scattered
potential in the exterior region and so the solutions are given by (3.29). Separation
of variables in the x-coordinate using the outermost expressions in (3.61) gives the
following solutions for σx:
c1eik0x + c2e−ik0x, c1, c2 ∈ C, (3.62)
c1ekqx + c2e−kqx, c1, c2 ∈ C, q ≥ 1, (3.63)
where the wave numbers kq (q ≥ 0) are given by the dispersion relations (3.27) and
(3.28). The solutions for q ≥ 1 decay or grow exponentially with distance and exhibit
independent oscillations with respect to time and space. These are evanescent (standing)
waves and, as we shall see, they form part of the incident wave field that originates from
other bodies. However, they cannot represent a travelling wave from infinity and so will
be dealt with separately. To ensure travel in the positive x-direction (other directions
will be considered later), we must have c2 = 0 in the remaining solution. Hence the




0 cosh k0z, CA ∈ C. (3.64)







This also forces k = k0, the unique positive progressive wave number for the angular








kJk(z), t 6= 0 (Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1964, (9.1.41)), we may expand the exponential factor in polar coordinates,
centred on the device. Replacing θ with θ − β, the potential then represents progressive












In an array, waves incident to the device may also come from other converters.
Using coordinate transformation matrices (to be defined in Section 3.5.3), scattered
and radiated waves, written in terms of the scattered basis functions (3.45) may be
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reinterpreted as incident waves. Thus, ambient incident waves (3.66) and incident
waves originating from other bodies may both be written as linear combinations of









Jn(k0r)ineinθ, m = 0, n ∈ Z,
gH
ω cos kmzIn(kmr)e
inθ, m ≥ 1, n ∈ Z.
(3.67)
Here the m = 0 case corresponds to progressive waves, m ≥ 1 to evanescent waves.
3.4.3 Diffracted wave potential
In Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, we derived basis functions capable of producing the general
forms of potentials scattered from the device and incident to it. We now examine how
these two potentials relate to each other by studying them both in combination as the
diffracted potential. Any incident potential may be dealt with by decomposing it into
a linear combination of basis functions and calculating the scattered wave potentials
due to each of the functions separately. Then by linearity of the governing equation
and boundary conditions, the total scattered potential may be constructed as a similar
linear combination of these individual scattered solutions.
In the exterior region, the incident and scattered components of the diffracted
potential φD = φI + φS satisfy the respective sets of boundary conditions detailed in
the preceding sections. In the interior region, the incident wave potential cannot exist
in its exterior form and so diffracted and scattered wave fields are indistinguishable.




= 0, z = h, 0 ≤ r ≤ a. (3.68)
Consider an incident wave field that is described by one of the basis functions in (3.67)
of z-mode m and θ-mode n:
φI = (ψI)nm. (3.69)
Since the body is radially symmetric, the scattered wave will have the same angular
variation as the incident wave. Hence the diffracted wave field in the exterior region





inθ, r ≥ a. (3.70)
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The scattered wave may then be expressed as a linear combination of basis functions
given by (3.45) in θ-mode n. Hence the following function describes the vertical and





























This is valid for any θ-mode n, where Dnq0 ∈ C, (0 ≤ q <∞, −∞ < n <∞) are unknown
coefficients. Here, the first term in the braces represents the incident wave field, with
the expression outside the braces capable of describing any resulting scattered wave
field. The remaining term is included to simplify the derivation when expressions for
the solution in the interior and exterior region are compared. This does not affect the
nature of the solution, since the coefficient Dn00 may be modified accordingly. Note
that the terms within the braces represent the solution surrounding a bottom-mounted
cylinder, since then no evanescent waves are generated and the radial velocity on the
body surface is zero (see MacCamy and Fuchs (1954) for an equivalent solution).
If the incident wave in (3.69) is evanescent, with z-mode m ≥ 1, the radial and
angular variation of the exterior potential is given by

























in any θ-mode n, whereDnqm ∈ C (1 ≤ m <∞, 0 ≤ q <∞, −∞ < n <∞) are a different
set of unknown coefficients.






inθ, r ≤ a. (3.73)
The following linear combination of basis functions (3.56) then represents the vertical
and radial variation of any diffracted wave field in the interior region, for all incident
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This holds for any θ-mode n, where Cnsm ∈ C (0 ≤ m <∞, 0 ≤ s <∞, −∞ < n <∞).
Note the equation above along with (3.71) and (3.72) corresponds exactly to equations
(29), (32) and (46) respectively of Yilmaz (1998).
We now wish to express the coefficients in the interior and exterior potentials in
terms of their properties on the interface between the two regions. Assuming that the
integral may be exchanged with the summation in each case, orthogonality conditions on
the depth functions (3.32) and (3.48) lead to the following expressions for the coefficients




























q cos kqz dz, q ≥ 1. (3.77)
The simplicity of these expressions is a result of having normalised radial functions by
their values and derivatives at r = a and adding in a compensation term for incident
waves in the expansions.
The interior and exterior potentials may be related to each other by matching
properties of the solution on the boundary r = a. The Bernoulli equation (3.7) implies
that at any depth, continuity of the potential ensures continuity of pressure. Radial
velocity may be matched by insisting that the derivative of the potential with respect
to r is also continuous. The boundary condition on the side of the body (3.16) gives final
constraint on the exterior potential. Assuming that the velocity potential is smooth, the
angular component of fluid velocity in the interior and exterior regions at their interface












, r = a, 0 ≤ z ≤ h, (3.79)
∂χnm
∂r
= 0, r = a, h ≤ z ≤ d. (3.80)
These matching conditions now allow the coefficients of each region to be expressed in
terms of those in the other part of the domain. Hence, we insert expansions (3.71-3.72)
into coefficient definition (3.75) using matching condition (3.78). Similarly, (3.74) is
substituted into (3.76-3.77) using (3.79) and (3.80). Interchanging summation and
integral once more, the result may be evaluated using
∫ h
0






cos(sπz/h) cos kqz dz =
kq(−1)s sin kqh
k2q − (sπ/h)2
, q ≥ 1, (3.82)
which have been derived with two applications of integration by parts.
Further simplification may be attained using the Wronskian identities
K ′n(x)In(x)− I ′n(x)Kn(x) = − 1x and H ′n(x)Jn(x)− J ′n(x)Hn(x) = 2iπx (Abramowitz
and Stegun, 1964, (9.6.15) and (9.1.16)). These then lead to the following system of














































































, s ≥ 0, m = 0,
2h(−1)s+1 sin kmh
a(−s2π2+k2mh2)K′n(kma)
, s ≥ 0, m ≥ 1.
(3.87)
The expressions above for the most part agree with equations (38a-g) of Yilmaz (1998).
However, the modulus signs in the s = 0 cases of (3.86) have been omitted in (38c,d) of
that work and sin kqk should read sin kqh in the latter equation. Also, the evanescent
(m ≥ 1) case of (3.87) was not provided.
The system (3.83-3.84) may be solved for each incident z-mode m and θ-mode n.
The diffraction solution for plane progressive wave incidence may then be reconstructed
as summations of potentials (3.70) and (3.73) over θ-mode n with coefficients Cns0 and
Dnq0. However, as we shall see in Section 3.5.5, the entire set of coefficients will define
an operator that is capable of describing the diffraction behaviour under all possible
incident waves.
3.4.4 Radiated wave potential
The radiation problem involves the forced motion of the body in the absence of incident
waves. The method of solution follows that of the scattering problem except that
(3.14-3.19) must be satisfied, with the inhomogeneous boundary condition included:
∂φR
∂z
= X ′, z = h, 0 ≤ r ≤ a. (3.88)
By linearity of the governing equation and boundary conditions, the magnitude of the
radiated potential is proportional to the amplitude of body velocity X ′. Hence, in the





where R is a non-dimensional spatial function that depends on r and z only, since the
body is axisymmetric. Here, X̂ is a non-dimensional complex amplitude related to those
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of the vertical displacement, velocity and acceleration of the cylinder respectively by
X = HX̂, (3.90)
X ′ = −iωHX̂, (3.91)
X ′′ = −ω2HX̂. (3.92)
Since the derivation of the exterior scattered basis functions in Section 3.4.1.1 did not
require any knowledge of how the disturbance was created, it is equally applicable here.
Therefore, R may be expanded as a linear combination of the radially symmetric modes



















where DRq ∈ C (0 ≤ q <∞). A representation similar to (3.89) may be formed which is





In this case, any particular solution (R̃p) satisfying the condition on the moving
boundary (3.88) may be augmented by a homogeneous solution (R̃h) relating to the
situation in which the body is held fixed. The general solution in this region is therefore
given by the combination
R̃ = R̃h + R̃p. (3.95)
Here, the associated homogeneous problem defined by
∂φR
∂z
= 0, z = h, 0 ≤ r ≤ a (3.96)
is exactly the same as the scattering problem described in Section 3.4.1.2. Hence the
homogeneous part R̃h of the solution R̃ may be expanded as a linear combination of











where CRs ∈ C (0 ≤ s <∞). A particular integral is then required to satisfy (3.88) along













As explained for the diffracted wave potential (Section 3.4.3), orthogonality of the depth




























q cos kqz dz, q ≥ 1. (3.101)
Analogous matching conditions on the pressure and radial velocity at the interface r = a
also apply here, giving






, r = a, 0 ≤ z ≤ h, (3.103)
∂R
∂r
= 0, r = a, h ≤ z ≤ d. (3.104)
Using decomposition (3.95) and matching condition (3.102), R̃h may be expressed in
terms of R and R̃p and inserted into the integral (3.99). Also, using the matching
conditions (3.103) and (3.104), the decomposition of R̃ in (3.95), may be inserted into
the integrals (3.100) and (3.101). The expansions (3.93) and (3.97) and the particular
solution (3.98) may then be used. Much of the subsequent analysis proceeds along the
same lines as in Section 3.4.3, the main difference being the integration of the particular
solution. Integrating by parts twice gives
∫ h
0





































, s = 0,
2iω2h(−1)s
gs2π2



















qs are defined exactly as in equations (3.85) and (3.86). Although a different
scaling of the particular solution is used here, the remainder of the expressions for the
coefficients (3.108) and (3.109) agree with those given by Yilmaz (1998) in equations
(60a,b) and (61a,b).
The system (3.106) and (3.107) may then be solved directly for coefficients CRs and
DRq . Note that this does not involve the device motion amplitude X̂, so need only be
performed once in order to describe any radiation from the body in question.
3.5 Hydrodynamic solution for an array of devices
In Section 3.4, the potential surrounding an isolated device was derived, incorporating
different incident wave fields and motion of the body. We now consider the case of an
array of N devices described in Section 3.3. The solutions relative to each body in the
array will be analysed individually using knowledge of isolated device behaviour and
combined together to form the complete solution. Thus the descriptions ‘radiated’ and
‘scattered’ of a wave field refer to the wave immediately emanating from a particular
body.
We will first define a vector notation to represent the wave field surrounding each
body, involving the basis functions derived for an isolated device (Section 3.5.1). This
will first be used to represent the ambient incident wave field (Section 3.5.2). A general
form of the scattered and radiated wave potentials relative to the body in question will
then be derived, which will be reinterpreted as an incoming wave field at other elements
of the array (Sections 3.5.3-3.5.4). The relationships between incident and scattered
waves at the device (Section 3.5.5) and between forces (derived from potentials) and
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motions (Section 3.5.6) then completely determine the system to be solved.
In the following, subscripts i and j will denote the numbered label of the body in the
array, although these will be omitted where general results concerning any device are
given. The derivation contained within this section holds in the case where devices are
not necessarily identical although ultimately, the theory will be applied to devices that
all have the same properties. The overarching solution structure here is due to Kagemoto
and Yue (1986), with details regarding the calculation of matrices and vectors describing
single body behaviour following Yilmaz (1998) closely. Some errors were found in the
latter work, which will be highlighted in due course (Section 3.5.5).
3.5.1 Partial wave notation
We have seen that the basis functions contained in equation (3.45) may be linearly
combined to form any scattered or radiated wave field in the exterior region. For
brevity, a notation will be adopted whereby such a linear combination will be written
as the scalar product of a vector of complex coefficients and a vector containing a set of
spatially-dependent functions that will be termed partial waves. We assume that this
two dimensional set, indexed by vertical and angular mode numbers, may be arranged
into the single dimension of a vector. The order is not important, as long as it is kept
consistent throughout the rows and columns of all relevant matrices and vectors. We
may then define the element of the vector ΨSi (ri, θi, z) of scattered partial waves at
Body i (distinct from the imaginary number i) corresponding to the mth z-mode and















einθi , m ≥ 1.
(3.110)
These functions are capable of describing the same spatial dependence as the scattered
basis functions (3.45), the only difference being the scaling of the functions. The form
used here was chosen to comply more closely with the convention of Kagemoto and Yue
(1986) and to assist in the accurate computation of results.
Similarly, a vector ΨIi(ri, θi, z) of incident partial waves to Body i, spanning the
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einθi , m ≥ 1.
(3.111)
We have seen that in the interior region, the diffracted basis functions (3.56) span the
solution space for both the scattering and homogeneous radiation problem. Hence the















einθi , m ≥ 1.
(3.112)
3.5.2 Ambient incident wave potential
In Section 3.4.2, the potential for an ambient incident wave making an angle β with
the positive x-direction was derived in terms of polar coordinates centred on the device
(3.66). This potential will take the same form when expressed in polar coordinates
centred at each device within an array albeit with a phase shift. The distance from the
origin in the direction of the wave to a line parallel to the wave crests through the body
coordinates (xj , yj), has length xj cosβ + yj sinβ. Hence, the phase at body locations
other than the origin may be corrected by multiplying the potential by the phase shift
associated with this distance:
Ij = eik0(xj cosβ+yj sinβ). (3.113)








−β), m = 0,
0, m ≥ 1,
(3.114)
the ambient incident wave at Cylinder j may be expressed using the vector of incident









3.5.3 Scattered wave potential
In the region exterior to Cylinder i, the potential scattered by that body may be written
as a linear combination of the scattered partial waves ΨSi (ri, θi, z) defined by (3.110).







i , ri ≥ ai. (3.116)
After waves are scattered from one cylinder, the resulting disturbance is then
considered as a set of incident waves upon the other cylinders. Graf’s addition formulas









which hold for any integer n, and any non-negative integer m, when rj ≤ Lij . Here Lij
is the distance between centres of Cylinders i and j, αij the angle at Cylinder i between
the positive x-direction and line joining the centre of i to that of j in an anti-clockwise
direction (See Figure 3.2). These formulas may be used to rewrite partial waves from
ΨSi in terms of those belonging to Ψ
I
j , leading to a coordinate transformation matrix
Tij for every i, j pair except i = j. Since the depth variation is unchanged by this
transformation, for fixed z-mode m, the element that multiplies incident partial waves







Hn−l(k0Lij) eiαij(n−l), m = 0,
Il(kmaj)
Kn(kmai)
Kn−l(kmLij) eiαij(n−l)(−1)l, m ≥ 1.
(3.119)
















Note that the condition rj ≤ Lij is automatically satisfied for the present shape of
device and choice of coordinates. Since the projections of the bodies do not overlap,
the spacing between two devices must be greater than the radius of the Device j (that
is Lij > aj). The expansion of incident waves is only required to be valid on rj = aj ,
where the matching is performed and so the condition is automatically satisfied.
In the interior region to Cylinder i, the vector of diffracted partial waves Ψ̃Di (ri, θi, z)







i , 0 ≤ ri ≤ ai. (3.122)
3.5.4 Radiated wave potential
The only difference between the radiation problem for a device within an array and for
the same device in isolation (Section 3.4.4) is in the body velocity. Hence the radiated
potential for each device i in the array may be written as the product of an unknown
complex amplitude representing this velocity and a spatial function that depends only
on the single body solution. This function, given by R and R̃ in (3.89) and (3.94), is
known as the radiation characteristics in the exterior and interior regions respectively
(Kagemoto and Yue, 1993).
Equation (3.93) showed that the radiation characteristics may be written as a linear
combination of scattered basis functions in the exterior region. Equivalently, we write
the characteristics for Body i, Ri as the scalar product of a vector of complex coefficients
Ri and a vector of scattered partial waves ΨSi :
Ri = RTi Ψ
S
i . (3.123)






i , ri ≥ ai, (3.124)
where X̂i is the non-dimensional body motion amplitude of Body i (See (3.90-3.92)).











In the interior region, the radiated potential may be written in an analogous manner
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to (3.94) using the decomposition (3.95). The homogeneous part of this solution may
be expanded either as a summation of diffracted basis functions as in (3.97) or using






where the subscript i denotes body number. This yields the following for the radiated












, 0 ≤ ri ≤ ai. (3.127)
Since the radiation characteristics are derived from the single device solution, we thus
need to compute this for each distinct body geometry. Then to calculate Ri and R̃i,
the summations (3.93) and (3.97) must be reinterpreted in the standard partial wave
notation of (3.123) and (3.126) by comparing the coefficients of spatial functions in
the two representations. Thus, omitting body number i, the elements of these vectors




















, q ≥ 1, l = 0,

















= CRs , s ≥ 1, l = 0,
0, l 6= 0.
(3.129)
Note that the entries are non-zero only in the radially symmetric l = 0 mode.
3.5.5 Scattering equations
The total potential reaching Cylinder j may be expressed as the summation of the
ambient incident wave field (3.115), the waves scattered from other cylinders (3.121)
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By linearity of the governing equation and boundary conditions for the diffraction
problem, we may define a linear operator that transforms the coefficients of ΨIj in the
above incident potential into those of ΨSj in the appropriate scattered potential (3.116).










, j = 1...N. (3.131)
This matrix encapsulates the behaviour of the scattered potential for any incident wave
field.
Incident waves must also be related to the interior potential, in order to calculate
the heave force on the underside of the cylinder. The interior diffracted potential takes
a different form to the exterior potential, so a different, interior diffraction transfer
matrix B̃j is required to relate the coefficients of ΨIj in (3.130) and those of Ψ̃
D
j in the









, j = 1...N. (3.132)
The entry (B)nnqm of the exterior diffraction transfer matrix is defined as the coefficient of
the partial wave of z-mode q and θ-mode n in the scattered velocity potential exterior to
the cylinder, in response to a unit incident wave of z-mode m and θ-mode n (Kagemoto
and Yue, 1986). The counterpart matrix for the interior region has elements (B̃)nnsm,
which represents the coefficient in the interior diffracted potential in z-mode s due to
the same incident disturbance.
The elements of these matrices may be determined alongside each other by solving
the diffraction problem for the isolated body (Section 3.4.3). We write both the incident
and scattered parts of the potentials relating to (3.71) and (3.72) as a scalar product of
a vector of coefficients and a vector of partial waves by comparing coefficients in their
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representations. Then (B)nnqm is the ratio of the coefficient of (Ψ
S)nq to that of (Ψ
I)nm. A
similar definition applies for (B̃)nnsm relating to the coefficients of the diffracted partial
wave vector (Ψ̃D)ns from (3.74) in the interior region and the same incident wave field.
The calculations must be repeated for wave incidence in each mode, leading to the








− J ′n(k0a)H′n(k0a) + i
































































































, m ≥ 1, s ≥ 1.
(3.134)
All coefficients for which the angular mode of the scattered potential is not equal to
that of the incident potential are zero due to the radial symmetry of the device. These
calculations must be repeated for each distinct body geometry to obtain Bj and B̃j for
all j.
We now compare these expressions with those given in Yilmaz (1998). In that paper,
no scattering equations nor associated matrices are provided for the case of scattered
waves in z-modes that are different to the incident mode. Since an alternative scaling for
the partial wave vectors has been used here, the parts of the coefficients associated with
this difference are contained outside the parentheses in the above expressions. Those
inside the brackets generally agree with equations (39), (47), (40a) and (40b) given
in the original work. However, the factor i−n in the m = 0, q = 0 case of (3.133) is
missing in (39) of Yilmaz (1998). This is a typographical error, the correct expressions
having been used to generate the associated numerical results [Prof. Yilmaz, private
communication].
The interior diffraction transfer matrix B̃ given here in (3.134) is analogous to Bhj
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defined in Yilmaz (1998) by (40a,b). Since the latter is used only in the heave force
calculation, the z-dependence cos(sπz/h) has already been evaluated on the under
surface of the cylinder z = h. This explains why the extra factor of (−1)m is not
contained in the s = m cases of (3.134). However, there is again a genuine discrepancy
regarding the factor i−n between the m = 0 case of (3.134) above and (40a) of Yilmaz
(1998).
3.5.6 Equations of motion
First, we consider the forces that the fluid exerts on a body due to the pressure within









where p(t)U is the hydrostatic pressure and p
(t)
H the hydrodynamic pressure. Evaluating
these on the underside S of an oscillating buoy, where z = h+X(t) we have
p
(t)









Here, as in Section 3.2, linearisation allows evaluation of p(t)H at z = h instead of on S.
The force of the fluid on the buoy in the positive vertical direction is the integral of the








F nz dS, (3.138)
where nz = −1 is the vertical component of the outward facing unit normal to S.
We next evaluate the forces due to the linearised hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
contributions to the pressure (3.136) and (3.137) separately. Hence, the hydrostatic





Now, since the device is assumed to be in equilibrium at rest such that weight and
upthrust forces balance, its mass M satisfies
M = ρπa2(d− h), (3.140)
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so that its weight is given by
F
(t)
W = −ρgπa2(d− h). (3.141)
The upthrust F (t)U and the weight F
(t)
W may then be conveniently summed to form the
buoyancy spring force. This may be written in time-independent form for each body j
as
FBj = −ρgπa2jXj . (3.142)




φj(rj , θj , hj) dS, (3.143)
where Sj is the underside of the cylinder. Using equations (3.122), (3.132) and (3.127),
for each body j the total potential in the interior region may be written as the sum of





















, 0 ≤ rj ≤ aj .
(3.144)
Finally, there will be a force experienced by every element of the array due to the
presence of its generator. This was assumed to have linear spring and damping
components, in proportion to the displacement and velocity of the device respectively:
FGj = −δjXj − γjX ′j , (3.145)











where Mj is the mass of Cylinder j, calculated as in (3.140).
Returning to the hydrodynamic force calculation, the only spatially dependent





















we may separate the angular dependence from the integrands and straightforwardly







{xI1(x)} = I0(x) (Abramowitz and

















, m ≥ 1, n = 0,





















2 − πa2jρg + iωγj − δj
)
, (3.151)























Ai = −aTj B̃Tj ỸDj , j = 1...N.
(3.152)
This is a set of N scalar equations in the N scalar unknowns X̂i and the N vector
unknowns Ai. The relationship (3.131) represents a system of N vector equations in
the same variables. Therefore, these two sets of equations may be solved simultaneously
in order to completely determine the motion and wave amplitudes in the vicinity of the
array.
3.6 Derived quantities
Now that the hydrodynamic problem has been solved, we can derive various quantities
that will be useful in analysing an array. The principal forces involved in the subsequent
array analysis are detailed in Section 3.6.1, whilst an expression for the power from
each device is given in Section 3.6.2. Finally the interaction factor q̄ is introduced in





















The first term in the square brackets represents the force FAj due to the ambient incident








The two terms within the sum represent the force from the waves scattered and radiated
from other bodies, indexed by i, immediately before arriving at j. The final term
represents the force felt by j due to its own radiation of waves:
FRjj = iρgHX̂j Ỹ
R
j . (3.155)
The heave added mass m33 and damping b33 are defined in terms of this force for an
isolated body j by Evans (1980):
FRjj = −(m33X ′′j + b33X ′j). (3.156)








Im{iρgHỸ Rj }. (3.158)
3.6.2 Power
The power from each device may easily be calculated using the total hydrodynamic
heave force. The mean rate at which this does work on Cylinder j over one period of






Re{FHj e−iωt}Re{X ′j e−iωt} dt, (3.159)
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Re{FHj (X ′j)∗}, (3.160)
where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. On rearranging (3.146) and substituting FHj











Using the non-dimensionalised motion amplitude X̂j for each cylinder, the power may
thus be readily calculated.
3.6.3 Interaction factor
The effect of the array configuration may be more easily understood by forming the
interaction or q̄- factor as the ratio of total power from the array to that of the same




N × P0(k0, β)
, (3.163)
where P0 represents the power from an isolated converter and the functional form of the
variables emphasises their dependence on incident wave number and direction. Clearly
the interaction factor is also dependent on the spring and damping constants applied









N × maxδ0,γ0 {P0(k0, β)}
, (3.164)
where for every wave number and heading, the total and isolated power have both
been maximised with respect to the choice of spring and damping constants associated
with the converters, {δj , γj : j = 0...N}. Note that principal difference between the
two measures is that q̄ is device-specific but offers a more realistic estimate of power
enhancement in a given situation whereas q is more general although may not be so easily
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achieved in practice. Fitzgerald and Thomas (2007) derived the following consistency





q(β) dβ = 1 (3.165)
for a fixed wave number, k0. Whilst neither point absorber theory nor optimised
individual power take-off characteristics is used in the present work, it will be instructive












In this chapter, we provide some details relating to the manner in which the interaction
theory of Chapter 3 has been used to produce numerical results. Firstly, the principal
equations are interpreted in a format that allows direct inclusion into computer code
(Section 4.2). One aspect of this process is the choice of certain scaling factors, examined
in Section 4.3, that may affect the accuracy of the resulting solution. The software and
hardware used in the computation of results for this thesis is subsequently described
in Section 4.4. Two key parameters that govern how close the computed results are
to the exact solution are analysed in Section 4.5. Finally in Section 4.6, commercial
code based on an alternative method will be used to verify the accuracy of the current
approach with respect to linear wave theory.
4.2 Coding
The vectors and matrices contained in equations (3.131) and (3.152) contain elements
corresponding to each of the possible vertical and angular modes. Theoretically, these
form infinite series and so in order to perform practical computations, they must be
truncated to include only a finite number of entries. Hence let MT and NT be integers
such that all z-modes m and θ-modes n satisfy
0 ≤ m ≤MT, (4.1)
−NT ≤ n ≤ NT. (4.2)
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Details regarding the choice of these constants will be given in Section 4.5. Solution of
the system may then proceed for regular waves of different progressive wave numbers
k0 and wave headings β. Given k0, the progressive dispersion relation (3.27) determines
the angular frequency of the system ω. Note that although angular frequency could
equivalently be used as the independent variable, wave number is chosen for this purpose
throughout this thesis to reflect the strong spatial dependence of array interactions.
The angular frequency then sets the values of the evanescent wave numbers through the
relation (3.28). However, since the latter is a transcendental equation with no analytic
solutions, a numerical method must be used. Hence, a local optimisation algorithm was
applied to find the zeros of the following function:
f(k) = −ω2 − gk tan kd. (4.3)
Since there exists a solution for each branch of the tangent function, the initial values
k = [π/2 + π(q − 1) + 0.1]/d (for q = 1, . . . ,MT) were taken to ensure that all the
necessary evanescent wave numbers were captured.
Vectors that contain an element corresponding to each z-mode m were constructed
using the following map to determine the row or column index of the entry in that mode:
m 7→ m+ 1, m = 0, . . . ,MT. (4.4)
Similarly entries corresponding to each θ-mode n were mapped to an index by
n 7→ n+NT + 1, n = −NT, . . . , 0, . . . , NT. (4.5)
Where vectors (such as A) contain elements that each correspond to a pair (m,n) of
mode numbers (z-mode m and θ-mode n), the following map was adopted to determine
their index in the vector:
(m,n) 7→ (NT + n)MT +m+ 1, m = 0, . . . ,MT, (4.6)
n = −NT, . . . , 0, . . . , NT.
Note that this defines a bijective correspondence between mode pairs and vector indices
when MT and NT are fixed. For matrices such as B, where the entries within each
dimension correspond to their own set of modes, the maps (4.4-4.6) were applied
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separately in the rows and columns.
Most of the quantities needed to construct the relevant matrices and vectors are
composed of standard functions, widely available to modern programming languages.
Nonetheless, care must be taken with the evaluation of Bessel functions, since
inaccuracies may be found for large order or argument. No warming messages to this
effect were encountered at a representative range values in the present implementation,
however. Derivatives of Bessel functions with respect to argument, may easily be
computed using identities (9.6.28) and (9.1.30) of Abramowitz and Stegun (1964).
Before performing array calculations, the isolated body diffraction behaviour
(governed by equations (3.83) and (3.84)) must be determined. This system may be
viewed as a pair of matrix equations for every incident wave of z-mode m and θ-mode









sm. We define the matrix E
n,
consisting of elements Ensq with s increasing along its rows and q increasing along its
columns. Similarly, Gn is defined to be the matrix containing the entries Gnqs, with
q and s increasing along its rows and columns respectively. Substituting (3.84) into
(3.83), we get the following solutions for the unknown vectors Cnm and D
n
m:




Here the superscript −1 denotes the matrix inverse. This solution procedure may then
be repeated in the numerical implementation for each incident wave mode pair (m,n).
For radiated waves, the equations that need to be solved are (3.106) and (3.107).
As before, we define the column vectors CR containing the elements CRs , D
R containing
DRq , Q
R containing QRs and S
R containing SRq . Then with E
0 and G0 as above, (3.107)




]−1 [QR − E0SR
]
, (4.9)
DR = SR + G0CR. (4.10)
After the coefficients in these matrices have been determined, the matrices Bj , B̃j and
the vectors Rj , R̃j may subsequently be formed, using equations (3.133-3.134) and
(3.128-3.129), with all entries not explicitly specified taken to be zero. The remaining
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necessary quantities may be formed directly from their definitions.
Both equations (3.131) and (3.152) involve the summation of products relating to
each body. Where the quantities to be multiplied are scalars, we may write the sum as
a matrix product of a row vector and a column vector. Similarly, the sum of products
involving matrices and column vectors may equivalently be expressed by concatenating
the matrices in a row and the vectors in a column to form one matrix product. This
may be performed for each instance of the equations before vertically concatenating
them all into a single matrix equation in the same unknown vector. We thus define the
block matrix M as




−I BjTTij 0 BjTTijRi
. . . . . .



































where the vertical and horizontal lines separate four partitions. The off-diagonal
expressions in each partition are to be evaluated for each pair of body numbers i and j
and arranged adjacent to each other in the order indicated by the arrows. The remaining
expressions represent block elements of the same size as their off-diagonal counterparts,
to be placed on the diagonal i = j.
The unknown vectors of partial waves Ai and complex motion amplitudes X̂i may
be formed into a single vector with an instance of each required for every i, ordered in









Finally the known constant terms in the system of equations may be written as a vector,
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The upper partitions of (4.11) and (4.13) are derived from equation (3.131) whereas the
lower ones relate to (3.152). The left-hand partitions of (4.11) and the upper partition
of (4.12) are associated with unknown partial wave coefficients whereas the remaining
sections in those quantities relate to unknown motion amplitudes. The whole system
may therefore be written compactly as a matrix equation in the unknown z:
Mz = h, (4.14)
which has solution
z = M−1h. (4.15)
From this, motion amplitudes and partial wave coefficients may be recovered using
(4.12), thus solving the problem.
An alternative solution strategy (and one that is employed by the boundary
element code WAMIT R©1) is to solve various generalised hydrodynamic problems
before calculating motion responses. This involves the determination of excitation
forces by considering all bodies fixed under wave incidence. Furthermore, added mass
and damping matrices are calculated by forcing the oscillation of each body in turn
whilst the rest are held fixed. Only then are the equations of motion used (Falnes,
2002). The application of this approach to the eigenfunction expansion method would
require inversion of a slightly smaller matrix than M, but also involve a greater total of
matrix multiplication operations. It only represents a real advantage if the same array
calculations are to be repeated with different power take-off characteristics.
All the results will be presented in non-dimensional form in the remainder of this
thesis. Table 4.1 shows the physical quantity and the dimensional value by which they
will be divided to become non-dimensional. The phases will be calculated relative to
the free surface of the ambient incident wave at the centre of the device to which the
quantity relates. Hence in this case, the argument of ζ must be subtracted from the
relevant quantity Ξ instead. The power will be non-dimensionalised by that contained
1WAMIT is a registered trademark of WAMIT, Inc.
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in an ambient incident wave of equal breadth to the device (Falnes, 2002).
Variable Symbol Non-dimensionalising quantity
Wave number k 12a
Heave amplitude X H
Phase arg(Ξj) arg(ζ(xj , yj))
Force F ρgπa2H
Added mass m33 ρπa2(d− h)
Added damping b33 ωρπa2(d− h)
Spring constant δ ρa3ω2
Damping constant γ ρa3ω




1 + 2k0dsinh 2k0d
)
Velocity potential φ gHω
Table 4.1: Quantities used to non-dimensionalise variables.
4.3 Matrix scaling
Kagemoto and Yue (1986) stated that due to the disparate asymptotic nature of the
Bessel functions, they should be normalised with respect to both order and argument
in any numerical scheme. Siddorn and Eatock Taylor (2008) performed this by dividing
all radially-dependent functions by their value at a representative distance, r = a. The
same scaling has been employed in the present implementation, leading to the functions
of device radius a in the denominators of partial wave vectors (3.110), (3.111) and
(3.112).
The benefits of scaling may be understood better in terms if the condition number




where ‖ . ‖ is some matrix norm (Isaacson and Keller, 1994, Ch. 2, (16)). If κ is large, the
matrix is said to be ill-conditioned and small errors in the numerical representation of M
lead to large errors in the solution. If κ becomes large enough that errors in the results
are likely, a warning message may be displayed by the programming environment. This
occurred in a preliminary implementation where partial waves were scaled in accordance
with Yilmaz (1998). Such messages were found to be more frequent for large truncation
constants MT and NT, at lower wave numbers and at closer spacings. However, none
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were displayed when the scaling of the partial waves described in Section 3.5.1 was
adopted.
Suitable scaling for the purposes of accurate matrix inversion is in general hard to
determine (Golub and Van Loan, 1983), although there exist strategies that may be of
assistance. Stewart (1998) suggests the use of row equilibration where rows are scaled so
that their magnitude is equal to one with respect to some norm. When the coefficients
in the scattering equations (3.131) are directly entered into the matrix M (4.11), the
associated rows have maximum modulus one (a supremum norm of one). However, if the
same is applied to the equations of motion (3.152), some of the coefficients (particularly
Wj) may be larger than this value by one or two orders of magnitude. Thus, row
equilibration was achieved by dividing the whole equation by Wj before insertion into
M, as shown in (4.11). Along with current choice of radiation problem scaling, this
resulted in a reasonable improvement in matrix condition number, especially for low
wave numbers.
4.4 Software and hardware
Unless otherwise stated, all the results presented in the remainder of this thesis were
generated using code written and executed in the MATLAB R©1 (Version R2008a)
programming language and computing environment. Other members of the MATLAB
Product Family were used to supplement functionality, namely the Optimization
Toolbox
TM2 (Version 4.0) and the Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search Toolbox
TM3
(Version 2.3). The function fsolve contained in the former was used to find solutions
to equation (4.3) whilst the latter provided the basis for the optimisations described in
Chapter 7.
Many of the quantities that are required in the computations are one-, two- or
three-dimensional numeric arrays. MATLAB code is capable of faster execution if these
definitions are vectorized. Hence, for loops that sequentially provide array indices
to expressions were replaced with a single input array of the appropriate dimension.
Furthermore, all the solutions to matrix equations were found using the function
mldivide instead of the inv function. This performs matrix left division by Gaussian
elimination with partial pivoting rather than separately forming the inverse, which
1MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
2Optimization Toolbox is a trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
3Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search Toolbox is a trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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is considered superior in terms of execution time and numerical accuracy. Here, the
underlying computations are carried out by the Linear Algebra Package (LAPACK)1
driver routine ZGESV (The MathWorks, Inc., 2010c).
A standalone application was formed from the source code using the MATLAB
Compiler
TM2 (Version 4.8) with the Intel R©3 C++ Compiler (Version 10.1.015) and
the Intel Math Kernel Library (Version 10.0.1.014). These were used instead of the
default settings in order to rectify a recognised performance bug (The MathWorks,
Inc., 2010b) and speed up computation times. The compiled code was then executed on
a compute farm consisting of Sun R©4 machines with 2.50GHz x86 64-bit Intel Core
TM
2
Quad5 processors, running Scientific Linux6 (Version 5.3). The Condor R©7 (Version
7.0.1) job management system was used to submit the compiled code for execution on
one of the three slots per machine, each having access to 2.64GB of random access
memory. Execution of the code was therefore undertaken in a computing environment
whose specification is (at the time of writing) approximately equivalent to that of a
high-end desktop computer.
Under the above conditions, a typical array of five devices as described in Section 4.5
leads to a total computation time of approximately 2.7s per wave number and heading.
One of the most time-consuming parts of the computations is the solution of the
matrix equation (4.14). For comparison with the MATLAB code, the time taken to
compute a solution to the same equation was measured using the ZGESV routine in the
Fortran 908 programming language. Here, the Intel Fortran Compiler (Version 10.1.015)
was employed with the same library as before. The difference in execution times between
the two implementations was found not to be significant, with the code written in
Fortran running marginally faster. For reasons of convenience and compatibility, the
MATLAB code was therefore used in all subsequent calculations.
The efficiency of the solution may be further explored by noting that the Gaussian
elimination process requires O(n3) multiplication and division operations to solve an
1See E. Anderson, Z. Bai, C. Bischof, S. Blackford, J. Demmel, J. Dongarra, J. Du Croz, A.
Greenbaum, S. Hammarling, A. McKenney and D. Sorensen. LAPACK Users’ Guide, Third Edition,
1999.
2MATLAB Compiler is a trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
3Intel is a registered trademark of Intel Corp.
4Sun is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
5Intel Core2 Quad is a trademark of Intel Corp.
6Scientific Linux was put together by Fermilab, CERN and other laboratories and universities
7Condor is a registered trademark of the University of Wisconsin-Madison























Figure 4.1: Convergence with respect to truncation constants. Variation of non-dimensional
heave amplitude |X|/H with MT and NT for the Array Convergence Test Case.
n× n system of equations (Isaacson and Keller, 1994, Ch. 2, (9)). In the present scheme,
this involves the matrix M in equation (4.11) which is of size N [(MT + 1)(2NT + 1) + 1]
and so computation times increase approximately with the cube of the number of bodies,
and the vertical and angular truncation constants.
4.5 Convergence
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the infinite series of modes in the vertical and angular
directions must be truncated to a finite number by constants MT and NT in accordance
with equations (4.1-4.2). Increasing the number of modes employed means that
the theoretical solution is approached and thus a greater level of accuracy achieved.
However, as discussed in Section 4.4, the computation time of the code is adversely
affected by such an increase. Hence we must find an acceptable compromise between
accuracy and efficiency.
Figure 4.1 shows the variation of one representative solution parameter, the
non-dimensional heave amplitude |X|/H of a converter, as the truncation constants
MT and NT are varied. This case involves an array of five identical devices, each of
radius equal to their draught in water of depth eight times that length. The power
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take-off coefficients are also identical to each other and are reactively-tuned (see
Section 5.3) to a non-dimensional wave number of 2ak0 = 0.8. The device centres are
separated by twelve radii and are in a linear formation. Only the motion of the central
element will be considered here. Ambient incident waves then approach in a direction
perpendicular to the line of devices, with non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 = 4. This
will be referred to as the ‘Array Convergence Test Case’, for the purposes of further
analysis.
The task at hand is complicated by the fact that the convergence must be considered
with respect to two parameters simultaneously. However, as can be seen in Figure 4.1, it
appears that the convergence behaviour with respect to MT is independent of that with
respect to NT. Hence, we may reasonably perform convergence analysis with respect to
each parameter separately, whilst holding the other at some constant value.
We shall adopt a simple approach to the convergence problem suggested by Garrett
(1971). This involves setting the desired level of accuracy for the solution and then
finding the minimum number of vertical and angular modes needed to achieve it. One
measure of the solution is plotted against M−1T with NT held fixed. The converged
result is then estimated by extrapolation of the points to the line M−1T = 0. The value
of M−1T for which all higher mode numbers lead to a result that is within the desired
level of accuracy of the converged solution is then interpolated. The corresponding
truncation constant MT must then be rounded upwards to form an integer, and the
whole process repeated in a similar manner to find NT. We take |X|/H as the indicator
of the solution here and aim for an accuracy of 0.5% with respect to truncation in each
direction. Note that this process does not provide information as to the accuracy of
computed values with respect to the true solution. Rather, correspondence is shown
with the converged solution here, whilst evidence that the true solution has indeed been
attained is contained in Section 4.6.
Tests were carried out for a range of different device geometries and masses; power
take-off characteristics; water depths; incident wave characteristics; and configurations,
separations and sizes of array. Different elements were analysed and the mode number
in the direction not being considered held fixed at different values. The number of
modes needed in either spatial direction proved to be independent (to within less than
one mode number) of the fixed mode in the other direction, even where the extrapolated




No angular variation (NT = 0) was required for the case of an isolated device due to
its radial symmetry. This is broken for an array of any size greater than one, although
the number of modes required remains small. As regards the vertical modes, no such
absolute rule seem to apply.
We now proceed to apply the convergence analysis and determine the final truncation
constants using one of the worst cases studied; the Array Convergence Test Case, which
required the highest truncation constants of all cases tested in both modes. The analysis
is performed on MT and NT separately, holding the other truncation constant as NT = 4
and MT = 32 respectively. In both cases, undulations occur about the general trend line
which have the potential to bias the extrapolated results. This is due to the oscillatory
nature of the trigonometric and Bessel functions representing the velocity potential as
their arguments incorporate increasing eigenvalues (see, for example, (3.72)). However,
a smoother, more representative relationship was achieved by using every eighth mode
in the vertical direction and every second one in the angular direction.
The results are plotted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, where crosses denote results from
the simulations, solid lines the smoothed trend and long dashed lines the direction of
extrapolation. One horizontal dashed line represents the estimate of the converged
value X̂e, with those above and below it denoting the range of values that are within
0.5% of this figure. The vertical dashed lines mark the value of the truncation constant
which ensures the necessary accuracy. This analysis leads to the values MT = 32.18 and
NT = 3.33 which, once rounded in positive direction, consistute the truncation constants
that will be used in the rest of this thesis: MT = 33, NT = 4.
Note that the rounding process has increased the accuracy of the solution,
particularly in the angular direction. In fact, all mode numbers greater than or equal
to the final truncation constants lead to an error of less than or equal to 0.37% and
0.02% with respect to the extrapolated values for MT and NT. Hence assuming
independence of the two convergence processes, the total error associated with both
constants is in fact less than the level desired for each one seperately. With the stated
truncation constants, we therefore estimate the overall accuracy to be 0.5%.
Although linear extrapolation provides a reasonable estimate for the converged
result, other more accurate methods may be more appropriate if a greater level of
confidence is required. Figure 4.2 exhibits a downward overall curve as M−1T decreases.
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Figure 4.2: Convergence with respect to vertical truncation constant. Variation of
non-dimensional heave amplitude |X|/H with MT for the Array Convergence Test Case
(NT = 4).
This suggests that linear extrapolation may be overestimating the converged result. If
that were to be the case, inspection of the figure suggests that the truncation constant
MT = 33 may in fact lead to a more accurate result than the aforementioned estimate
implies.
In summary the truncation constants MT = 33 and NT = 4 will be used from here on
unless otherwise stated. Specifically, more angular modes will be required to determine
the velocity potential at all points in the domain. Also, the calculation of hydrodynamic
coefficients to determine power take-off characteristics will be performed using more
modes. This is relatively inexpensive in terms of overall computation time because it
only needs to be determined once for each geometry.
4.6 Verification
In this section, we wish to verify that the eigenfunction expansion method, as
implemented in this thesis, converges to the true linear wave theory solution. Results
will be compared against those produced by an alternative method that should converge
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Figure 4.3: Convergence with respect to angular truncation constant. Variation of
non-dimensional heave amplitude |X|/H with NT for the Array Convergence Test Case
(MT = 32).
on the same solution. These are computed here using the commercial boundary
element code WAMIT (Version 6.03). Its application involves the discretisation of
the surface of the body into elements whose size is controlled by the input parameter
PANEL SIZE. Decreasing the size of these panels increases the accuracy of the solution
but requires more computation time. Therefore, convergence analysis was performed
on this parameter in a similar way to as in the previous section with the inverse of
the truncation constants. Using the Array Convergence Test Case, the parameter
value PANEL SIZE = 0.317a was found to be required in order to reach the same
0.5% accuracy level as was acheived by the eigenfunction expansion with the chosen
truncation constants.
With the respective parameters ensuring the same estimated level of accuracy,
calculations were performed using the eigenfunction expansion method and the WAMIT
code on the Array Convergence Test Case for a range of wave numbers. Figure 4.4 shows
the non-dimensional heave amplitude of the previously specified device, derived from
both approaches. This demonstrates the excellent correspondence between results from
the two methods that is typical of all other cases studied. Similar comparisons were
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of eigenfunction expansion and WAMIT results. Variation of
non-dimensional heave amplitude |X|/H with non-dimensional ambient incident wave number
2ak0 for the Array Convergence Test Case.
performed by Cruz et al. (2009) who found some minor discrepancies between the two
methods. Although these differences were not significant, they are likely to be derived
from the boundary element code rather than the geometry-specific semi-analytical
method presented here.
Preliminary calculations have also been made as to the relative efficiency of the
two approaches. These were all performed on a Dell R©1 machine with a 3.40GHz x86
32-bit Intel Pentium R© 42 processor and 2.00GB of random access memory, running
the Microsoft R©3 Windows R©4 XP Professional operating system. The settings used for
the WAMIT simulations included use of the higher-order panel method (ILOWHI=1,
see WAMIT, Inc. (2000, Ch. 6)). Both simulations were repeated ten times, with
heave motions and forces calculated and saved to disk on each iteration. The mean
computation times for one wave number are shown in Table 4.2 along with the mean
time to compute results for an additional wave number using the same array.
1Dell is a registered trademark of Dell, Inc.
2Intel Pentium 4 is a registered trademark of Intel Corp.
3Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
4Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
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Method First period (s) Subsequent periods (s)
WAMIT 376.9 255.7
Eigenfunction 44.8 44.8
Table 4.2: Comparison of eigenfunction expansion and WAMIT efficiencies. Time taken to
compute the solution for the Array Convergence Test Case.
Note that since WAMIT uses some information from the calculation of the first
period in the subsequent computations, the latter may be computed more efficiently
(see Table 4.2). For the eigenfunction expansion method, however, there are no such
savings. Nonetheless, the method of eigenfunctions is still the fastest for initial and
subsequent periods by a considerable margin. This gives an indication of the relative
performance of the two methods, although it is acknowledged that there may be other





In order to inform the analysis of devices within an array, we examine here the behaviour
of an isolated device. Analogy with the simplified case of a second-order linear oscillator
is made in Section 5.2, which provides insight into the motion of a device in water.
Section 5.3 contains some established results concerning the optimal values for power
take-off coefficients, along with some less well-known alternative expressions. One
particular device is specified by a set of parameters in Section 5.4 and the resulting
behaviour analysed. Each of these parameters is then varied in Section 5.5 in order to
determine their influence on the results.
5.2 Second-order linear oscillators
As we shall see by the end of this section, the equation of motion governing the heave
displacement of a converter at any given frequency is exactly that of a second-order
linear differential equation with constant coefficients. This is the system which we
briefly consider here, further details being available in standard texts such as Patel
(1989, §8). Suppose then we have the following equation for some oscillating variable
X(t):
cmẌ
(t) + cdẊ(t) + csX(t) = F (t), cm, cd, cs ∈ R. (5.1)
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Here cm, cd and cs are the constant coefficients and the forcing term is time-harmonic
with angular frequency ω:
F (t) = Re{F e−iωt}, F ∈ C. (5.2)
The solution to the homogeneous equation, with the right-hand side of (5.1) set to zero,
is transient whenever damping is non-zero. This is is certainly the case in the present
application, so further solutions must be sought to represent the steady state. As a
particular integral we thus attempt a solution of the form
X(t) = Re{Xe−iωt}, X ∈ C. (5.3)
Substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (5.1), we find that
X =
F
(cs − cmω2)− i(cdω)
. (5.4)


















Here, A is the amplitude of oscillations in X(t) relative to (divided by the amplitude
of) the forcing term F (t) and ψ is the phase of X(t), relative to (minus the phase of)
the same variable. Figure 5.1 illustrates the variation of these quantities with angular
frequency ω in a typical case.
By differentiation of (5.6), the peak amplitude of X(t) and its first and second
























































Figure 5.1: Illustration of second-order linear oscillator behaviour. Response relative to the
force applied as a function of angular frequency.
provided that they are real. We also define resonant frequencies for the undamped and














Note that amplitude A is equal to 1/cs and zero in the low and high frequency limits










. On the other hand,
the phase ψ smoothly transitions from zero to π as the frequency increases, reaching a
value of π/2 at ω = ωrms.
We shall now re-examine the equation of motion for a single wave energy device
floating in the water. Since no other bodies are in the vicinity, the hydrodynamic
force FH in (3.153) reduces to the sum of the ambient incident wave force FA and
the radiation force from the body itself FR. Letting the buoyancy spring constant be
written as w3 = ρgπa2, the equation of motion (3.146) becomes
(M +m33)X ′′ + (γ + b33)X ′ + (δ + w3)X = FA. (5.10)
This is the time-independent form of (5.1) with
cm(ω) = M +m33(ω), (5.11)
cd(ω) = γ + b33(ω), (5.12)
cs = δ + w3, (5.13)
F (ω) = FA(ω). (5.14)
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Therefore, the analysis contained in this section applies to an isolated device at each
frequency separately. However, because the quantities (5.11-5.14) are not all constant
over angular frequency, the shape of the curves in Figure 5.1 will be deformed from
those predicted from this second-order linear oscillator theory with constant coefficients.
Hence these plots will retain their essential character whilst peak frequencies will not
necessarily be exactly as given in (5.8).
5.3 Tuning
Before analysing isolated device behaviour, we shall give a brief account of how the
power take-off characteristics will be specified. One way to determine the associated
coefficients is using a method known as tuning. Generator characteristics are sought such
that the device produces the most power possible at a given tuning frequency ω0. This is
often chosen to coincide with the peak of a spectrum describing the distribution of wave
energy over the incident frequency range at the potential device location. However,
it should be noted that the effectiveness of the technique depends on the sea-state
under consideration, with narrow-banded spectra likely to be most amenable to this
treatment. Most of the following analysis originates from Falnes (2002, §3.5), although
other derivations exist which essentially lead to the same results.
An alternative way of writing the equation of motion (5.10) is to group together
the intrinsic effects of the body and hydrodynamics separately from the effects of the
generator. We thus define the intrinsic mechanical impedance ZM and the impedance
of the generator ZG as








which may be evaluated at each angular frequency ω. This quantity is henceforth fixed
at the tuning frequency ω = ω0. Since the generator impedance has been chosen in
such a way as the applied force has the same time dependence as the ambient incident
wave force, equation (5.10) then defines a harmonic matching between these functions
of time:
(ZM + ZG)X ′ = FA. (5.17)
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The impedances may be conveniently split into real and imaginary parts as follows:
ZM = ZMR + iZMI, ZMR, ZMI ∈ R, (5.18)
ZG = ZGR + iZGI, ZGR, ZGI ∈ R. (5.19)
Rearranging (5.17) for X ′ and substituting this into an expression for the power (3.161)
along with definitions (5.18-5.19) gives
P =
ZGR|FA|2/2
(ZMR + ZGR)2 + (ZMI + ZGI)2
. (5.20)
A local maximum in the power value with respect to ZGR must satisfy the condition
that its partial derivative with respect to that variable is zero. This occurs when
ZGR =
√
Z2MR + (ZMI + ZGI)2, (5.21)
which is known as the optimum amplitude condition. Inserting this expression into





Z2MR + (ZMI + ZGI)2
. (5.22)
This may be maximised by minimising the denominator, whence inspection reveals that
ZGI = −ZMI. (5.23)
This is the optimum phase condition since it implies that the coefficient of X ′ in (5.17)
is real and so the ambient incident wave force FA is in phase with velocity X ′. Hence
the energy transferred to the system per unit time is maximised and we have resonance,
that is ωrms coincides with ω0. If the amplitude condition (5.21) is used in conjunction
with (5.23), it simplifies to
ZGR = ZMR. (5.24)
From the last two conditions, we see that the optimum impedance of the generator is
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This is a particularly simple way of writing the aforementioned optimum conditions and
defines what is often referred to as optimal control.
Real (damping) tuning. The power can be partially optimised at the angular
frequency ω0 by choosing only the damping constant of the power take-off to be non-zero.
In the original notation of (5.15-5.16), equation (5.21) then leads to










This is known as real tuning because only the real part of the generator impedance is
utilised.
Reactive (damping-spring) tuning. Reactive tuning ensures that both conditions
(5.23) and (5.24) are satisfied at the tuning frequency. That is to say both resistive
and reactive (real and imaginary) parts of the impedances in (5.25) are matched. The
spring and damping constants therefore satisfy
δds = ω20[M +m33(ω0)]− w3, (5.28)
γds = b33(ω0). (5.29)
Mass-damping tuning. In addition to spring and damping terms, it is also possible
for the power take-off arrangement to simulate an additional mass ε (Price, 2009). This
results in the following force on the body due to the generator, in place of (3.145):
FG = −δX − γX ′ − εX ′′. (5.30)
The aforementioned tuning methods do not involve such a contribution and hence for
them, ε = εds = εd = 0.
Here, power take-off coefficients are again chosen such that the impedance of the
generator is the is complex conjugate of the intrinsic impedance at ω0 (5.25). However,
there now exists some choice as to the combination of spring and mass coefficients which
will be used to cancel the imaginary part of the intrinsic impedance. One option is to
use the mass coefficient alone to do this, with the spring coefficient set to zero. We then
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have
δmd = 0, (5.31)








The resulting equation of motion (5.17) is identical to that for reactive tuning at the
tuning frequency ω = ω0. Hence the behaviour of the two systems is the same here,
although different at other frequencies.
Mass-damping-spring tuning. If all three power take-off coefficients are used, we
may do more than simply ensuring that (5.25) is satisfied at the tuning frequency. We
may in fact choose the mass coefficient so that the physical mass M does not contribute
to the imaginary part of the total impedance at any frequency. This occurs if
δmds = −w3, (5.34)
γmds = b33(ω0), (5.35)
εmds = −[M +m33(ω0)]. (5.36)
The resulting system behaves the same as for reactive and mass-damping tuning at the
tuning frequency. However, as will be seen in Section 5.5.4, it performs better at other
frequencies because the velocity is more closely in phase with the ambient incident wave
force.
5.4 Device Test Case
In this section, we shall analyse the behaviour of a single device in detail. The
specification for the device examined here will be referred to as the ‘Device Test Case.’
The converter is chosen to be of radius a equal to the draught b = d− h and the water to
have depth eight times this length d = 8a, in order to represent the behaviour of a 10m
wide buoy in a water depth of 40m. Reactive tuning will be used here as it is the most
common method of fully optimising power production at one frequency. Choosing the
tuning wave number to be 2ak0 = 0.8 means that peak power production of the full-scale
device will coincide with the peak period (Tp) of a JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann
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et al., 1973) of mean period 5.9s (McIver et al., 1996a). Note that the energy period Te
of such a spectrum could equally have been chosen as the tuning parameter (Venugopal
and Smith, 2007b).
A summary of the specifications for the Device Test Case is given in Table 5.1. Values
for generator constants are provided later in Table 5.3. Devices with this specification




Draught bT = aT
Depth dT = 8aT
PTO spring δ = δds
PTO damping γ = γds
PTO mass ε = 0
Table 5.1: Specification of the Device Test Case.
Convergence analysis was performed in Section 4.5 on the Array Convergence Test
Case, consisting of five devices of the type specified by the Device Test Case. This
resulted in a vertical truncation constant of MT = 33 being required for an estimated
accuracy of 0.5% in heave amplitudes. Here, the radial symmetry of the problem means
that we need no angular modes (NT = 0). These truncation constants were therefore
used in the rest of this chapter unless otherwise stated.
5.4.1 Heave motion
Figure 5.2 shows added mass, added damping, ambient incident wave force amplitude
and phase, all as functions of non-dimensionalised incident wave number 2ak0. It is
evident that these quantities are not constant over frequency and thus will affect the
shape of the heave amplitude plot throughout the range. The magnitude of the ambient
incident wave force decreases monotonically from a finite positive value to zero as the
wave number is increased from zero towards infinity. Over the same range, the force
is initially in phase with the free surface at the centre point of the device, eventually
lagging the incident wave at the leading edge by π/4 (Garrett, 1971). The added mass
coefficient tends to a finite positive value in the high frequency limit whereas the added
damping tends to zero.
The amplitude and phase of the heave motion are plotted in Figure 5.3. The
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(a) Ambient incident wave force amplitude


















(b) Ambient incident wave force phase








































Figure 5.2: Decomposition of hydrodynamic force acting on an isolated device. Variation with
wave number for the Device Test Case.
amplitude decays from a positive finite value to zero as the frequency increases, with
a peak occurring in the given range. In relation to increasing frequency, the phase is
initially equal to that of free surface before increasing sharply and then slowly decreasing
for higher frequencies.
The heave motion plots bear a strong resemblance to those derived for a second-order
linear oscillator with constant coefficients (Figure 5.1). In comparison, the plots
here appear stretched in the horizontal direction due to the use of wave number as
independent variable rather than angular frequency (related to each other by the
progressive dispersion relation). Also, the shape of the curves is distorted by the
variation with frequency of the coefficients on the left hand side of (5.10). Finally,
in Figure 5.1 the dependent variable was presented relative to the ambient incident
wave force, whereas here they are relative to the free surface elevation at the centre of
the device. Hence the present graphs are the composition of functions that transform
the free surface elevation to the ambient incident wave force and the ambient incident
wave force to heave motion. This explains why both heave amplitude and phase curves
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Figure 5.3: Heave response of an isolated device. Variation with wave number for the Device
Test Case.
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have a gentle downward inclination as 2ak0 increases.
If the coefficients on the left hand side of (5.10) were constant, the peak in heave
amplitude would occur at ω = ωpX defined by (5.8). This is close to the undamped
resonant frequency ωrms for the magnitude of coefficients under consideration here.
However the differentiation required to find such a peak cannot be performed
analytically here, since the frequency dependence is not explicit in the added mass,
added damping and ambient incident wave force coefficients. In practice however,
if these are almost constant near the tuning frequency, the expressions given for
the peaks do hold approximately. Also, since the tuning frequency ω0 satisfies the
resonance condition (5.23), it coincides with the undamped resonant frequency ωrms.
Hence, the peak in heave amplitude is close to the tuning wave number 2ak0 = 0.8. It
should be noted that the values of heave amplitude attained at resonance are unlikely
to be as large as those predicted here due to the presence of nonlinearities such as
viscous forces. See Section 8.5 for a more thorough discussion on this topic in relation
to arrays.
Velocity and acceleration plots are largely the same in form as those for the heave
displacement with the present device specification. However, since the time-derivative
induces a pre-factor of −iω, they both pass through the origin and the location of the
peaks is slightly different.
5.4.2 Decomposition of forces
Figure 5.4(a) shows the amplitude of the forces acting on the device. The ambient
incident wave force has already been discussed in the previous section. The buoyancy
and generator spring forces are proportional to heave displacement so the amplitude
plots follow that of the displacement amplitude (Figure 5.3(a)). The remaining forces
are proportional to heave velocity, acceleration or combinations of the two, so take a
similar shape to that of displacement but attain the value zero for long waves. Note
that in the low frequency limit, the problem becomes static and the total force on the
body is zero.
The relative phases of the same forces are shown in Figure 5.4(b). The buoyancy
force opposes the displacement, which gives rise to a phase difference of π between the
two plots. The total force is in phase with acceleration which is also out of phase with
displacement, so shares its curve with the buoyancy force. The generator spring force,
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Figure 5.4: Decomposition of total force acting on an isolated device. Variation with wave
number for the Device Test Case. Forces: Ambient (FA), Radiation (FR), Buoyancy (FB),
Generator spring (FGs), Generator damper (FGd), Total (F ).
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Figure 5.5: Power absorbed by an isolated device. Variation with wave number for the Device
Test Case.
however, is in phase with the displacement due to the negative spring constant used
here (see Table 5.3). The generator damping force has a phase difference of π/2 to this
since it is out of phase with velocity. The radiation force has components out of phase
with acceleration and velocity so the curve sits between generator spring and damping
forces, tending to the former at higher wave numbers as the added damping decays.
5.4.3 Power
Power production from the device is shown in Figure 5.5. Since this is proportional to
the square of velocity, we have a similar shaped curve to that of the heave amplitude
(Figure 5.3(a)), with a peak in the range but producing no power in the low frequency
limit.
We have seen in Section 5.3 that reactive tuning has ensured that power is at a
maximum with respect to the choice of generator constants at the tuning frequency.
However, this does not necessarily ensure that P is maximum with respect to ω at
this point. In fact the peak in power occurs at the peak in velocity, which may be
altered from the predicted value given by ωpX′ = ω
r
ms = ω0 of (5.8) in the same way as
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Figure 5.6: Decomposition of velocity potential surrounding an isolated device. Scattered and
radiated potentials at the free surface for the Device Test Case. Amplitudes normalised by that
of the ambient incident wave field (see colour bar). Phases given relative to that of ambient
incident wave field, normalised by π (see colour bar).
the displacement is. Scaling the power by 1/(2aJ(ω)) for plotting here also moves the
position of the peak slightly. Hence we expect and indeed observe the peak to be near
but not at tuning frequency 2ak0 = 0.8.
5.4.4 Velocity potential in the domain
The velocity potential at points surrounding an isolated device is examined in this
section by plotting its amplitude and phase at the free surface, as shown in Figure 5.6.
Here the radiated and scattered components are plotted separately. All depict an aerial
view of the device as a white circle in the centre, encountering plane waves travelling in
the positive x-direction of wave number 2ak0 = 0.8. The amplitude and phase are both
relative to those of the ambient incident wave.
Both radiated and scattered waves are stronger close to the device because the
further away they travel, the greater the area over which a given amount of energy
is spread. Radiated waves are generally stronger than scattered waves for this device
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near its resonant wave number, due to large associated motion amplitudes. Since the
radiation problem in the heave mode is entirely radially symmetric, the same property
also applies to the resulting radiated wave amplitude relative to the constant ambient
incident wave amplitude. On the other hand, it is apparent that the scattered wave
field is strongest along the line of wave incidence. This is because on the sides of the
device that are in a cross-wave direction from the centre, the path of the incoming wave
is tangential to the body surface and so is not significantly modified by its presence.
Conversely on the point that is directly up-wave from the centre, the incident wave field
is normal to the body surface giving rise to a strong reflected wave. Down-wave of the
device there is also some amplitude modification, although this corresponds to energy
being taken out of the total wave field there, as the body shadows the area in its lee.
Both phase plots reveal bands of points where incoming and outgoing waves are in or
out of phase with each other, as will be explained in detail in Section 7.3.1.
5.5 Variation of device parameters
We now turn our attention to how the parameters in the device specification affect the
isolated device behaviour. The Device Test Case (summarised in Table 5.1) will provide
the basis for the definition of each device and one of the parameters will then be varied
at a time. For easy comparisons between plots, the original set-up will be denoted by a
black curve. Additionally, the plot corresponding to the zero value of each quantity is
marked as a dashed line.
The number of modes needed for sufficient accuracy was not found to depend heavily
on the values of the power take-off coefficients. Hence in Sections 5.5.1-5.5.4, the same
truncation constants will be used as were employed in the analysis of the Device Test
Case (MT = 33, NT = 0).
However, the variation of convergence rate with geometry meant that individual
analysis was needed for each case studied in Section 5.5.5. The angular truncation
constant was set at NT = 0, the incident wave number to the worst case of 2ak0 = 4
and the procedure outlined in Section 4.5 carried out on each geometry. Because the
matrix to be solved is reduced in size by having only one body and no angular modes,
it was possible to test every vertical mode from 1 to 256.
The undulations in heave amplitude with mode number appeared to have a period
of approximately d/b. Thus, as before, the accuracy of the method was increased by
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using only the mode numbers that are whole multiples of such a period. This procedure
produces the truncation constants shown in Table 5.2, which were then used to calculate
the relevant results.
Note that the increased number of trial modes used here has revealed a better
estimate of the converged value. Fewer modes (MT = 24 rather than MT = 33) are in
fact necessary to achieve an estimated accuracy in of 0.5% for the Device Test Case
(d/dT = 1, a/aT = 1 or b/bT = 1). This was conjectured in Section 4.5, but makes little
difference to the results themselves.
d/dT MT a/aT MT b/bT MT
2/8=0.25 1 0.25 95 0.25 50
4/8=0.5 28 0.5 46 0.5 39
8/8=1 24 1 24 1 24
16/8=2 72 2 14 2 50
32/8=4 255 4 1 4 85
Table 5.2: Vertical truncation constants for required for different device geometries. Water
depth, device radius and draught individually varied whilst all other parameters fixed using the
Device Test Case specification.
5.5.1 Generator spring coefficient
In this section, the generator spring constant is varied as a proportion of the modulus
of the reactively-tuned value δds used in the Device Test Case. This range includes
positive, negative and zero values as well as the original quantity δds = −|δds|. Note
that because of the additional buoyancy spring, cancellation of the total spring force
occurs for some negative δ (not shown). From the results in Figure 5.7, we may see that
all plots qualitatively conform to that of the Device Test Case.
As the spring coefficient increases, the frequency at which the peak in heave
amplitude occurs increases, whilst the value attained decreases. This is predicted by the
second-order linear oscillator theory of Section 5.2 and accentuated by the effect of the
ambient incident wave force included here, which increases heave amplitudes relative to
the free surface at lower frequencies.
Increasing the spring coefficient shifts the entire phase plot to higher frequencies.
This is consistent with a linear oscillator attaining a phase of π/2 at the undamped
resonant frequency, which increases with the spring constant.
The frequency at which there is a peak in power increases with spring constant.
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This too is consistent with linear oscillator theory, since power is proportional to the
square of velocity whose plot is altered in a similar way to that of displacement.
It is the effect of the ambient incident wave force on the velocity amplitude that
means peaks at lower frequencies attain higher power values. For the spring constant
δ = −|δds| = δds, the peak occurs near the wave number 2ak0 = 0.8 to which the power
take-off has been reactively-tuned. This is enough to ensure that at that wave number,
the reactively-tuned spring constant produces more power than other coefficients.
5.5.2 Generator damping coefficient
Here the generator damping constant is varied as a proportion of the modulus of that
used for the Device Test Case. The range considered includes zero but not negative
values since these correspond to an overall input of electrical energy into the sea. Note
that because the added damping is positive here, the overall damping is never zero, so
the amplitudes at resonance are always finite.
Results from these calculations are shown in Figure 5.8. All plots conform
qualitatively to that of the Device Test Case except those with higher damping values.
For these, the peak in heave amplitude disappears, partly due to the fact that (5.8)
no longer predicts a real peak frequency and partly because weak local maxima are
obscured by the downward curve of the ambient incident wave force.
The frequency at which the peak in heave amplitude occurs and the value it attains
there both decrease with increasing damping, as predicted by the linear second-order
oscillator theory.
From Figure 5.8, we can see that all phase plots cross over at a particular wave
number. Because the undamped resonant frequency ωrms in (5.9) is independent of
the damping constant used, linear oscillator theory predicts that the associated curves
attain the same value at this frequency. They reach a phase of close to but not exactly
π/2, because the effect of the ambient incident wave force is included here. Below the
undamped resonant frequency, a higher damping coefficient makes the argument of the
arctan function in (5.7) rise more quickly with respect to ω towards positive infinity,
making ψ increase faster. However, above that frequency, as the argument descends from
negative infinity, a higher damping constant slows down the resulting further increase
in ψ.
The peak power production does not vary monotonically with damping constant.
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δ = −12 |δds|
δ = 0
δ = 12 |δds|
δ = |δds|
δ = 2|δds|
Figure 5.7: Isolated device behaviour with different PTO spring coefficients.














































γ = 14 |γds|






Figure 5.8: Isolated device behaviour with different PTO damping coefficients.
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There is an optimum damping coefficient that produces the largest peak, which in this
case is the reactively-tuned value γds. As intended, this value of damping certainly
produces the most power at the tuning wave number of 2ak0 = 0.8. Linear oscillator
theory predicts that the peak frequency ωpX′ is independent of γ. However, the ambient
incident wave force enhances velocity amplitudes in long waves, shifting broad peaks
to lower frequencies. Note that despite providing largest heave amplitude, no power is
produced when γ = 0.
5.5.3 Generator mass coefficient
The generator mass coefficient is now varied as a proportion of the physical mass M ,
including positive negative and zero values. Note that when ε = −M , we only have the
added mass functioning as a mass term in the system. The results in Figure 5.9 show
all plots conforming qualitatively to that of the Device Test Case.
The frequency at which the peak in heave amplitude occurs gets lower with an
increasing generator mass term, as predicted from second-order linear oscillator theory.
However, the peak amplitude gets higher with increasing mass, which is accentuated by
the low-frequency enhancement of the ambient incident wave force.
In common with the peak in displacement amplitude, the frequency at which the
phase difference between the displacement and the ambient incident wave force reaches
π/2 becomes smaller with an increased mass coefficient. The plot also changes more
rapidly with respect to frequency for higher mass constants because this speeds up the
rate at which the argument in (5.7) changes with ω either side of the damped resonant
frequency.
The peak in power occurs at lower frequencies with increasing mass. This agrees
with second-order linear oscillator theory that predicts a peak at ω = ωpX′ given by (5.8).
The same theory predicts that the value attained at the peak is independent of mass.
However, this is relative to ambient incident wave force which decreases in amplitude
with frequency, so the height of the peak in power decreases with frequency. At the
tuning wave number 2ak0 = 0.8, the spring and damping constants have been optimised
without an additional generator mass term, so it is the curve corresponding to ε = 0
that attains the most power here.
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Figure 5.9: Isolated device behaviour with different PTO mass coefficients.
5.5.4 Generator tuning regime
In this section we consider different combinations of generator spring, damping and
mass coefficients. All of the tuning regimes described in Section 5.3 are examined here,
along with one involving no forces from the generator. Power take-off coefficients for
each regime are given in Table 5.3 and the associated results shown in Figure 5.10. In
general, the characteristics of these plots differ from the Device Test Case in accordance
with the trends described in the preceding three sections.
Regime δ/(ρa3ω20) γ/(ρa
3ω0) ε/(ρa3)
Real tuning (damping) 0 2.94 0
Reactive tuning (damping-spring) -2.91 0.468 0
Mass-damping tuning 0 0.468 2.91
Mass-damping-spring tuning -7.88 0.468 -4.97
Table 5.3: Power take-off coefficients under different tuning regimes.
For tuning regimes where both optimum conditions (5.23-5.24) are satisfied at tuning
wave number 2ak0 = 0.8 (reactive, mass-damping, mass-damping-spring), the associated
power plots all attain the same value there. This wave number is near the peak of each
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δ = 0, γ = 0, ǫ = 0
δ = 0, γ = γd, ǫ = 0
δ = δds, γ = γds, ǫ = 0
δ = 0, γ = γmd, ǫ = ǫmd
δ = δmds, γ = γmds, ǫ = ǫmds
Figure 5.10: Isolated device behaviour with different PTO tuning regimes
plot if it exists, as previously discussed.
No tuning at all was carried out for the case with no power take-off forces, so the
peak frequency is not at 2ak0 = 0.8. No power is produced for any wave number in this
situation because no generator damping coefficient is included.
The real-tuned case does not produce a peak in heave amplitude because it involves
a high damping coefficient, as discussed in Section 5.5.2. Note that the power does
not reach the optimal value at 2ak0 = 0.8 that the other tuning regimes do because
the optimum phase condition (5.24) was not used. The associated velocity potential
at the free surface in the domain surrounding the device is shown in Figure 5.11. We
consider it here because the real tuning regime will be used extensively in subsequent
chapters. The scattered potential is not given since it is exactly the same as for the
reactively-tuned device (Figure 5.6). Because resonance has not been forced to occur
at 2ak0 = 0.8, the device motion is diminished and thus the radiated wave field weaker
than in the reactively-tuned case.
The regime involving the mass and damping coefficients alone produces curves that
are similar in character to those arising from reactive (damping-spring) tuning. This
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Figure 5.11: Decomposition of velocity potential surrounding a real-tuned isolated device.
Radiated potentials at the free surface for the Device Test Case with real tuning. Amplitude
normalised by that of the ambient incident wave field (see colour bar). Phase given relative to
that of ambient incident wave field, normalised by π (see colour bar).
behaviour has been analysed in detail in Section 5.4.
There is no peak in the heave amplitude or power plots where all three generator
coefficients have been used. This is because the total spring force is zero throughout
the range. Hence, from (5.8) there is no real peak in heave amplitude relative to force
amplitude and the stationary point in velocity at ω = 0 disappears once the ambient
incident wave force amplitude is taken into account. Equation (5.7) predicts that the
phase of the heave displacement relative to the ambient incident wave force is π/2
throughout the frequency range. Once the effect of the ambient incident wave force
is accounted for, there is in fact a downward slope from this value with increasing
frequency in the phase plot. The shape of the power curve means that this arrangement
may capture much more energy than reactive or mass-damping tuning for wave numbers
other than at the tuning frequency. In fact this plot resembles that of the theoretical
maximum for any device absorbing in heave, which is inversely proportional to wave
number (Evans, 1981a, (4.5)).
Although there is no intuitive physical equivalent, negative power take-off coefficients
may be nonetheless achievable with appropriate control of the generator. However, this
can involve large variations in power flow over one wave period, requiring expensive
machinery. Furthermore, significant energy losses can result, reducing efficiency. Thus
real tuning is often given serious consideration, as an alternative that does not require
negative generator constants despite the associated power production not being optimal.
Tuning with all three coefficients produced some very large displacement amplitudes in
these results that are clearly not feasible in practice, especially for low wave numbers.
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Figure 5.12: Isolated device behaviour with different water depths.
Moreover, tuning regimes involving generator mass coefficients are not widely used so
will not be considered in the remainder of this thesis.
5.5.5 Geometry
In this final subsection of the chapter, the geometry of an isolated device will be
varied and the behaviour analysed. Power take-off coefficients have been calculated
individually for each geometry using reactive tuning with the non-dimensional wave
number 2ak0 = 0.8. One consequence of this is that all heave phase plots pass through
the same value near the tuning frequency where resonance has been forced to occur.
First the depth is varied as a proportion of that used for the Device Test Case
dT. The heave motion, forces and power output shown in Figure 5.12 do not appear
to be significantly affected by changes to the water depth. In fact, for depths greater
than or equal to dT, there is minimal appreciable difference between the associated
curves and the behaviour in the infinite-depth limit is approached rapidly. The most
significant deviations are for long waves (low wave numbers), in which case the depth
is proportionally smaller in comparison to the wavelength.
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Figure 5.13: Isolated device behaviour with different device radii.
















































Figure 5.14: Isolated device behaviour with different device draughts.
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Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively show the device behaviour as the radius and
draught of the buoy is varied as a proportion of those used for the Device Test
Case aT and bT. Altering these parameters has an effect on the ambient incident
wave forces, added mass and added damping, whilst the mass of the device and
the reactively-tuned generator parameters also change as a result. Each of these
modifications may individually be related to the behaviour observed in the preceding
sections. However, the combination of all the factors has given rise in this case to a
more peaked response for smaller radii and larger draughts.
It is interesting to note that the curves in Figure 5.13 are almost exactly replicated by
those in Figure 5.14, with small radii corresponding to large draughts and vice-versa. As
discussed earlier, at this depth (d = dT) the behaviour is largely the same as for infinite
water depth. Hence, the only relevant lengths are those of wavelength and radius and
draught of the device. The behaviour with respect to the non-dimensional independent
and dependent variables is therefore replicated when all of these lengths except depth
are scaled by the same factor. Thus, for example, a device for which a = 1 and b = 2
gives rise to a similar curve as one for which a = 0.5 and b = 1.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the behaviour of an isolated point absorber has been overviewed, in
order that array effects may be distinguished more clearly in the subsequent analysis.
The well-used parallel of a second-order linear oscillator has been employed in order to
lend an intuitive interpretation to the results, as well as to derive the power take-off
regimes used in the remainder of this thesis. Furthermore, the decomposition of velocity
potential in the domain surrounding an isolated device presented here forms the basis for
one of the array optimisation procedures described in Chapter 7. Finally, the majority
of the parameters analysed in this chapter will not henceforth be varied, in order that a
more thorough analysis of the array-related parameters may be performed. Hence this




Principles of array analysis
6.1 Introduction
In order to gain an understanding of wave energy device array performance, its
fundamental influencing factors are examined in this chapter. A simple test case is
first defined in Section 6.2 and the resulting behaviour as a function of wave number
studied. In the course of this discussion, the key concept of the interaction distance
is introduced. The work contained in this chapter is based on Child and Venugopal
(2008).
The defining characteristics of the array are then altered in turn to determine their
effect on performance, measured by the interaction factor introduced in Chapter 3. The
spacing between devices is analysed in Section 6.3 whilst Section 6.4 examines the effects
of changing the direction of incident waves. The number of devices in a linear array is
varied in Section 6.5 and finally some alternative configurations of devices are explored
in Section 6.6.
In order to aid the description of the arrays and their behaviour, we first define
some terminology. Where waves arrive at Device i and undergo some interaction before
encountering another converter, j, we label this process i-j. Here, i is the originating
device and j is the receiving device and passed between them are interacted waves.
6.2 Elementary Array Test Case
We begin by defining a simple array that is capable of demonstrating the basic principles
of wave interaction. Thus the ‘Elementary Array Test Case’ consists of two devices in a
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line parallel to that of the ambient incident waves. These are separated by a distance L of
eight radii so that Device 1 has coordinates (−L/2, 0) and Device 2 is located at (L/2, 0).
Each converter is of the type defined by the ‘Device Test Case’ in Section 5.4. Real
tuning of devices is considered alongside reactive tuning, since together they constitute
the most widely used regimes. The specification for the Elementary Array Test Case is
summarised in Table 6.1.
Property Specification
Radius a
Draught b = a
Depth d = 8a
Tuning real, reactive
Separation L = 8a
Wave heading angle β = 0
Array size N = 2
Array configuration linear
Table 6.1: Specification of the Elementary Array Test Case.
6.2.1 Real-tuned devices
Array behaviour
Here we analyse the behaviour of the Elementary Array Test Case, where the devices
are real-tuned. Heave amplitude and phase, along with power production, are plotted
as functions of ambient incident wave number in Figure 6.1 for each device in the
array as well as for an isolated device. As can be clearly seen, the devices within the
array experience certain alterations to their behaviour due to interference effects. The
up-wave device (Device 1) exhibits strong fluctuations about the isolated device curve
in each plot. The down-wave device (Device 2) has much weaker deviations and leads
to a diminished power output over most of the frequency range compared with a single
converter.
Also included in Figure 6.1, is the q̄-factor, defined by equation (3.163) as the ratio
of total array power to that from the same number of isolated devices. This is a
crucial quantity since it determines whether or not on average the array has a beneficial
effect on the performance of its members. A line is marked at the value q̄ = 1, above
which the array produces a net increase in power whilst the converse is true below this.
Fluctuations are also apparent in this plot with a reasonably regular increment in wave
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Isolated device Device 1 Device 2 Array
Figure 6.1: Array behaviour. Elementary Array Test Case with real-tuned devices.
number needed to move between consecutive peaks in the q̄-factor. As the wave number
tends to zero, that is to say for long waves, the interaction factor tends towards unity.
We now seek to answer the question: What determines the characteristics of the
q̄-factor? Although a method has been derived in the present work that is capable
of computing the ‘exact’ solution, this does not on its own provide sufficient insight
into the phenomena involved. We therefore attempt to provide an intuitive explanation
of ways in which the interaction factor may be modified. Because there will be some
simplifying assumptions made, the following phase argument can by no means account
for every feature of the results.
Consider the wave field incident to each device in the array as the sum of the
ambient incident waves and those scattered and radiated by other converters. Although
wave interactions may be significant, these interacted wave fields are in general much
smaller than that of the ambient incident waves. This can be seen, for example, from
the amplitude of the associated potentials around an isolated device (Figure 5.6 and
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Figure 5.11). For the purposes of simplicity, it is often possible to disregard one of the
interacted wave fields with reference to the dominant magnitude of the other, leaving
just two principal incident wave fields. We then propose that the following chain of
events leads to an enhancement of the power production at one of the devices:
1. The velocity potentials of the principal wave fields on the surface are in phase
with each other at the centre of the receiving device.
2. The forces due to the principal wave fields are in phase with each other. This
follows from equation (3.143) in an approximate sense, especially if the device is
of small radius.
3. The amplitude of the incident wave force (i.e. the sum of the forces from the
principal wave fields) on the receiving body is larger than that of the ambient
incident wave force. The total hydrodynamic force, the largest component of
which is the incident wave force, is also generally increased in amplitude.
4. The amplitudes of motion (i.e. displacement and velocity) are enhanced, compared
with those of an isolated device. The relationship between motion amplitudes
(3.90-3.92) and second-order linear oscillator theory account for this behaviour
when the amplitude of F is increased in equation (5.5).
5. The power output from the device is increased compared to that from the device
in isolation. This follows from (3.161).
Where the last event takes place at one of the devices, a larger q̄-factor results, provided
power production from the other devices is not also reduced significantly. Conversely,
where the principal wave fields are out of phase with each other at the receiving device,
a diminished q̄-factor is likely. Furthermore, if as the relative phases described here
change, the associated amplitudes do not vary significantly, then we can expect peaks
and troughs instead of merely increases and decreases in the relevant quantities.
Force decomposition
The processes involved in wave interaction may be further illuminated by decomposing
the incident wave force acting on each body in the array with respect to the type and
origin of the associated wave field (Figure 6.2). These precisely correspond to terms in
the expression of the hydrodynamic force (3.153). Thus, the ‘radiated force from i to j’
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is the component of the force on j that results purely from the motion of Device i given
in the solution of the full system. Equally, the ‘scattered force from i to j’ is derived from
the scattering of all incident waves to i in the same solution. Note that these definitions
differ from the more conventional exciting force and added mass and damping matrices
of, for example, Falnes (2002). For each force component, the amplitude and phase is
plotted on the same set of axes. The latter is calculated relative to the phase of the force
from the ambient incident wave field. Hence the horizontal grey line at zero denotes
where interacted and ambient wave forces are in phase with each other.
We turn firstly to the up-wave interactions, labelled 2-1. The phase plots of both
scattered and radiated wave forces in this direction have a steep inclination, the gradient
of which is reasonably constant as the wave number varies. The amplitudes of these
forces generally follow a skewed bell-shaped curve, with some small deviations to this
over the frequency range. Note that the scattered wave force is larger in amplitude than
the radiated wave force, especially for higher wave numbers. Hence the principal wave
fields experienced by Device 1 are those of the scattered and ambient incident waves.
Moreover, the amplitude of the interacted wave forces in this direction are larger than
those for the down-wave interaction, so we may justifiably expect Device 1 to have a
stronger influence on the q̄-factor than Device 2.
The steep gradient of the phase plots means that the scattered wave force goes
rapidly in and out of phase with the ambient incident wave force at Device 1. The
phase argument above then predicts rapid fluctuations in hydrodynamic force, heave
motion, power and q̄-factor with respect to wave number, which are indeed observed.
Note that where there is a peak in hydrodynamic force amplitude on Device 1, the phase
of this force crosses the isolated device curve in an upward direction. This is because
the additional force from the interaction has maximum effect on the combined force
amplitude when it is in phase with the original force on an isolated device. This leads
to a similar relationship between heave amplitude and phase.
Further confirmation of the correlation between the proposed phenomena involved
in the phase argument may be obtained by comparing the wave numbers at which
they occur (Table 6.2). Where appropriate, calculation of the position of the peaks is
preceded by division of the respective quantity by that for an isolated device. For each
peak in q̄-factor, the wave numbers at which the listed events occur match very well.
The correspondence is especially close at higher frequencies where radiation becomes
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(a) Scattered wave force 1-2





























(b) Scattered wave force 2-1





























(c) Radiated wave force 1-2





























(d) Radiated wave force 2-1
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(f) Hydrodynamic force amplitude


















(g) Hydrodynamic force phase
  
Isolated device Device 1 Device 2
Figure 6.2: Forces. Elementary Array Test Case with real-tuned devices.
much weaker in comparison to scattering processes.
Now we consider the down-wave interaction, labelled 1-2. Here we have large
fluctuations in both the amplitude and phase of the wave forces originating at Device 1.
This is because the up-wave device is passing on the variations in wave force that it
experiences from the down-wave device as the wave number changes. Neither radiation
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Event [Item number] 1 2 3 4 5
Scattered and ambient forces in phase [2] 0.30 1.08 1.86 2.71 3.60
Hydrodynamic force amplitude peak [3] 0.44 1.13 1.88 2.71 3.60
Hydrodynamic force phase up-crossing 0.35 1.11 1.87 2.72 3.60
Heave amplitude peak [4] 0.44 1.13 1.88 2.71 3.60
Heave phase up-crossing 0.35 1.11 1.87 2.72 3.60
Device power peak [5] 0.44 1.13 1.88 2.71 3.60
q̄-factor peak 0.43 1.14 1.89 2.70 3.57
Difference between q̄-factor peaks - 0.71 0.75 0.81 0.87
Table 6.2: Non-dimensional wave numbers 2ak0 at which events described in the phase
argument on p.112, along with others defined in the text, occur for the Elementary Array
Test Case with real-tuned devices. Where appropriate, data is derived from Device 1 in relation
to isolated device behaviour.
nor scattering dominates over the whole range in the down-wave direction, although as
previously stated, they both have little effect compared with the up-wave interactions.
Also both the scattered and the radiated wave force phases do not change rapidly with
respect to wave number, rarely becoming exactly in or out of phase with the ambient
incident wave force. Thus, the modifications to the isolated device behaviour are smaller
for Device 2 than for Device 1.
A phase argument again provides some insight into the behaviour here. Note that the
relative phase between the down-wave scattered wave force and the ambient incident
wave force stays between π/2 and 3π/2 for almost all of the frequency range. This
means that scattered waves at Device 2 are interfering in at least a partially destructive
manner. Hence the performance of this device is diminished for most frequencies, as
has already been observed. Intuitively, the down-wave device is in the shadow of its
up-wave counterpart and thus receives less wave energy than one would if it were in
isolation.
In both directions, long ambient incident waves lead to very weak scattered and
radiated waves. Therefore power modifications due to interactions also decay and the
q̄-factor tends to unity as 2ak0 tends to zero, as can be seen in Figure 6.1(d).
Due to the simplifying assumptions used, not all peaks in the q̄-factor necessarily
result from the sequence of events in the phase argument outlined above. However, most
examples of such constructive interference do seem to coincide with principal velocity
potentials being in phase with each other at key devices. To illustrate this, one peak
(2ak0 = 1.89) and one trough (2ak0 = 1.50) is selected from the q̄-factor plot. The phase
of the scattered potentials from each device at those wave numbers is given, relative to
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(a) Device 2, 2ak0 = 1.89













(b) Device 2, 2ak0 = 1.50













(c) Device 1, 2ak0 = 1.89













(d) Device 1, 2ak0 = 1.50
Figure 6.3: Phase of scattered velocity potential from each device (red circle) at the free
surface, relative to that of ambient incident wave field and normalised by π (see colour bar).
Elementary Array Test Case with real-tuned devices.
the ambient incident wave potential, by the colour maps in Figure 6.3. The originating
body is denoted by a red circle. Indeed at the peak in q̄-factor, the plot of the wave
field scattered from the down-wave device shows that it is in phase with the ambient
incident wave field at the up-wave converter. Conversely at the trough, the relevant
wave fields are out of phase with each other. Note that in both cases, the down-wave
body lies in an area of neutral or destructive interference from the up-wave one.
The interaction distance
We have seen that the nature of interference is principally determined by the shape of
the relative phase plot between the scattered and ambient incident wave forces. Hence
it is important to obtain a greater understanding of what influences these plots in the
general case. An explanation is presented in the following paragraphs to do precisely
this, making more simplifying assumptions along the way.
Suppose two devices i and j within an array are undergoing some interaction,
dominated by scattered waves. Let the distance between these converters be Lij and
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of the interaction distance for interference from i to j.
the angle between the positive x-axis at i and Device j be αij , as represented in
Figure 6.4. Ambient incident waves arrive at an angle β to the positive x-direction
and have progressive wave number k0. Define some reference line up-wave of the array,
parallel to the crests of the ambient incident wave field and let the distance from this
to j be L0.
Evanescent waves are ignored in the following, since they generally have small
amplitude in comparison with progressive waves. The dimensions of the devices are
also neglected with reference to the other lengths used. Consider the complete path of
a progressive incident wave as it travels from the reference line, and is then scattered
from body i towards the other body, j. The distance that this wave has travelled
is L0 + Lij cos (αij − β − π) + Lij . At the receiving body, j, ambient incident waves
also arrive directly from the reference line having travelled distance L0. The difference
between these two distances is defined to be the interaction distance, D shown by the
red line in the diagram. For the interaction, i-j, this is then
Dij = Lij [1− cos (αij − β)]. (6.1)
Note that this distance is defined and correctly calculated by the above equation for
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all angles αij and β. The phase shift associated with the interaction at the body is
neglected with reference to other phases involved in the calculation. Thus the phase
of a progressive wave increases at a rate of k0 with respect to the total distance it has
travelled along its path. Since all waves shared a common phase at the reference line,
the difference in phase between scattered and ambient wave fields is proportional to the
difference in distance travelled. At the receiving body, j, this is given by the interaction
phase ηij :
ηij = Dijk0 (6.2)
= Lij [1− cos (αij − β)]k0. (6.3)
Hence under these assumptions, the relative phase between scattered and ambient wave
forces also has a gradient of approximately Dij with respect to k0. This accounts for
the sloped plots in Figure 6.2(b) and Figure 6.2(d), and gives a reasonable prediction
of their gradients. Note that the larger the interaction distance, the more rapid the
change in relative phase between these forces.
The phase argument outlined earlier in this section implies that if there are two
situations in which the relative phase between scattered and ambient incident waves
at a device are the same, the interference is likely to have similar qualities. This must
also be true therefore if that relative phase is incremented by a whole multiple of 2π.
Hence if we have interaction phases η(1)ij and η
(2)






ij = 2πP, P ∈ Z. (6.4)
The change in interaction phase may be achieved by altering the ambient incident wave
number alone. The smallest such increment kR is defined to be the wave number repeat





Since the difference in interaction phases in (6.4) is proportional to the difference in
the associated wave numbers, increments to the wave number of whole multiples of the
repeat value will also give interference that shares some qualities with the initial case.
What this means is that the repeat value has effectively defined the ‘period’ of the
fluctuations of power from a device with respect to wave number. Where more than one
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interaction occurs in an array, the plot of interaction factor with respect to wave number
will resemble a superposition of many different fluctuating patterns, each corresponding
to a particular interaction with its own repeat value.
The repeat value for the up-wave interaction in the Elementary Array Test Case is
2akR = 0.79. This corresponds approximately with the observed difference in wave
numbers at consecutive peaks in the q̄-factor (see Table 6.2). For the down-wave
interaction, the interaction distance is zero, since the ambient incident wave field at
Device 2 travels approximately the same distance as that which has been scattered
before arriving there. The repeat value is therefore not defined for this interaction,
and correspondingly, there are no strong fluctuations in power output from Device 2
with respect to wave number. Although it must be emphasised that the repeat value
calculation does not take all relevant factors into account, it does provide a good
indicator of the likely interference characteristics.
6.2.2 Reactively-tuned devices
The Elementary Array Test Case involving reactively-tuned devices is now examined.
Heave amplitude and phase, power and the q̄-factor are shown in Figure 6.5 as functions
of wave number. The isolated device behaviour is quite different to that of real-tuned
devices, as discussed in Chapter 5. However, the relationship between the behaviour of
array elements and an isolated device has similar characteristics to those for real-tuned
devices described in Section 6.2.1. The main difference here is around the tuning
frequency 2ak0 = 0.8, where there is now a larger range of q̄-factor values.
Figure 6.6 shows the incident wave force on each device, decomposed in the same
way as in Figure 6.2. The main difference here is that radiated wave forces are much
larger around the tuning frequency than they are for real-tuned devices. This is because
reactive tuning forces resonance to occur near the tuning frequency (2ak0 = 0.8) which
leads to large body motion amplitudes and hence large radiated waves. Hence, much
stronger interactions are possible in this wave number range, leading to more variation in
the q̄-factor. Note that up- and down-wave radiated force amplitudes are approximately
equal, since this process is radially symmetric and the devices are moving with roughly
the same amplitude.
The wave forces resulting from scattered waves are largely unchanged from the
real-tuned case. The differences that do exist again occur around the tuning frequency,
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Figure 6.5: Array behaviour. Elementary Array Test Case with reactively-tuned devices.
where large radiated waves are being sent from the device that receives scattered waves
towards the device at which they originate. This modified wave field is finally scattered
back to the receiving device producing an alteration in the scattered wave force in that
direction.
For the array of real-tuned devices, scattering is the dominant effect throughout
the frequency range, at least in the up-wave direction. However, in the present array,
radiation dominates near resonance (0 < 2ak0 . 1) whilst scattering is most significant
again in the rest of the range (2ak0 & 1) in both directions. For these higher frequencies,
where both real and reactively-tuned arrays are dominated by scattering, the behaviour
is very similar.
In common with the case of real-tuned devices, the radiated and scattered wave
force phases in the down-wave direction do not change significantly with wave number
here, staying for the most part in the range π/2 to 3π/2 relative to the ambient incident
wave force. Hence the power obtained from Device 2 is not considerably different to
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(a) Scattered wave force 1-2































(b) Scattered wave force 2-1































(c) Radiated wave force 1-2































(d) Radiated wave force 2-1
  
Amplitude Phase
Figure 6.6: Forces. Elementary Array Test Case with reactively-tuned devices.
that from an isolated device and is, if anything, smaller for most of the frequency range.
For the frequency range where radiation dominates, we now wish understand why
we have positive and negative interference in the q̄-factor. Since down-wave interactions
do not produce strong fluctuations in the power output, up-wave interference must be
closely examined to find the cause. The same phase argument as for real-tuned devices
may be applied here, with radiated and ambient incident wave potentials constituting
the principal wave fields required. Hence, where they are in phase with each other, we
expect a peak in the q̄-factor and vice-versa. Indeed they are in and out of phase with
each other at wave numbers 2ak0 = 0.62 and 2ak0 = 0.86, which match very well with a
peak and trough in the q̄-factor at 2ak0 = 0.62 and 2ak0 = 0.83 respectively. For wave
numbers where both scattering and radiation are significant, it is possible to have effects
of both interaction processes evident in the q̄-factor.
The key to understanding the interactions that occur in the array therefore lies
finding out what determines the shape of the radiated force phase plots. In Section 6.2.1,
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an approximation was made asserting that scattering merely redirects progressive
incident waves, obtaining a good approximation of the shape of the relevant plot. Here,
ambient incident waves are absorbed by the device, which then moves and radiates them
back out again. Hence this may also be thought of as a redirection of incident waves,
provided the interaction processes at the interacting body are ignored. This allows
radiated waves to be used instead of scattered waves in the argument, giving rise to the
same predicted repeat values in every case.
As for interactions dominated by scattered waves, the repeat values for radiated
waves are 2akR = 0.79 and 0 for up- and down-wave interactions respectively. This is
evident from the comparable gradients of scattered and radiated wave force phase plots
in Figure 6.6. Note, however, that the actual wave numbers where the wave fields are in
or out of phase are likely to be different for scattering and radiation, due to the differing
interaction processes.
As an example of the causes of interference, a peak (2ak0 = 0.62) and a trough
(2ak0 = 0.83) in the q̄-factor are first selected near the tuning frequency. The phase
of the up-wave radiated wave field with respect to the ambient incident wave field is
then plotted as a colour map in Figure 6.7. These confirm that the principal wave fields
are indeed approximately in and out of phase with each other at the peak and trough
respectively.













(a) 2ak0 = 0.62













(b) 2ak0 = 0.83
Figure 6.7: Phase of radiated velocity potential from Device 2 (red circle) at the free surface,
relative to that of ambient incident wave field and normalised by π (see colour bar). Elementary
Array Test Case with reactively-tuned devices.
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(a) L = 4a








(b) L = 8a








(c) L = 12a








(d) L = 16a
  
Real Reactive
Figure 6.8: Interaction factor q̄. Elementary Array Test Case with different device separations
L.
6.3 Device separation
In this section, the Elementary Array Test Case is examined and the spacing between
devices varied. Separation distances from L = 4a to L = 16a are considered here. The
q̄-factor is plotted as a function of wave number for some of these cases in Figure 6.8.
Each of these gives rise to reasonably regular fluctuations about q̄ = 1 for most of the
frequency range.
From these subfigures, it is clear that as the spacing between devices is increased, the
number of fluctuations in q̄-factor about q̄ = 1 over the frequency range increases. As
discussed earlier in this chapter, the factor that primarily determines the characteristics
of these undulations is whether or not the progressive waves arriving at each device from
other elements in the array are in phase with the ambient incident wave field. The wave
number for a progressive wave, by definition is the rate of change of phase with distance.
Hence, if the additional distance that interacted waves must travel is increased, a given
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increment in wave number will have a much greater effect on the relative phases at the
receiving body. This means that each body will change from experiencing positive to
negative interference with a smaller change in wave number.
The relationship between spacing and interaction factor may be conveniently
expressed in terms of the quantities introduced in the previous section. Large
inter-body spacings mean the interaction distances Dij between devices will also be
large (see equation (6.1)) and hence the repeat values in the wave number will be
small (see equation (6.5)). The repeat values for the separations L = 4a, 8a, 12a, 16a
are calculated as 2akR = 1.57, 0.79, 0.52, 0.39 respectively. Values taken from the
q̄-factor plots themselves are 2akR = 1.64, 0.80, 0.53, 0.40 respectively, demonstrating
an excellent correspondence especially for wider separations. When devices are closer
together, the phase difference associated with interaction at each device becomes larger
in comparison with that relating to waves travelling between devices, and as such is
less readily neglected. Also evanescent waves become more significant closer to the
devices. Hence the repeat value calculation is not as accurate here.
Since the amplitude of waves emanating from any body decays with distance, the
interactions are correspondingly weaker at larger separations. This applies to both up-
and down-wave interactions. Hence, in this situation, we see that the q̄-factor is on
average closer to unity. This is consistent with the expectation that as the separation
approaches infinity, each device behaves more like an isolated converter. Note that all of
the principles outlined in this section also apply to a pair of devices in a more complex
array. Investigations have been carried out by Babarit (2010) into the manner in which
the performance of a similar array recovers with increasing separation. They found that
interference effects decay approximately with the inverse square root of device separation
and may still be significant for large values of that distance. This observation is reflected
in the present set of results (Figure 6.8) where the range of q̄-factors over the frequency
range decreases more appreciably between separations L = 4a and L = 8a than between
L = 12a and L = 16a.
The variation of q̄-factor with separation may be seen by plotting these two variables
directly against each other. Figure 6.9(a) is just such a graph for real-tuned devices,
where the wave number has been fixed at a value (2ak0 = 1.89) for which there is a
peak in the graph of q̄ with respect to 2ak0 when L = 8a. From equation (6.3), it
can be seen that as Lij increases, the interaction phase increases and so the interacted
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wave field goes in and out of phase with ambient incident wave field. This causes
constructive and destructive interference and hence fluctuations in the q̄-factor with
respect to spacing. The scenario is analogous to the fluctuations with respect to wave
number. In a similar way, therefore, we may define the separation repeat value LR to
be the smallest increment in separation such that the interaction phase is unchanged
(modulo 2π). Using equations (6.3) and (6.4), this yields
LR =
2π
[1− cos (αij − β)]k0
. (6.6)
For the case plotted, the distance between consecutive peaks along the L/a-axis is very
close to the value predicted by this equation, LR/a = 3.32. Note that the separation
repeat value decreases as the wave number increases.
To see how separation and wave number jointly affect the nature of interference,
Figure 6.9(b) shows a colour map plot of the q̄-factor for real-tuned devices. The
patterns can be explained by considering characteristic lines along which the interaction









These characteristic lines therefore predict a set of hyperbolas along which the nature
of interference is comparable. Such lines can clearly be seen as bands of colour in the
figure. Note that adding 2π to the constant c is equivalent to moving to a different
hyperbola for which the interference is similar. This plot clearly confirms that more
rapid variations in the q̄-factor with respect to wave number result from wider spacing,
and the same occurs with respect to spacing for higher wave numbers.
In order to draw some comparisons with earlier work on arrays, we now briefly
consider the motions of devices. Figure 6.10 shows heave amplitudes as functions of
spacing between two devices in an array that is aligned with the incident wave direction
(that is to say in ‘head seas’ or an ‘attenuator’ configuration). The wave number is held
at the device tuning wave number of 2ak0 = 0.8.
In the first case, the power take-off coefficients of the devices are reactively-tuned
using the hydrodynamic properties of a single device, in the same way as in the rest of
this thesis. A second case is also considered in which the power take-off coefficients have
effectively been determined by imposing a condition for optimal absorption on the array
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(a) 2ak0 = 1.89


















(b) q̄ (colour bar), varying L and k0.
Figure 6.9: Interaction factor q̄. Elementary Array Test Case with real-tuned devices, varying
device separation L.
at each spacing. This relationship, which follows from an analogue of equation (5.25)





where (here only) U0 is the vector of complex velocity amplitudes, B is the added
damping matrix and XS is the vector of complex excitation force amplitudes.
The latter two array-dependent quantities (which are also used in the alternative
solution procedure outlined towards the end of Section 4.2) were computed using the
eigenfunction expansion described in Chapter 3.
It can be seen that where each of the power take-off coefficients have been
optimised for the array configuration under consideration, the up- and -down-wave
devices (labelled 1 and 2 respectively) move with approximately the same amplitude.
This remarkable symmetry, first observed by Evans (1979) using the point absorber
approximation, does not appear to have an intuitive physical explanation. The
result was also noted by Thomas and Evans (1981) using the same approximation
and recorded by Justino and Clément (2003) (in Figure 6) following application of a
boundary element method (AQUADYN).
However, where devices have been tuned in isolation before array calculations are
performed, this symmetry is clearly broken. Here, the down-wave device plainly exhibits
more moderate motions than the up-wave device for most separations and behaves
similarly with respect to the isolated device for all spacings. Note that the up-wave
device follows a similar trend to both those devices that have been tuned as an array.
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Device 1 (Tuned in isolation)
Device 2 (Tuned in isolation)
Device 1 (Tuned as array)
Device 2 (Tuned as array)
Figure 6.10: Heave response of an array of two devices in waves approaching parallel to the
line joining them (β = 0) with wave number 2ak0 = 0.8. Power take-off settings determined as
optimal for an isolated device (Tuned in isolation) and optimal for the array (Tuned as array).
Isolated reactively-tuned device behaviour also shown.
These results imply that symmetry of motion amplitudes for devices in an
‘attenuator’ configuration is not an intrinsic property of array behaviour but rather
a property of the optimal solution in which devices can be controlled in a specific
manner. In the present situation, the added damping matrix (and therefore its
inverse) is symmetric due to the symmetry of the problem and furthermore, if
multiple wave scattering is not significant then the excitation forces on each element
are approximately equal. Hence equation (6.8) leads to symmetry in the velocity
amplitudes down the line of devices. However, if scattering is a significant effect
and ‘shadowing’ diminishes excitation forces on the down-wave devices, then motion
symmetry will be broken even in the case of optimal array tuning.
Therefore we may expect symmetry not to be present in the general case of
‘attenuator’ configurations, especially where the power take-off coefficients differ from
optimal array values and where scattering is significant. Babarit (2010) previously
found asymmetry in similar arrays using sub-optimal power take-off coefficients and
hydrodynamic data from AQUADYN.
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For further comparisons between results derived using different theories, see
Mavrakos and McIver (1997). Note that results of the ‘multiple scattering’ technique
described therein will in principle correspond precisely with ‘exact’ results from
the present method. Compared with the former method, the ‘point absorber’
approximation was found to break down for wave numbers 2ak0 > 1.6, especially
for closely spaced devices. Indeed, the results presented in this chapter for real- and
reactively-tuned devices are well matched for such wave numbers, indicating that
scattering and not radiation is the dominant process here.
6.4 Wave heading angle
The effect of changing the angle at which ambient incident waves approach the
Elementary Array Test Case is now investigated. The symmetries that exist for
the special case of a two-device array mean that only a restricted range of angles
is necessary here, although this does not necessarily hold for larger arrays. Firstly,
because the pair of devices has rotational symmetry of order two, every interaction
from i to j for β = β0 occurs from j to i for β = β0 + π. Hence the total performance
is unchanged: q̄(β0) = q̄(β0 + π), a result that holds approximately even for arrays
with no such symmetry (see Chapter 8). Secondly, any pair of identical devices has
reflectional symmetry about the line joining their centre points, and also about the
perpendicular bisector of this. Therefore, the behaviour must be replicated for wave
headings making the same angle with these lines. Thus q̄(α0 + β0) = q̄(α0 − β0), where
α0 = αij , αij + π/2, αij + π, αij + 3π/2. Since α12 = 0 here, only wave headings β
between 0 and π/2 need to be examined.
The q̄-factor is shown as a function of wave number for selected wave heading angles
in Figure 6.11. In common with the arrays studied up to this point, all of these plots
exhibit fluctuations as the independent variable increases. However, the magnitude of
the undulations varies with wave number for some angles.
Having discussed array behaviour for the case where β = 0 in Section 6.2, we next
consider ambient incident waves approaching in a line perpendicular to that between the
devices (β = π/2). In this situation, symmetry dictates that each device experiences
exactly the same interacted wave field as the other for every wave number. Hence
both positive and negative interaction effects are magnified, leading to the large range
of q̄-factor values seen in Figure 6.11(d). This also means that the plot maintains a
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Figure 6.11: Interaction factor q̄. Elementary Array Test Case with different wave heading
angles β.
particularly simple, fluctuating appearance.
The interaction distance for the wave heading β = π/2 is half that for β = 0, so the
repeat value is doubled to give 2akR = 1.57. This corresponds well with the behaviour
observed in Figure 6.11(d), which exhibits a slower variation of the q̄-factor with respect
to wave number. In contrast with the β = 0 case, waves leaving each device interfere
both constructively and destructively at the other converter over the wave number range,
meaning that there are no shadowing effects (general degradation of down-wave device
performance) observed.
The tuning regime makes a significant difference to the q̄-factor near to the tuning
frequency for β = π/2. For reactively-tuned devices, there is a large peak in the
amplitude of radiated wave force near the tuning frequency 2ak0 = 0.8. Near to this
wave number, the same force becomes in phase with the ambient incident wave force
(not shown), and so there is a large modification in performance. The consequence of
this is that the array of reactively-tuned devices exhibits a sharp peak near the tuning
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frequency that the array of real-tuned devices does not.
In the case where β = 0, there is only one non-zero interaction distance and this
largely governs the variation of the q̄-factor with respect to wave number. When
β = π/2, interactions in each direction share the same interaction distance, so there
is only one distinct value that determines this behaviour. From equation (6.1), it is
clear that for wave headings in between 0 and π/2 there are two distinct non-zero
interaction distances, one relating to each direction. These lead to two different repeat
values, each producing a significant increase in receiving device power that reoccurs
when the wave number is incremented by that value. When the power contributions
are added together, as in the q̄-factor, a superposition of these two fluctuation patterns
results. Since the two interaction processes are not coordinated at every wave number
if β 6= π/2, the variations in q̄-factor may not be as large as if that were to be the case.
As β is increased or decreased from π/2, one interaction distance increases and one
decreases from their initially equal values. The up-wave interaction produces the longer
distance and therefore the smaller repeat value than its down-wave counterpart. It is
the former process that leads to the densest and hence most noticeable fluctuations of
the q̄-factor with respect to wave number. This means that the undulations appear
to be more rapid with respect to wave number for any wave heading angle other than
β = π/2, as can be seen from Figure 6.11. For the two angles in the middle of the
range β = π/6, π/4, the larger of the repeat values in each array defines a broad trend
curve about which the q̄-factor fluctuates in accordance with the smaller value. In the
case of β = π/6 these are calculated to be 2akR = 11.72 and 0.84, whilst for β = π/4
they are 2akR = 5.36 and 0.92. In both situations the smaller value matches well with
that observed in the figures and some effects of the larger one (which exceeds the given
wave number range) may be seen. Note also that as the wave heading approaches the
direction joining converters, partial shadowing of the down-wave device is possible.
The variation of q̄-factor with angle at a wave number of 2ak0 = 1.89 for devices
that are real-tuned is shown in Figure 6.13(a). As with wave number and device
separation variables, it is possible to replicate the same interaction phase and therefore
type of interference at the receiving device for different wave heading angles. However,
the matter is complicated by the fact that the difference in interaction phase is not
proportional to the difference in wave heading angle. To aid understanding of the
principles involved, the general case is simplified here. First, we assume that two devices
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1− 2( 2πk0Lij )
1− 3( 2πk0Lij )
1− 4( 2πk0Lij )
1− 5( 2πk0Lij )
1− 6( 2πk0Lij )
−π − π2 π2 π
β
Figure 6.12: Illustration of wave heading angles β (red dots) for which the nature of interference
at a device is qualitatively the same.
are in-line with the x-axis, such that αij = 0. Suppose further that we wish to replicate
the nature of interference that occurs at Device j when the ambient incident waves
approach in the positive x-direction (β = β(1) = 0) at some other heading (β = β(2)).
Then equations (6.3) and (6.4) give
cosβ(2) = 1− 2πP
k0Lij
, P ∈ Z. (6.9)
The wave heading angles that satisfy this equation can be visualised as the values of β
for which horizontal lines at the values 1− 2πPk0Lij (P ∈ Z) intersect the plot of cosβ, as
illustrated by the red dots on the β-axis in Figure 6.12. Hence if there is a peak in the
power when wave incidence is parallel to the line between devices, then there are also
likely to be peaks near the given angles.
A similar procedure may be applied to interactions occurring in the opposite
direction to get another set of predicted peaks in power which will be combined with
the first set to define the shape of the q̄-factor plot. This process may be used to explain
the shape of plots like Figure 6.13(a), which shows a peak in the q̄-factor at β = 0, with
a secondary example at β = 0.40π.
Note that from equation (6.9), as the spacing Lij increases, more solutions for the
angle exist and so the fluctuations in the power with respect to β become more dense. In
arrays with more devices, the principles outlined above still hold, although the q̄-factor
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will resemble a superposition of more fluctuating patterns relating to the interacting
pairs.
The variation of the q̄-factor with both wave number and heading angle for real-tuned
devices is shown in Figure 6.13(b). Characteristic contours of the resulting colour map
may again be derived for any constant c, along which one of the interaction phases
stays the same. Unlike with the varying of device spacing at β = 0, here the two
interaction distances both change with each variable. From equation (6.3), the variables





This gives two sets of hyperbola-like curves in k0 as a function of β which cross over,
forming the patchwork pattern in Figure 6.13(b). Note that there is more rapid variation
of the q̄-factor with β for higher wave numbers k0, as predicted by equation (6.9).








(a) 2ak0 = 1.89


















(b) q̄ (colour bar), varying β and k0.
Figure 6.13: Interaction factor q̄. Elementary Array Test Case with real-tuned devices, varying
wave heading angle β.
6.5 Array size
In order to analyse collections of more than two devices, the Elementary Array Test
Case is generalised to define any regular linear arrangement involving devices of the
type specified by the Device Test Case (see Section 5.4). This consists of N converters,
separated by a centre-to-centre distance L, aligned on the x-axis and with the centre
of the array on the y-axis (shown in Figure 6.14 for five elements). The q̄-factor as a
function of wave number is shown in Figure 6.15 for each arrangement of up to five
bodies, along with a ten-body array. Note that the simple shape of the curve gets
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Figure 6.14: Illustration of linear array configuration for five devices.
increasingly deformed as the number of devices increases.
Increasing the number of devices in an array means that there are more combinations
of body pairs that undergo interaction, and hence a potentially greater number of repeat
values. The q̄-factor plot then resembles the superposition of an increasing number of
fluctuating curves. With the addition of devices to the Elementary Array Test Case, the
new interaction distances are greater than or equal to those already present. Hence the
repeat values that are distinct from the existing ones are smaller, leading to deformations
of the plot that are of a finer character than the previously observed fluctuations.
From the isolated body velocity potential plots (Figures 5.6 and 5.11) the magnitude
of interacted waves clearly decreases with distance from the originating device. This
means that weaker interference occurs for arrays with larger inter-body separation. Also,
the effect of any interaction process is enhanced if it occurs between more than one pair
of devices. Therefore, since the most common interaction is between adjacent bodies
in the array, the associated undulation dominates the appearance of the q̄-factor plots
for all N . Conversely, the rapid fluctuations associated with the up-wave interactions
between more distant devices individually have a lesser influence on the shape of the
curve.
We have already seen that for β = αij , the wave energy reaching the down-wave
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(e) N = 10
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Figure 6.15: Interaction factor q̄. Linear array configuration with device separation L = 8a,
wave heading angle β = 0 and different array sizes N .
device of a pair may be attenuated, leading to diminished overall performance. When
more than two devices are arranged in a linear formation, this effect is accentuated.
From Figure 6.15, it is clear that as the number of devices increases, the q̄-factor
generally deteriorates, especially for higher wave numbers. To illustrate this further,
Figure 6.16 shows the amplitude of total velocity potential surrounding an array of five
real-tuned devices, relative to that of the ambient incident wave field at a wave number
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for which there is a peak in the q̄-factor (2ak0 = 1.87). We see that there is a general
decrease in wave amplitude further down-wave (towards the right of the figure). This
means less energy is available for devices at the rear of the arrangement, even here
where the overall performance is better than for neighbouring wave numbers. No such
shadowing occurs for larger linear arrays when β = π/2.











Figure 6.16: Amplitude of total velocity potential relative to that of ambient incident wave
field (see colour bar). Linear array configuration of real-tuned converters with device separation
L = 8a, non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 = 1.87, wave heading angle β = 0 and array size
N = 5.
In Section 6.3, it was mentioned that ‘attenuator’ arrays such as the ones described
here do not necessarily exhibit symmetry in the motion amplitudes between up- and
down-wave elements. This is confirmed by the heave amplitude plots for the arrays
described in this section, shown in Figures A.1 and A.2 of the appendix. It is also clear
that the down-wave devices generally have more moderate motions than an isolated
device, especially in the real-tuned case and for reactively-tuned devices at higher wave
numbers where scattering effects dominate.
6.6 Array configuration
Arrangements other than the linear formation previously considered are analysed in
this section, again involving devices of the type specified by the Device Test Case (see
Section 5.4). The first of these is a circular configuration, formed such that the N
devices lie evenly distributed around the circumference of a circle which is centred on
the origin. Each element is separated from its nearest neighbours by a distance L, as
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shown in Figure 6.17(a) for five devices.
Secondly a staggered array is formed by the addition of bodies at increasing
y-coordinates to alternate sides of the three-device circular arrangement, starting with
the side having negative x-coordinate. This is done in such a way as to make two rows
of bodies parallel to the y-axis, with each body separated from the ones closest to it
within the same row by a distance L. The median position of all the elements is then
arbitrarily centred on the origin. This arrangement is shown in Figure 6.17(b) for five
devices.
Figure 6.18 shows plots of the q̄-factor as a function of wave number for circular
arrays of up to five devices. The wave heading angle used in the calculations is β = 0
for all except the two-body arrangement, where it is set at β = π/2. The latter case,
covered in detail in Section 6.4 is included here for comparison. As with the linear
arrays, understanding of the results can be built up from consideration of the interactions
between constituent body pairs.
The two down-wave devices in the array of size three interact with each other in much
the same way as do the elements of the two-body array in waves normally incident to
their connecting line. We therefore observe that two large peaks in the q̄-factor close to
2ak0 ' 2.2 and 2ak0 ' 4, corresponding to waves scattered from one device to the other,
are common to both cases (Figures 6.18(a) and 6.18(b)). Note that the interactions that
occur in the three-device array also share similarities with those in an array where one
of the down-wave cylinders is removed, that is to say the results given in Figure 6.11(b).
In particular, there is an increase in the q̄-factor around 2ak0 ' 3 that leads to the
deformation of the trough occupying 2.2 . 2ak0 . 4 in Figure 6.18(a) that is observed
in Figure 6.18(b).
Most of the body pair combinations in the circular array of four devices are equivalent
to the case where waves meet a two-body linear array at an angle of β = π/4. Hence the
overall interaction effects in the circular array are similar in nature but more accentuated
due to replication of the phenomena (compare Figures 6.11(c) and 6.18(c)). This is in
contrast to the circular array of five devices, which has more device pairs with different
relative coordinates and hence repeat values. A q̄-factor curve with a complicated
fluctuating appearance therefore results (Figure 6.18(d)).
Moving on to the staggered arrangements, we see that for the same wave heading
and separation distance, the q̄-factor plots (Figure 6.19) show a striking resemblance
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(a) Circular
(b) Staggered
Figure 6.17: Illustration of alternative array configurations of five devices.
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(b) N = 3, β = 0
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(d) N = 5, β = 0
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Figure 6.18: Interaction factor q̄. Circular array with device separation L = 8a and different
array sizes N .







(a) N = 4







(b) N = 5
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Figure 6.19: Interaction factor q̄. Staggered array with device separation L = 8a, wave heading
angle β = 0 and different array sizes N .
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to the graph of the three-device circular array (Figure 6.18(b)). This is because the
staggered configurations can be seen as an amalgamation of ‘sub-arrays’ consisting of
three devices in a circular formation. The major difference between the plots for these
circular and staggered cases is that the two large peaks corresponding to interaction
between bodies with the same x-coordinate are enhanced in the four- and, to a greater
degree, five-device arrangements. These peaks are derived from interactions between the
pairs of bodies separated by L = 8a for wave heading angle β = π/2, of which two and
three are contained in the four- and five-body arrangements respectively. This effect is
therefore exaggerated in larger staggered arrays. A feature of the four-device staggered
arrangement that is not clearly exhibited in the three-converter array is the two smaller
peaks in the q̄-factor at 2ak0 ' 2.7 and 2ak0 ' 3.3. These correspond to constructive
interaction between the devices across the long diagonal of the array and are magnified
in the five-device case where two such paths exist.
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Array optimisation in regular
waves
7.1 Introduction
We have seen in Chapter 6 how the layout of an array of wave energy converters can
influence the overall performance. Now we consider the complimentary problem of
seeking arrangements such that the array exhibits desired modifications in performance.
Specifically, power output from a given set of devices is optimised at one incident wave
frequency and direction in three different situations, as described in Section 7.2. The
optimisation is applied using two different approaches in each case: the Parabolic
Intersection (PI) method and a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The former is a heuristic
technique that has been devised here to enable rapid array construction using only
simple calculations (Section 7.3). The latter is an existing method, applied here with a
novel crossover operator (Section 7.4). The resulting arrays will be analysed in detail
in Chapter 8, and the optimisation techniques evaluated.
Since most optimisation processes require numerous calls to the objective function,
calculation of the hydrodynamic interactions must be rapid. Whilst Fitzgerald and
Thomas (2007) used the ‘point absorber’ approximation to enable this, the efficiency
of the interaction procedure contained within this thesis allows scattering effects to be
included along with those of radiation for the first time in a free optimisation of layout.
Preliminary methodologies for the present techniques are contained in a paper by the
author (Child and Venugopal, 2009) with the final approach summarised in a further
publication (Child and Venugopal, 2010).
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7.2 Problem definitions
Once wave energy devices have been designed and built, the primary concern for a
project developer is to maximise output from the installed converters whilst minimising
cost. The latter criterion will almost always lead to several devices being deployed
in the same vicinity, in order to exploit the associated economies of scale. A similar
physical situation also arises with a multiple-float device that itself consists of many
absorbers. In both cases, this leaves the problem of maximising the power output from
the converters, which will be solved in this chapter using the layout of the array only.
It may also be useful to know the extent of the deterioration in performance when the
array is arranged the worst possible manner. Even if the optimal solution could not be
implemented in practice, this would provide some guidance as to which arrangements
should be avoided.
The optimisation processes are demonstrated here by forming arrays of five devices,
although both the PI method and the GA are still feasible with a larger number of
converters. To reflect likely economic constraints of mass production, all devices are
considered to be identical. Their geometry is chosen to be that of the Device Test Case
specified in Table 5.1. Characteristics of the power take-off are determined in advance
of array formation by using real and reactive tuning (see Section 5.3) at the pre-assigned
device tuning wave number 2ak0 = 0.8. Optimisation with respect to array layout is
intended to further modify the overall performance at incident wave parameters specified
by the array tuning wave number and direction. For simplicity, these wave numbers will
be taken to be equal and the wave direction taken to be that of the positive x-axis.
In the next chapter, both the array layout and power take-off characteristics are
considered fixed under wave incidence of different frequencies and directions. These
results are combined in Chapter 9 to predict performance in several irregular sea-states.
In both sets of analysis, the spring and damping constants are sub-optimal in that
power is only optimised at one wave frequency. However, it is in fact impossible
for a device operating in a real sea to achieve optimal absorption of each frequency
component without some knowledge of the future state of the system (Price, 2009). The
effectiveness of a sub-optimal control strategy depends upon the wave energy spectrum
under consideration, with narrow-banded spectra likely to produce the best results with
its use.
The layout of the array is also sub-optimal in the sense that it cannot physically
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represent the separate optima for all wave components simultaneously. Nevertheless,
irregular waves are dealt with in this chapter by taking the peak frequency and mean
direction from a representative spectrum before tuning the device and array to those
parameters. This approach allows the optimisation to be performed efficiently, as each
array only need be evaluated using one regular wave component. A more thorough yet
time-consuming optimisation in the irregular wave case is presented in Chapter 9.
A quantity that plays an important role in the calculations is the interaction factor
(q̄ in equation (3.163)), since it is proportional to the total power output of the array.
This value is used to assess the fitness of the arrays in the layout optimisation process
and to analyse the resulting configurations in a meaningful manner (as in Chapter 6).
A minimum separation distance of one diameter between body surfaces is imposed in
the optimisation to reduce the likelihood of device collisions in practical applications.
We thus seek to optimise
q̄(x1, y1, . . . , xN , yN ), (7.1)
where the q̄-factor is expressed as a function of the device coordinates in the array,
subject to the condition
min
i,j {Lij} ≥ 4a, (7.2)
where Lij is the distance between i and j and a is the device radius.
Three problems optimisation problems are defined here. The first two concern
achieving the best possible array performance under different regimes. The case in
which scattered waves mostly dominate over those from radiation is considered in
Problem 1. As we shall see in the next section, this can be achieved for the geometry
and tuning wave number specified by using real tuning to determine the power take-off
coefficients. Conversely, Problem 2 concerns radiated waves being dominant. This
occurs when devices are reactively-tuned since then resonance ensures large motion
amplitudes. In Problem 3, the capacity of array-related effects to diminish power
output are investigated by minimising that quantity. Given that devices are tuned
to a particular wave number, array layout is therefore optimised under incident waves
of the same wave number and zero wave heading, with the following objectives:
Problem 1 Maximise power in an array of real-tuned devices
Problem 2 Maximise power in an array of reactively-tuned devices
Problem 3 Minimise power in an array of reactively-tuned devices
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7.3 Parabolic Intersection
7.3.1 Method
The Parabolic Intersection method is a framework, devised in the course of this research,
that assists its user in the design of arrays. The aim is to construct array configurations
exhibiting desired properties, using only the simplest calculations. This approach
facilitates rapid assessment of the most fundamental interaction processes, in terms
of their contribution to array performance. As we have seen in the previous chapter, a
good level of understanding may be gained by forming some strong assumptions about
the nature of interactions. Making similar assumptions here therefore allows the effective
assessment and construction of array configurations.
The present technique involves the analysis of the interference pattern surrounding
each body in the array. By the time they reach other bodies in the array, radiated and
scattered waves are generally smaller in amplitude than the ambient incident wave field.
The incoming (and therefore outgoing) waves at each body may then be approximated
by those surrounding an isolated body. It can be seen by comparing, for example,
Figures 5.6(d) and 6.7(b) that such an approximation is a reasonable one. Furthermore,
the isolated device potentials may be computed much more quickly and easily than the
full wave fields.
The wave field surrounding an isolated device, tuned to the wave number 2ak0 =
0.8, has already been considered in Chapter 5, with Figures 5.6 and 5.11 showing
the scattered and radiated velocity potentials at the free surface. Here, we further
decompose each of these into the progressive part and the remaining evanescent part.
Figure 7.1 shows the scattered wave field from both a real- and reactively-tuned device,
since they are in fact equal. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the radiated wave field from a real-
and reactively-tuned device respectively. In all cases, the amplitude of the evanescent
component is much smaller than the progressive part, especially further away from the
device. This means that the amplitude and phase of the total wave field is approximately
equal to that of the progressive part. Note that the amplitude of the radiated wave
field from the reactively-tuned converter is larger than that of the scattered wave field
throughout the domain. Conversely for real-tuned devices, the scattered wave field is
the largest in most areas, especially up-wave of the body.
Only the wave field that contributes most to the interactions will be subsequently
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Figure 7.1: Scattered velocity potential surrounding isolated real-tuned (or reactively-tuned)
device at the free surface. Amplitude normalised by that of the ambient incident wave field (see
colour bar). Phase given relative to that of ambient incident wave field, normalised by π (see
colour bar). Total potential further decomposed into the progressive part and the remaining
non-progressive (evanescent) part.
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Figure 7.2: Radiated velocity potential surrounding isolated real-tuned device at the free
surface. Amplitude normalised by that of the ambient incident wave field (see colour bar).
Phase given relative to that of ambient incident wave field, normalised by π (see colour bar).
Total potential further decomposed into the progressive part and the remaining non-progressive
(evanescent) part.
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Figure 7.3: Radiated velocity potential surrounding isolated reactively-tuned device at the
free surface. Amplitude normalised by that of the ambient incident wave field (see colour bar).
Phase given relative to that of ambient incident wave field, normalised by π (see colour bar).
Total potential further decomposed into the progressive part and the remaining non-progressive
(evanescent) part.
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used. For real-tuned devices, the progressive part of the scattered wave field will be
retained. In the case of reactively-tuned devices, however, it is the progressive part of
the radiated wave field that is kept.
We now attempt to explain the important features of the progressive scattered and
radiated wave field phase plots that form the basis of the current method. Suppose
there is a single device located at the origin O with waves approaching in the positive
x-direction and we wish to know the points (xp, yp) where the interacted waves are in
phase with ambient incident wave field. Assuming momentarily that there is no phase
shift at the body, the case reduces to that under which the interaction distance of
Chapter 6 was derived. Instead of finding different wave numbers that give rise to the
same interaction distance, here we wish to find different points at which the interference
is similar. Consider the interaction distance associated with waves scattered or radiated
from O to (xp, yp). From the definition, this is given by the total distance that interacted
waves have travelled less the distance that ambient waves have travelled at (xp, yp), both
measured from some common reference line. The interaction distance, shown by the
red line in Figure 7.4, is therefore
D =
√
x2p + y2p − xp, (7.3)
which is an expression of the equation (6.1). For interacted and ambient waves to be
in phase at (xp, yp), we require that the phase associated with the interaction distance
(the interaction phase given by (6.2)) is a whole multiple of 2π:
Dk0 = 2πP, P ∈ Z. (7.4)
Inserting (7.3) into the equation above and rearranging results in the following loci of












This describes a family of parabolas (indexed by P and correspondingly numbered in
Figure 7.4), sharing the centre of the interacting body as their focus (Courant and John,
1989, pp. 244–5, 248). Similarly, the points where the two wave fields are out of phase
with each other will form a family of parabolas with the same focus, between the original
set of curves. A similar argument applies for other angles of attack, with the device at
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locations other than the origin and where the phase shift at the body in non-zero but










Figure 7.4: Illustration of parabolic curves of interference from a device at (x0, y0) = (0, 0).
Parabolas are labelled consecutively away from the device. The paths of ambient and interacted
waves from the left hand side of the diagram to the point (xp, yp) are shown by solid and dashed
arrows respectively.
In Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, the actual curves of minimum and maximum phase
difference between the wave fields are shown in the phase plots by thick and thin contours
respectively. Clearly the phase shift at the device is not as simple in practice as has
been assumed in the derivation of the parabolic curves above. However, despite slight
deviations to their shape, the actual curves are approximately parabolic in form, as
predicted. They will therefore simply be referred to as parabolas from here on and
numbered in ascending order (p = 1, 2, . . .) outwards from the device for the two sets of
parabolas separately.
The PI method works iteratively by adding further devices to an existing array. As
we have seen in Chapter 6, devices at which interacted and ambient wave fields are in
phase with each other experience constructive wave interference and so generally perform
better than they would do otherwise. Hence for Problems 1 and 2, desirable locations to
situate converters are points on the curves of maximum constructive interference. Thus,
if the set of thick parabolas from the dominant wave field (Figure 7.1(d) or 7.3(d)) is
superimposed around a device in the array, potential locations may be identified as those
lying on one of these curves. Points at which parabolas surrounding two existing devices
intersect are even more advantageous and so one of the main tasks in this method is to
find points of parabolic intersection. A similar process may be performed using a set
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of thin parabolas from the dominant wave field of Figure 7.3(d) to create destructive
interference in Problem 3.
7.3.2 Implementation
Although the PI procedure vastly reduces the number of potential body locations
available, many options in the design of the array still remain. A strategy for
construction is therefore required. In this section, three formation types are introduced
that will guide the process of array creation: linear, pentagonal and staggered. Each of
these may then be applied to the three problems at hand by selecting the appropriate
set of parabolas from the dominant wave field.
Linear: A line of equally spaced devices is perhaps the simplest practical array
configuration. Furthermore, it allows converters to both cause and experience the
desired variety of interference in partnership with the adjacent elements in the row.
The construction of a linear array may be carried out in the following manner, as
illustrated by Figure 7.5. First select two natural numbers pa, pb = 1, 2, . . . relating to
parabolas in the interference pattern of the dominant wave field. Then:
1. Place the first device at the origin.
2. Overlay the ptha parabola around the first device. Place a second device on this
parabola such that the first also lies on the pthb parabola overlaid around the
second.
3. Repeat step 2, starting with the second device and so on, until all five devices are
situated in a line.
Pentagonal: As can be seen in Figure 7.1, scattered waves are strongest up-wave
of an isolated device. Hence, in the case of real tuning (and to some extent reactive
tuning), this region may be a valuable place to situate further converters and take
advantage of the increased capacity for interaction. The pentagonal array formation is
therefore designed to incorporate many instances of up-wave interaction. The procedure
is simplified here by insisting that the final array is symmetric with respect to the
incident wave direction. Construction proceeds as follows, as shown in Figure 7.6.
First select four natural numbers pa, pb, pc, pd = 1, 2, . . . relating to parabolas in the
interference pattern of the dominant wave field. Then:
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Figure 7.5: Linear array construction using the PI method.
1. Place the first device at the origin.
2. Overlay the ptha parabola around the first device. Place a second device on this
parabola such that the first also lies on the ptha parabola overlaid around the
second.
3. Overlay the pthb parabola around the first device and the p
th
c parabola around the
second. Place the third device at the intersection of these two parabolas.
4. Repeat step 3, interchanging pb and pc, to determine the location of the fourth
device.
5. Overlay the pthd parabola around the third and fourth devices. Place the fifth
device at the intersection of these two parabolas.
Staggered: One intuitively appealing layout involves the offsetting of one row of
machines from another with respect to the principle direction of energy transfer. This
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pa pb pc pd
Figure 7.6: Pentagonal array construction using the PI method.
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allows the array to be fairly compact whilst hopefully minimising the worst of the
possible shadowing effects. The staggered formation also permits desirable interference
processes between devices in the same row as well as between elements in different rows.
The construction process (see Figure 7.7) is thus carried out as follows. First select two
natural numbers pa, pb = 1, 2, . . . relating to parabolas in the interference pattern of the
dominant wave field. Then:
1. Place the first device at the origin.
2. Overlay the ptha parabola around the first device. Place a second device on this
parabola such that the first also lies on the ptha parabola overlaid around the
second.
3. Overlay the pthb parabola around the first and second devices. Place the third
device at the intersection of these two parabolas.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, using the same choices for pa and pb, such that the fourth
and fifth devices are the mirror images of the second and third with respect to the
x-axis.
In order to assist the array construction process, a graphical user interface (GUI) was
created (see Figure 7.8) in the MATLAB computing environment. The user is required
to arrange the devices in approximately the correct positions using appropriate sets of
parabolas from the isolated device potential that may be made visible on the screen.
The device pairs between which interference is desired may be selected and the resulting
directions displayed as arrows. The programme will then ‘snap’ the bodies that are
to receive interacted waves to the nearest parabola from the appropriate interference
patterns, using a fast local optimisation routine. Extra savings in computation time may
be achieved by stipulating that the array is required to be symmetric with respect to
the incident wave direction. The resulting coordinates and q̄-factor for the arrangement
may finally be saved to a file. This programme facilitates a rapid, intuitive way of
designing arrays in which any number of other design constraints may be incorporated
by the user.
The GUI was used to create linear, pentagonal and staggered arrays for each of
Problems 1, 2 and 3. Furthermore, this was performed for different selections of the
parabola indices involved in the designs. However, only arrangements that satisfied the
minimum body separation condition (7.2) were constructed. Additionally, a maximum
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Figure 7.7: Staggered array construction using the PI method.
separation of 40a in the x- or y-direction between interacting body pairs was imposed
in order to limit the number of array candidates. This is not likely to exclude any
configurations that exhibit strong interference, since interaction strength generally
decreases with separation.
Due to their symmetry, the reflections of linear arrangements in axes parallel or
perpendicular to the incident wave direction are equivalent in terms of performance.
Therefore, only layouts for which pb ≤ pa and the device number increases with the
y-coordinate were created. The special case of pa = pb implies that the line of devices
is perpendicular to the direction of oncoming waves. The q̄-factor for all eligible linear
arrangements is shown in Tables A.1(a), A.2(a) and A.3(a) of the appendix for Problems
1, 2 and 3, labelled PL followed by the problem number and the subscript papb.
For the pentagonal formation, only arrangements where the x-coordinate decreases
from the first to the third and the third to the fifth device were considered. These are
shown in Tables A.1(b), A.2(b) and A.3(b) of the appendix for Problems 1, 2 and 3,
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Figure 7.8: Graphical User Interface to assist in the construction of arrays using the PI method.
with the label beginning PP and the subscript papbpcpd.
Only staggered configurations where the x-coordinate decreases from the first to the
third device were considered. Such arrangements are shown in Tables A.1(c), A.2(c)
and A.3(c) of the appendix for Problems 1, 2 and 3, with the label beginning PS and
the subscript papb.
Although the desired interference is likely to be stronger for more closely spaced
arrays, unintended interactions may mean that a configuration does not attain the
expected level of performance. Therefore the array candidates are ranked by their
q̄-factor and the most highly optimised configuration (highest q̄-factor for Problems 1
and 2, lowest for Problem 3) selected for each problem to receive further analysis in the
next chapter. These arrays are shown in bold type in the appropriate table; PS133 is
chosen and renamed P1, PS222 as P2 and PS322 as P3.
Note that there is a significant discrepancy between the top and bottom of each
table, which shows that many other factors not taken into account in this process can
have an influence on array performance. However, the nature of interference (that is
to say, constructive or destructive) is the same for most examples within each problem.
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A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a type of optimisation routine that takes its inspiration
(and much of its terminology) from the theory of evolution. Rather than performing
deterministic iterations on one solution, GAs work with a collection of solutions that
are allowed to develop towards an optimum in a controlled random manner.
GAs are well suited to problems where the search space is large, not unimodal, not
well understood and no absolute global optimum is required (Mitchell, 1996). In the
present application, the dimension of the solution space increases by two with each
additional body and so may quickly become large. Additionally, the spatial periodicity
of the waves leads to a multi-peaked search space, yet not enough is known about the
solution to easily apply a more specific algorithm. Finally, the practical nature of the
engineering application means that a solution may satisfactorily be judged on its own
performance without undue concern regarding its global optimality. GAs have already
been applied effectively in a number of array-related problems, such as the design of
acoustic lenses (H̊akansson et al., 2004), electromagnetic antennas (Haupt, 1995) and
communication transmitter networks (Chopard et al., 1997). Whilst these applications
may inform the choice of algorithm, it should be noted that the problems are not
equivalent since both scattering and radiation occur in arrays of wave energy devices.
In general, Genetic Algorithms involve representing the defining characteristics of
solution candidates (termed individuals) as encoded genes. The first step is then to
create a set of individuals (usually at random) which forms the initial population. A
number of iterations (generations) then follow in which new populations are created.
At each stage, the aptitude of the individuals in solving the problem is assessed by
assigning each a real number (fitness) using a pre-defined function. These values are
scaled to a more convenient range with the fittest individuals more likely to be chosen
(selected) to pass on some of their characteristics to the next generation. This occurs by
one of three methods: elitism, mutation or crossover. Elitism involves the very fittest
individuals being transferred to the next generation unchanged. Individuals that are
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mutated have their genetic definition randomly perturbed before entering the population
of the following generation. Crossover entails taking more than one parent individual
from the population and combining their genes in some way to form new individuals
(offspring). The population size stays constant over the generations and so generally
the least fit individuals for whom there is not space in the new population will die. This
process is repeated over a number of generations with the best individual at the final
iteration becoming the overall solution. For further details on GAs and variations on
the method, see for example Mitchell (1996).
7.4.2 Implementation
The optimisation was implemented using the Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search
toolbox (Version 4.0) from the MATLAB Product Family. Each problem was expressed
as a minimisation with respect to array layout by taking the fitness function to be −q̄
in Problems 1 and 2, and to be q̄ in Problem 3, with array layouts constituting the
individuals. The fitness function was then adapted by forcing the output to be zero
whenever the minimum device spacing condition (7.2) is violated. This is one way to
encourage the formation of arrays that satisfy the constraint.
An array layout can be defined using a pair of coordinates for each body. However,
interactions are independent of the position of the entire array within the domain, so
one pair of coordinates may in fact be eliminated. Devices are therefore numbered
consecutively and all body coordinates (except those of body 1) defined relative to
an origin at the one labelled with the preceding number. Since there are five bodies
considered in these examples, a sequence of eight real numbers therefore represents each
array. The main alternative, that is to say discretisation and binary encoding of these
coordinates, is not the necessary or natural choice. In fact, the choice of representation
is not critical here since each component operator in this GA implementation may first
express the genes of the individual in a more convenient form before acting upon it.
The choice of the remaining parameters and operators to use in the algorithm can
have a significant effect on the rate of convergence and the eventual solution, although
there is no accepted methodology as to how these should be determined (Mitchell, 1996).
In fact, the question of finding the best settings represents a complex optimisation
problem in itself. We opt here for a simple technique that will in practice almost always
lead to some performance improvement without the need for extensive additional coding.
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The parameter setting algorithm involves grouping the available options together by
their function within the GA. Options are then taken from the first group in turn and
used to replace those in a pre-determined complete set of options. Under these modified
option sets, the GA is executed a number of times with different initial random seeds.
The setting from the first group that leads to the best GA performance is then selected
to replace the existing option in the complete set, which is subsequently passed to the
next group. The process thus repeats until all option groups have been tested. This
strategy is by no means a full optimisation of parameters but if the initial complete set
of options is a subset of those belonging to the option groups, then at every stage one
option represents no change from the previous stage. Hence the performance of the GA
cannot get worse as the algorithm proceeds.
The performance of each option set is rated by taking the mean of the fitness values
that are output from fifty trials of the GA, with the lowest value being preferable. An
exception to this is in stage 8 below, where the long computation times dictate that only
one trial is feasible. This parameter setting algorithm has only been performed using
the criteria of Problem 1 to assess the array configurations. The resulting options are
ultimately employed in the optimisation of array layout for all three problems, although
a fuller treatment might involve individual parameter setting.
The option groups are listed below, numbered in the order in which the algorithm
progresses. Within each option type, delimited by semi-colons, there may be one or
more lists of additional parameters. In this case, distinct options are defined by a single
choice from each list of parameters.
1. Constraints: Minimum spacing constrained and unconstrained with maximum
spacing constrained and unconstrained.
2. Crossover: Scattered ; Single point ; Two point ; Intermediate with ratio
parameters 0.5, 1, 1.5; Heuristic with ratio parameters 1.1, 1.2, 1.3; Arithmetic;
Custom.
3. Mutation: Gaussian (relative and absolute) with scale parameters 0.5, 1, 2 and
shrink parameters 0, 0.5, 1; Uniform (relative and absolute) with rate parameters
0.005, 0.01, 0.02; Adaptive feasible (relative and absolute).
4. Reproduction proportions: Elite count parameters 1, 2, 4, 8 with crossover
fraction parameters 0, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.
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5. Selection: Stochastic uniform; Remainder ; Uniform; Roulette; Tournament
with tournament size parameters 2, 4, 8.
6. Scaling: Rank ; Proportional ; Top with quantity parameters 0.2, 0.4, 0.6; Shift
linear with max survival rate parameters 1.5, 2, 3.
7. Creation: Uniform (relative and absolute) with initial range parameters [-5,5],
[-10,10], [-50,50].
8. Simulation size: Population size parameters 20, 50, 100 with generations
parameters 20, 50, 100.
In this list of options, ‘minimum spacing constrained’ means an insistence that arrays
created at every stage of the GA satisfy the condition (7.2). Similarly, ‘maximum spacing
constrained’ means that all relevant arrays contain devices that are no further than 40a
from the centroid of the arrangement. Note that even if the minimum spacing condition
is not imposed, the fitness of the arrangement is defined to be zero for arrays that violate
condition (7.2). The option relative or absolute denotes whether the function acts upon
the coordinates of the devices expressed relative to each other (as described earlier)
or on the set of absolute coordinates. Apart from the custom crossover which will be
described below, all other options are detailed in the documentation for the toolbox
that is used here (The MathWorks, Inc., 2010a).
The initial set of options is underlined once in the list above, with the final options
marked underneath with a double line. Where these coincide with each other, only
the latter is shown. Note that the constraint on the maximum spacing is not needed,
presumably because the interactions are weaker and so the fitness inferior for widely
spaced arrays. On the other hand, the minimum spacing condition was found to be
beneficial in comparison with just altering the fitness value for unacceptably closely
spaced arrays. We may reasonably predict that increasing either of the final two
parameters will enhance the performance of the GA, at the expense of computation
time. However, it was found that in the single trial performed with the other options
fixed, no improvement was made by increasing the number of generations from 50 to
100. The smaller value was therefore taken.
Figure 7.9 graphically depicts the progress of the parameter setting algorithm. On
the independent variable axis is marked the option groups as listed above. On the
dependent variable axis is the mean of the fitness values produced by the trials of the
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Figure 7.9: Performance of the GA with different parameter settings. Mean (points) and
standard deviation (bars) of fitness values at each step of parameter optimisation algorithm.
Fifty trials for Steps 1-7, one for Step 8 (and so no bars shown).
GA with the final option from that group applied. Group 0 denotes the initial set of
options. The bars mark one standard deviation of the fitness values above and below
the mean, with none shown in group 8 where only one trial was performed. This graph
shows a clear improvement in the performance of the GA as the parameter setting
algorithm progresses and hence the arrays that it produces are likely to be improved.
This parameter setting algorithm could be repeated, starting with the final set of
parameters as the initial set if improved performance is desired. The efficacy of the
GA could also be measured with different indicators, such as the on-line and off-line
performance (see Mitchell (1996)), although this is not explored here. In the next
paragraphs, the final options determined by the algorithm are described in more detail,
including the new crossover operator.
.
Crossover: Custom. Crossover is a crucial operator in a GA because it allows
beneficial features from different arrays to be combined, potentially producing a fitter
individual than either parent. It is also important that these features have the chance
to be inherited without being significantly altered. From the single body interference
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Figure 7.10: Illustration of the custom crossover operator. White area in each parent array
contains the body locations that will be inherited, which are denoted by the thicker circles. The
solid black dot represents the pivot body and the other devices are shown with thin circles.
Body labels in the offspring relate to those in the parents from whom their position is inherited.
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patterns in Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, it is clear that interactions between devices depend
mainly on their positions relative to one another. However, in a given array it is not
known which of these interactions are the most advantageous to overall performance.
Hence the crossover operator will take some subset of devices from the first parent
and use their relative positions to arrange bodies in the offspring array, in the hope
that beneficial interactions will be preserved. Interactions are likely to be strongest for
devices within the same vicinity of the array, so those enclosed by a randomly placed
circle within the array are chosen. The relative positions of the remaining bodies in
the offspring array will be determined by the bodies outside another such circle in the
second parent, thus maintaining the average spacing between devices. It is important
to note that this crossover operator merely allows beneficial interactions in arrays to be
combined. It may be that it creates arrays that are successful as a result of unintended
interactions between bodies from each parent, or indeed that are unsuccessful. The
procedure, illustrated in Figure 7.10, is therefore as follows:
1. Randomly select the number of bodies (n1 = 2...N − 1) that will be used from
Parent 1. The number of bodies from Parent 2 will then be n2 = N + 1− n1.
2. In Parent 1, choose a point with coordinates taken from a uniform random
distribution of range [−20a, 20a]. Expand a circle around this point until it
encloses exactly n1 − 1 body centres and intersects a further pivot body. Select
these bodies for inheritance.
3. Repeat the previous step with Parent 2 until the circle excludes exactly n2−1 body
centres and intersects a further pivot body. Select these bodies for inheritance.
4. Form the offspring array such that the first n1 bodies have the same coordinates
relative to each other as those selected from Parent 1. Arrange the remaining
bodies using the relative positions of the n2 bodies from Parent 2, such that the
pivot elements from each parent are aligned.
Mutation: Adaptive Feasible (absolute). The genes of the parents are perturbed
by a random set of coordinates whose magnitudes change with respect to the success
of the previous generation. If the most recent best fitness value in the population
improved upon that from the preceding generation, the size of the mutation is increased.
Otherwise the step size is decreased.
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Reproduction proportions: Elite count=2, Crossover fraction=0.8. The fittest
two individuals from each generation are copied exactly as they are into the next
generation. Of the remaining places in the new population, 80% are filled by crossover
and 20% by mutation.
Selection: Tournament with tournament size 4. Each parent of an individual in
the new generation is selected by first randomly choosing four individuals from the
current generation. The individual with the highest expected number of offspring from
this group is taken as the new parent.
Scaling: Proportional. The expected number of offspring for an individual, less
one, is proportional the amount its fitness is below the mean for that generation.
Creation: Uniform (absolute). The bodies are initially chosen to lie in a square
area such that all absolute Cartesian coordinates with respect to the origin are taken
from a uniform distribution with minimum −20a and maximum 20a.
Having determined the parameter settings, all that remains is to employ them within
an execution of the GA for each problem. The final generation of this process produces
a population from which the fittest is selected as the solution. The q̄-factors for these
individuals are given in Tables A.4, A.5 and A.6 for Problems 1, 2 and 3, and the fittest
one highlighted in bold for each. Thus we select the Array G1 as G11, G2 as G21 and
G3 as G31. These will be analysed in more detail, along with Arrays P1, P2 and P3





In this chapter, we analyse the arrays produced in regular waves by the two optimisation
methods detailed in Chapter 7; namely the Parabolic Intersection (PI) method and
the Genetic Algorithm (GA). Our aim is to discover just how well the configurations
perform in the conditions under which they were optimised, what factors contribute to
this behaviour and how they perform in other regular wave climates. On the basis of
this information, the optimisation methods themselves are subsequently evaluated. The
main results and analysis presented here are contained in Child and Venugopal (2010).
We begin in Section 8.2 by analysing the layout of the given array configurations.
The velocity potential in the domain surrounding the arrays is then considered in
Section 8.3, in order to better understand the related interaction processes. Section 8.4
contains analysis of the array performance under a range of different wave numbers
and heading angles, whilst in Section 8.5, the associated motions of the devices are
considered. Other arrays produced by the two optimisation procedures are briefly
considered in Section 8.6, some of which correspond to those manufactured with the
preliminary methodology of Child and Venugopal (2009). Finally, in Section 8.7, some
general remarks are given and the two methods evaluated.
8.2 Array layout
Array configurations solving Problems 1, 2 and 3 of Section 7.2 using the PI method
were defined in Section 7.3.2 with the labels P1, P2, P3 whilst those produced by the
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Figure 8.1: Array configurations optimised in regular waves of wave number 2ak0 = 0.8 and
heading β = 0. Labels: Parabolic Intersection method (P), Genetic Algorithm (G), Problem
(1,2,3).
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GA were denoted G1, G2, G3 respectively in Section 7.4.2. These layouts are displayed
in Figure 8.1 with the Cartesian coordinates of each device (except the first, which is
always located at the origin) given in Table 8.1.
Array (x2/a, y2/a) (x3/a, y3/a) (x4/a, y4/a) (x5/a, y5/a)
P1 (0.00,37.66) (-14.02,18.83) (0.00,-37.66) (-14.02,-18.83)
P2 (0.00,26.24) (-9.85,13.12) (0.00,-26.24) (-9.85,-13.12)
P3 (0.00,18.40) (-6.92,9.20) (0.00,-18.40) (-6.92,-9.20)
G1 (-11.15,-1.51) (-4.95,-15.52) (-16.60,-15.94) (-9.69,-29.75)
G2 (-8.34,-14.52) (-24.01,23.48) (-15.61,37.65) (-31.60,57.86)
G3 (-7.44,2.78) (-7.27,6.77) (-15.07,8.21) (-14.44,12.18)
Table 8.1: Global Cartesian coordinates of devices belonging to arrays optimised in regular
waves.
The arrays constructed using the GA display an almost regular pattern in their
layout. That is to say, many of the relative coordinates of one body with respect to
another are approximately equal. The GA contains a mechanism that in fact enables
exact repetition, since the relative positions of some of the bodies may be passed
from one parent to more than one offspring. Later, an individual may inherit this
configuration from both parents with each copy of the pattern involving a different
subset of the bodies in the offspring. However, such features will generally only persist
through the generations if they are particularly advantageous to the performance of the
array as a whole.
Regularity in the configuration has manifested itself in the arrays produced by the
GA as rows of devices, roughly parallel to each other. Down- and up-wave rows of
Array G1 can be defined as consisting of Devices 1, 3 & 5 and 2 & 4 respectively; those
of G2 as 1, 4 & 5 and 2 & 3; and those of G3 as 1, 3 & 5 and 2 & 4. In each case,
the up-wave row is slightly offset from the down-wave row. In this respect, these arrays
are qualitatively the same as the staggered arrays produced by the PI method, where
down- and up-wave rows consist of bodies 2, 1 & 4 and 3 & 5 respectively.
As before, interactions are labelled as i-j where Device i leads to interference in
the wave field experienced by Device j. Adjacent intra-row interactions will be defined
as those occurring between a device and its closest neighbour either side, within the
same row (for example, 3-1, 3-5 of G1). Adjacent inter-row interactions will involve the
closest body either side of the projection of the originating body (perpendicular to the
row) into the row to which it does not belong (for example, 2-1, 2-3 of G1). Adjacent
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inter- and intra-row interaction will be referred to simply as adjacent interactions.
Within arrays produced by the GA, adjacent body pairs in each row (for example, 1
& 3 of G1) all have approximately the same relative positions. Furthermore, the position
of bodies relative to elements in the row to which they do not belong (for example, 2 & 1
or 2 & 3 of G1) is repeated in these configurations. One exception to these observations
is provided by Device 5 of Array G2 whose location with respect to the other bodies in
the array is not replicated in any of the remaining body pairs.
8.3 Velocity potential
Figure 8.2 shows the relative phase between the ambient incident wave field and the
total outgoing wave field (scattered and radiated) from bodies within each array. The
outgoing potential from each body is plotted separately, with the interacting body
shown as a solid black dot in the appropriate diagram. Here the full potential around
all bodies, including the effects of every interaction was calculated before the relevant
components extracted for plotting. The deep red bands show points in the domain where
the incident and outgoing potentials are in phase with each other, the deep blue bands
showing where they are out of phase. In the case of a body lying in a red (resp. blue)
coloured band emanating from another body, there is constructive (resp. destructive)
interference between the wave fields. By the phase argument on p.112, we therefore
expect an appropriate modification to the performance of the receiving device.
The PI method uses the assumption that bodies lying on a curve of maximum
interference in the progressive radiation or scattering potential surrounding an isolated
body still receive this interference if the full potential around a body in the array is
calculated. This hypothesis appears to hold for the Arrays P1, P2 and P3 in Figure 8.2,
where the relevant bodies do indeed lie on the appropriate curves of interference.
For the arrays produced by the GA, no specific interactions between body pairs were
sought, yet strong interference between incoming and outgoing potentials may still be
observed at key devices. In the case of Array G1, the dominant scattered waves would
be expected to produce the most valuable interactions a short distance up-wave of the
originating body. Most of these result in the curve of maximum constructive interference
intersecting the receiving body. In Array G2 the dominant radiated potential does not
favour any particular direction, so the most significant interactions are simply between
closely spaced body pairs. Of these, the majority result in the receiving body lying on
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Figure 8.2: Relative phase between ambient incident wave potential and total outgoing
potential (= φR + φS) from each body at the free surface. Red: In phase. Blue: Out of
phase. Each row relates to a different array and each column represents waves originating from
a different body (coloured solid black). Plots are labelled ‘Array:Body’.
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a line of maximum constructive interference, with the remaining devices situated close
by. Radiation also dominates in Array G3 and in most of the cases, the receiving body
lies on a line of maximum destructive interference as might be expected. In fact, all
of the interactions in this array result in the receiving body lying in a zone of at least
partially destructive interference.
8.4 Interaction factor
Figures 8.3(a), 8.4(a) and 8.5(a) show the variation of q̄ with non-dimensional incident
wave number for arrays solving Problems 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Here, the wave heading
angle has been fixed at the tuning direction of β = 0. Figures 8.3(b), 8.4(b) and 8.5(b)
show the variation of q̄ with incident wave heading angle, β where the wave number
has been fixed at the value to which the devices and array are tuned, 2ak0 = 0.8. In
each plot, the value of the independent variable at the tuning parameters is marked
with a vertical grey line. The critical value of q̄ = 1, about which the overall effect
of interferences changes between being constructive and destructive, is marked with a
horizontal grey line.
The q̄-factor values at the tuning parameters (see Table 8.2) clearly show that the
arrays produced by the GA all perform better in terms of the stated objectives than those
constructed using the PI method. That is to say, G1 and G2 attain a higher q̄-factor
than P1 and P2 respectively, whilst G3 gives rise to a lower value than P3. Nevertheless,
the PI method still achieves an interaction strength of magnitude comparable to the
GA in all cases. Hence, whilst PI can be an effective optimisation technique there are
some factors affecting array performance that cannot be understood by these simple
means alone. Note also that even greater differences in behaviour may be observed
away from the tuning parameters between arrays that have been optimised under the
same conditions but using different algorithms (see Figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5).
From the figures in this section, it can be seen that there is a local maximum or
minimum very close to the tuning frequency and angle for all arrays. It should be noted
that in general a local maximum/minimum with respect to array configuration does
not necessarily imply the same property exists with respect to wave number or angle of
attack. However, optimised arrangements will usually exhibit a stationary point in the
q̄-factor in the immediate vicinity of the tuning parameters, by the argument contained
in the following paragraphs.
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Array q̄(0.8, 0) w c
G1 1.163 0.20π 0.96
G2 2.010 0.11π 0.93
G3 0.326 0.64π 0.85
P1 1.136 0.10π 0.98
P2 1.787 0.16π 0.92
P3 0.453 0.17π 0.93
Table 8.2: Optimised array properties. Interaction factor at the tuning wave number and
heading (2ak0 = 0.8, β = 0); Continuous angular range, w, about β = 0 for which q̄ 6= 1;
Consistency constant c = 12π
∫ π
−π q̄(β) dβ.
The undulating pattern in the q̄-factor plots is due to the interacted waves going in
and out of phase with the surrounding wave field at the device locations, as we have
seen in Chapter 6. Supposing that there is a peak reasonably near but not at the tuning
frequency and heading, we may try and recreate the associated relative wave phases at
the desired parameters by rotating or scaling the size of the array. If the effect of the
resulting changes in wave amplitudes is small compared to that of the phase changes (as
it usually is), the peak will be realigned with the tuning frequency, relatively unaltered
in shape and size. This will enhance the q̄-factor at the tuning parameters, meaning
that the original array cannot have been truly optimal. Hence in most cases, we expect
that properly optimised arrays should display a stationary point in the q̄-factor at the
tuning parameters.
The limitation to the argument described above is the case where the peak is already
very close to the tuning parameters. Then the benefit of realigning it at the desired
parameter value may be outweighed by its change in magnitude, due to the associated
differences in wave amplitudes. Hence no such simple improvement to the performance
of the array may be made. This allows optimal arrangements to have stationary points
in the q̄-factor very near but not necessarily at the tuning parameters, as is observed
here.
A similar argument may be applied in order to estimate the sensitivity of the arrays
to small changes in configuration. If a layout is scaled or rotated slightly, the q̄-factor
is likely to change to a value that is comparable with those associated with the original
array under incidence of waves with slightly different wave number or heading. Hence
the arrays that exhibit large variation around the tuning parameters in these plots are
likely to be more sensitive to perturbations in their arrangement than others.
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Figure 8.3: Interaction factor q̄. Variation with (a) non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for
β = 0 and (b) angle of attack β for 2ak0 = 0.8. Arrays solving Problem 1.
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Figure 8.4: Interaction factor q̄. Variation with (a) non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for
β = 0 and (b) angle of attack β for 2ak0 = 0.8. Arrays solving Problem 2.
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Figure 8.5: Interaction factor q̄. Variation with (a) non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for
β = 0 and (b) angle of attack β for 2ak0 = 0.8. Arrays solving Problem 3.
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8.4.1 Variation with wave number
Reactive tuning forces resonance at the device tuning frequency (2ak0 = 0.8) and so
the increased radiated wave field leads to stronger interactions here than for arrays of
real-tuned devices. This results in a larger range of values in q̄-factor for P2, G2, P3
and G3 than for P1 and G1 around this wave number.
A better understanding of the variation of the q̄-factor with wave number may be
gained using the concepts of the interaction distance D and wave number repeat value
kR, introduced in Section 6.2. Recall that for a given interaction, the former is the
additional distance that interacted waves arriving at the receiving body have travelled
in total from some reference line compared to ambient waves finishing there. The latter
is the smallest increment in wave number needed to qualitatively replicate the nature
of interference (that is, phase difference) between ambient and interacted wave fields
experienced by the receiving device.
We have seen in Section 6.3 that large inter-body spacings mean the interaction
distances are large and hence the wave number repeat values are small. This leads to
rapid fluctuations in the q̄-factor plots with respect to 2ak0, as can be seen for the more
widely spaced arrays (such as P1) in Figures 8.3(a), 8.4(a) and 8.5(a).
For the group of the strongest interactions in the array, the less variation there is
amongst the associated wave number repeat values, the more likely that the fluctuations
in the q̄-factor are pronounced and simple in appearance. Where these values are close
to each other, positive interference from interactions that coincides at one wave number
will also coincide at other wave numbers in the range. This accentuates the peaks and
troughs of the interaction factor plots. On the other hand, if undulations associated
with many different wave number repeat values are superimposed on top of each other
in the q̄-factor plot, the peaks are more numerous and less pronounced. The number
of distinct repeat values associated with an array is reduced by several factors, two of
which are described in the following paragraph.
If some relative coordinates between body pairs occur more than once (that is to
say the array has some regularity) they will share a single repeat value, eliminating
some of the variation in the set of values. This is certainly the case for the arrays
produced by the PI method. Those produced by the GA show some regularity,
although since the coordinate repetition is not exact, the associated repeat values
correspond closely rather than precisely. If wave number repeat values are replicated
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for several types of interaction, there is also a reduction in the total number of distinct
values. Because arrays produced by the PI method all have adjacent intra-row and
up-wave adjacent inter-row interactions occurring on the same parabola of constructive
interference (Figure 8.2), the corresponding repeat values are equal. Arrays P1, P2 and
P3, which have the same wave number repeat value for all of the major interactions
have q̄-factor plots that are particularly simple in form. Arrays from the GA, with
several wave number repeat values that are close but not equal, may exhibit coordinated
interaction for low wave numbers. However, discrepancies between repeat values become
more significant at higher wave numbers where differences in the associated interaction
distances are large compared to the wavelength of interacted waves.
Adjacent intra-row and up-wave adjacent inter-row interactions in Arrays P1, P2
and P3 give rise to repeat values of 2akR = 0.33, 0.48, 0.68 respectively. These lead to
the most rapid oscillations of the q̄-factor in each case. Down-wave adjacent inter-row
interactions, with repeat values of 2akR = 1.33, 1.92, 2.74 respectively, produce the
gradually varying trend of oscillations with respect to wave number. Other interactions
deform the shape of these undulations slightly.
In Array G1, up-wave adjacent interactions have 0.54 < 2akR < 0.64, leading
to reasonably well coordinated interactions at lower wave numbers with apparent
undulations in k0 of repeat value 2akR ' 0.58. Again, the other interactions alter
the form of the plot further.
Interactions 4-3 and 1-2 are the closest of the up-wave body pairs in Array G2.
In the higher frequency range where scattering dominates, these up-wave interactions
are likely to produce the strongest interference, with 2akR = 0.51, 0.50 respectively.
However, in this case it is difficult to discern a component of q̄-factor corresponding to
these repeat periods as there are so many other significant interactions.
In Array G3, the closest interactions (for example 2-3, 4-5, 3-2, 5-4) are likely to
be the strongest. These have repeat values in the range 2.70 < 2akR < 3.70 and so
give rise to a long envelope around the fluctuations in the plot. The next strongest
set of up-wave interactions are from inter-row body pairs 3-4 and 1-2 (giving mean
repeat value 2akR = 0.81) and intra-row pairs 3-5, 2-4, 1-3 (giving mean 2akR = 0.75)
whose contributions to the q̄-factor approximately coincide for lower wave numbers.
Other notable interactions include 1-4 (2akR = 0.39) and 1-5 (2akR = 0.38), whilst
the remainder have much longer wave number repeat values, so their influence on the
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q̄-factor cannot be observed in this frequency range.
8.4.2 Variation with wave heading angle
Certain patterns in the plot of q̄-factor with respect to wave heading angle may be
observed as a result of geometric features of the array. The symmetry of the arrays
produced using the Parabolic Intersection method gives rise to the symmetry in the
plot of q̄-factor with respect to wave heading about β = 0, π. The arrays produced
using this technique also lead to an approximate symmetry in the plot with respect to
β = ±π/2. The most common type of interaction in these arrays is between bodies
within the same row and this process is symmetric with respect to the aforementioned
angles. Moreover, intra-row interactions along whose path the y-coordinate increases
with x (for example, 2-3, 1-5) under some angle of attack β = ±π/2 − β0 can be
approximated by interactions along which y decreases with x (for example, 3-1, 5-4)
for β = ±π/2 + β0. The effects of multiple interactions are responsible for the slight
deviation from this symmetry.
All of the arrays display an approximate repetition in q̄-factor values as the wave
heading is increased by π, that is to say for all wave headings β = β0, q̄(β0) ≈ q̄(β0 +
π). Fitzgerald and Thomas (2007, Equation (3.8)) proved that this relationship holds
precisely where the point absorber approximation is made. In the present scheme,
every interaction from a device i to j for β = β0 + π can be crudely approximated by
interactions from j to i for β = β0 since every ij pair of bodies has rotational symmetry
of order two. This provides a partial justification for the result seen here.
In Section 6.4, we showed that the nature of interference for an interaction can be
qualitatively reproduced by varying the wave heading angle instead of the wave number.
In particular, the remarks following equation (6.9) mean that the resulting fluctuation
in performance with respect to angle of attack is more rapid for widely spaced arrays.
If the array performance is to be robust to changes in incident wave direction, it is
important that the ‘width’ of the peak or trough surrounding the tuning angle be taken
into consideration. Here, the width w given in Table 8.2 is defined as the continuous
angular range surrounding the tuning angle (β = 0) for which q̄(β) − 1 has the same
sign (that is to say, β for which the net interaction is constructive in Problems 1, 2 and
destructive in Problem 3). Array G3 has a particularly wide trough because most bodies
sit in the broad tail of destructive interference from other devices and this changes slowly
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with angle of attack. For Array P3, however, varying wave heading angle in either sense
from β = 0 rapidly finds a parabola of constructive interference, meaning that q̄ recovers
sharply away from the trough at the tuning angle.
Even though point absorber theory has not been used here, the values of c in
Table 8.2 show that the consistency condition c = 1 does hold loosely for all the cases
studied. Looked at more closely, the average performance of each converter in the arrays
over the whole angular range is slightly worse than for an isolated body. In the case
of reactively-tuned devices, the main difference to the circumstances for which c = 1
was derived is that here, array performance has not been maximised with respect to
power take-off coefficients at each device. This may explain some of the deficit in overall
performance.
8.5 Heave motion
In this section, we consider the motion responses of devices in the optimised arrays.
Heave amplitude, non-dimensionalised by that of the ambient incident waves, is shown
in Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 for Problems 1, 2 and 3 as a function of non-dimensional wave
number. The grey vertical line in each plot denotes the tuning frequency 2ak0 = 0.8.
Because of the symmetry in Arrays P1, P2 and P3 with respect to the x-axis, the curves
for Devices 2 and 3 are obscured by those for 4 and 5 respectively.
For all of the examples presented here, maximising (resp. minimising) the
performance of the array leads to each of its constituent devices having a greater
(resp. lesser) heave amplitude than an isolated device at the tuning frequency. In
fact many of the devices exhibit a peak in the associated curve near this frequency.
In Chapter 6, we argued that an increase in heave amplitudes usually leads to an
increase in performance, whereas here we have evidence of the converse assertion: that
increased performance usually involves an increase in heave amplitudes.
At this point in the analysis, it is appropriate to consider the implications of one
of the assumptions of linear wave theory used throughout this thesis. From the remark
following equation (3.5), we know that linearising the boundary condition on the under
surface of the device requires any motion to be of small amplitude. Thus, large motion
amplitudes violate the theory used in their derivation and thus the results may cease to
adequately represent physical behaviour. In practice, nonlinear effects which have been
neglected in the present formulation, would restrain such excessive movement. Large
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Figure 8.6: Heave response. Variation of non-dimensional heave amplitude X/|H| with
non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for β = 0. Arrays solving Problem 1.
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Figure 8.7: Heave response. Variation of non-dimensional heave amplitude X/|H| with
non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for β = 0. Arrays solving Problem 2.
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Figure 8.8: Heave response. Variation of non-dimensional heave amplitude X/|H| with
non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for β = 0. Arrays solving Problem 3.
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motion amplitudes are not desirable from an engineering perspective either, since this
would involve the costly manufacture of correspondingly larger components.
The heave amplitude for an isolated, reactively-tuned device (shown by the black
curves in Figure 8.7) peaks at over four times the ambient incident wave amplitude.
Furthermore, when power is maximised in an array of these devices (that is, in
Problem 2), we have amplitudes increasing to over six times the incident wave amplitude.
These values are clearly not feasible and so results for the associated wave numbers
should be treated with caution. Even in Problem 3, where the amplitudes are reduced
at the tuning frequency, the maximum values attained by these reactively-tuned devices
are still only slightly less than in the isolated case. In the arrays of real-tuned devices
(Problem 1), there are no such problems with large amplitudes, although the associated
power produced by this type of device is significantly less (see Figure 5.10(c)).
If nonlinear hydrodynamic effects (such as viscous drag) were to be taken into
account, the device motion amplitudes and hence the interactions due to radiation would
be diminished. This would be especially acute in the case of reactively-tuned devices
operating at their tuning frequency, due to the large predicted displacement amplitudes.
Fitzgerald (2006) investigated the effects of limiting device motion in arrays whose
performance had been optimised at one frequency in the absence of such constraints. It
was found that even under quite stringent conditions on the displacement amplitudes,
the nature of interference at that frequency was the same as in the unconstrained case,
albeit with reduced strength. This indicates that unconstrained optimisation using
linear theory is of relevance to the design of arrays for nonlinear conditions as well.
A fuller treatment of this issue would compare the performance of arrays produced
without motion constraints with that of configurations generated by an optimisation
process able to incorporate them. For more information regarding the effects of motion
constraints on wave energy devices, see Evans (1981b), Thomas and Evans (1981) and
Pizer (1993).
8.6 Alternative array layouts
In this section, arrays that are produced by the optimisation methods of Chapter 7,
other than those considered in detail thus far, are discussed. The aim is to gain a sense
of the variety of possible outputs from each method and therefore learn more about
the way that the procedures operate. The array configurations under discussion are
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contained in the appendix.
Arrays constructed using the PI method with the three formation types detailed in
Section 7.3.2 are shown Figures A.3, A.4 and A.5 for Problems 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
The four most highly optimised arrays of each type (linear, pentagonal and staggered)
in each problem are given here, along with their label and q̄-factor. Note that the final
Arrays P1, P2 and P3 considered in the rest of this chapter were selected from a set
that includes all of these arrangements, so none given here is more highly optimised.
We also present here arrays from other executions of the GA. Since this is a
semi-random process, the same algorithm produces different results upon initialisation
with different random seeds. Twelve such arrangements are are shown in Figures A.6,
A.7 and A.8 for Problems 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Note that to demonstrate the
optimisation procedure and generate Arrays G1, G2 and G3 analysed in this chapter,
only a single execution of the algorithm was used. Therefore, some of the alternative
arrays (given along with their q̄-factors) are more highly optimised than these.
It is interesting to note that Array PP12232 in Figure A.3(e), along with some
of the other pentagonal arrays in the figures, resembles optimal formations S5A and
S5C given by Fitzgerald and Thomas (2007). Array PP12232 was analysed in Child
and Venugopal (2009) under the label ‘P1,’ and was shown to result in constructive
interference between the principal wave fields at the up-wave devices as was desired.
Array PL211 of Figure A.4(a) was also considered in the that paper with the label ‘P2,’
as was PL322 of Figure A.5(c) under the name ‘P3.’
As noted for the main arrays studied in this chapter, the alternative arrays that are
produced by the GA here often exhibit a significant degree of regularity. In particular,
many of the arrays relating to Problem 1 are approximately staggered in formation, with
two rows of devices offset from each other. Some of the remaining arrays solving this
problem have four bodies in a regular parallelogram formation with the fifth elsewhere.
Furthermore, certain arrangements are almost exactly replicated by other executions of
the algorithm. In particular, those in Figures A.6(d) and A.6(h) closely resemble each
other and correspond well with ‘Array G1’ of Child and Venugopal (2009), produced
using a GA with a completely different set of options. The similarity between these
arrays suggests that the choice of parameters and operators has not biased the formation
process. The value of selecting parameters carefully in Chapter 7.4.2 is so that, on
average the GA, reaches a better solution in a shorter time period.
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We may see from Figures A.6(a) and A.6(b) that the arrangements they depict
are in fact approximately the same as each other, after a rotation of π radians. Such
repetition is to be expected, since if a particular arrangement is highly rated in terms
of its q̄-factor, then from the analysis of Section 8.4.2 its performance will be almost
unchanged when the wave heading angle is incremented by π. This is equivalent to the
aforementioned array rotation and so the transformed configuration will also be highly
rated. Indeed, the two arrays considered here do give rise to approximately the same
q̄-factor.
The configuration shown in Figure A.6(i), when reflected in the x-axis, is almost
exactly the same as Array G1 (previously considered in this chapter) and shares the
same q̄-factor. In general such a transformation on an array will always leave the
performance unchanged. This is because the entire set of interaction processes may also
be reflected in that line, giving the complete hydrodynamic solution for the transformed
array. Hence, as for the rotation of an array by π, highly rated arrays remain highly
rated after reflection in the x-axis.
Half of the alternative arrays produced by the GA for Problem 2 are approximately
linear in formation, with almost exactly the same average separation between adjacent
bodies. These arrangements, whilst not performing quite as well as those with a
staggered type of formation, are nonetheless competitive in terms of their performance.
Several of the other arrangements in Figure A.7 show similarities with Array G2, having
four devices in a regular staggered formation and the fifth almost conforming to the same
pattern. The array in Figure A.7(d) resembles a combination of linear and staggered
array formations and the arrangement in Figure A.7(a) has all five devices in a staggered
formation like G1.
All of the arrays produced by the GA for Problem 3 look approximately the same
after the transformations described above. Hence, in this case the GA has settled on only
one truly distinct arrangement. This indicates that the performance of the optimisation
is especially consistent here. Correspondingly all q̄-factors are also approximately the
same.
8.7 Evaluation
In this chapter, we have seen that the PI and GA methods are effective in producing
optimised arrays with the desired performance at the tuning parameters in a range of
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situations. Both methods typically give rise to arrays with some degree of regularity
in their formation. Modifications to the behaviour can be significant, especially in
the case that the devices are reactively-tuned to the array tuning frequency. In the
latter situation, the q̄-factor is unlikely to be practically attainable due to nonlinear
effects. Notwithstanding limits on the applicability of linear wave theory, Problem 3
demonstrated that hydrodynamic interactions can also be detrimental to overall array
performance.
In all of the problems, the GA achieved a more highly optimised array by a relatively
small margin compared with the total interaction factor in each case. This demonstrates
that although the PI method is capable of producing adequate competitors, there are
some phenomena that cannot be understood by these simple means alone. Additionally,
it is much less adaptable for use in other relevant optimisation problems (such as
maximising the performance in irregular waves – see Chapter 9) than the GA. Despite
these limitations, forming arrays by the PI method does promote an understanding of
the processes involved. The GA on the other hand only provides the final solution.
The clear advantage of the PI method, however, is in terms of efficiency where the
most complex arrangement was constructed in less than five minutes in contrast to an
execution time of more than 24 hours for the GA.
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Chapter 9
Array optimisation and analysis
in irregular waves
9.1 Introduction
Up to this point, we have considered only waves of a single amplitude, frequency,
direction and phase acting upon an array at any one time. Such regular waves on
their own, however, are not representative of typical ocean conditions. However, the
free surface of an irregular sea may be described by a linear superposition of sinusoidal
wave components. In this chapter, we take advantage of the assumed linearity in the
problem and form a solution from a superposition of those relating to the regular wave
components. Therefore for the most part, the methods of computation and analysis
presented thus far may be adapted for the present purpose without too much difficulty.
Theory relevant to the calculation of array performance in an irregular sea-state is
presented in Section 9.2 of this chapter, with details regarding the specific spectra to be
employed contained in Section 9.3. The arrays produced by the optimisation procedures
described in Chapters 7 and 8 for regular waves are then analysed in irregular waves
with the same peak frequency and mean direction. Further array configurations are
subsequently created, taking the objective to be power output in irregular waves. This
is performed using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimisation procedure, as described in
Section 9.5. The resulting set of arrays are analysed in detail in Section 9.6, before some
concluding remarks regarding the methodology and results given in Section 9.7.
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9.2 Theory
Assuming that an irregular wave energy spectrum is linear (that is to say, waves are
of small steepness and the water is deep), the principle of linear superposition may
be applied to the free surface elevations associated with its regular wave components.
Furthermore, by linearity of the governing equations and boundary conditions
(3.14-3.19, 3.146), and assuming that externally applied forces are linear functions of
the motion (as they are here), the response due to the combination of two or more
waves may be calculated as the sum of the responses to those waves individually (see
Price et al. (2009) for details of the conditions under which this applies).
First, we must express the ambient sea-state experienced by the device as a linear
combination of regular waves. Momentarily assuming that the waves are long-crested
and propagating in the positive x-direction, this is then a summation of progressive
waves of the type given in equation (3.57). Each component (indexed by p) has
a corresponding wave amplitude H [p], progressive wave number k[p]0 , corresponding
angular frequency ω[p] given by (3.27) and phase shift ξ[p] taken from a uniform random
distribution over the full angular range [0, 2π):
ζ(t)(x, y, t) =
∑
p
H [p] cos (k[p]0 x− ω[p]t+ ξ[p]). (9.1)
At any point in the x, y-plane, the variance of the free surface elevation is given by







where the overbar denotes the long-term, time-averaged quantity (Tucker and Pitt,
2001). Note that v is proportional to the average energy per unit of sea area. We may
now define a certain function S for each wave number and any length of interval ∆k0.
Let ∆v be the variance, as given by equation (9.3), of the free surface elevation resulting
from only the components k[p]0 that satisfy k0 − ∆k02 ≤ k
[p]





The function S is known as the wave energy spectrum (or simply wave spectrum) and
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represents the concentration of wave energy in different parts of the wave number range.
Note that the definition (9.4) remains adequately defined as ∆k0 → 0, giving rise to the





Relaxing the condition on the direction of propagating waves and allowing each regular
wave component p to travel at an angle of β[p] to the positive x-axis, (9.1) becomes
ζ(t)(x, y, t) =
∑
p
H [p] cos [k[p]0 (x cosβ
[p] + y sinβ[p])− ω[p]t+ ξ[p]]. (9.6)
Now for fixed ∆k0 and ∆β, let ∆v be the free surface variance resulting from wave
components satisfying β − ∆β2 ≤ β[p] ≤ β +
∆β
2 and k0 − ∆k02 ≤ k
[p]
0 ≤ k0 + ∆k02 . The











S(k0, β) dβ dk0. (9.8)
The directional spectrum is commonly decomposed into an omni-directional spectrum
Sk0 of the type defined in (9.4) and a normalised directional distribution Sβ such that∫ 2π
0 Sβ(β) dβ = 1:
S(k0, β) = Sk0(k0)Sβ(β). (9.9)
This version of the spectrum will be used from here onwards. The uni-directional case
may then be recovered by setting Sβ to be a Dirac delta function whilst the single
frequency case involves setting Sk0 in a similar way.
Returning to consideration of regular waves, the mean energy density (including






where H is the wave amplitude. We now define the group velocity to be the rate of
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where equation (3.27) has been used. This quantity is the velocity at which energy
propagates (Acheson, 2001) and so the power passing through a line of unit length





Now consider the average power produced by Device j over one wave period Pj(k0, β),
which may be calculated in accordance with the method of Chapter 3. Under the
assumptions of linear wave theory, for each wave number k0 and heading β, we may






Note that since both Pj of equation (3.162) and J of (9.13) are proportional to the
square of the wave amplitude H, the capture width is independent of the value used for
calculation purposes. In an irregular sea, the wave amplitude H [p] of the pth component







where equation (9.13) has been used. Hence, the power actually delivered by the device








Using linearity again, the instantaneous velocity of each device is equal to the sum of
velocities caused by all the wave components. From equation (3.159), the instantaneous
power is proportional to the square of the instantaneous velocity. However, when this
is averaged over time, the cross terms between different components disappear. Hence
the time-averaged net power is simply equal to the sum of the time-averaged power
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where (9.15) and (9.16) have been used. Suppose that the components of the irregular
sea are separated at regular intervals in wave number and wave heading angle by ∆k0
and ∆β respectively. Then the sum defining ∆v (9.3) reduces to just one term and so
using equation (9.7), we can express each wave amplitude in terms of the spectrum S:
1
2
(H [p])2 = S(k[p]0 , β
[p]) ∆β∆k0. (9.19)



















`j(k0, β) ρgcg(k0)S(k0, β) dβ dk0. (9.21)
Now, defining the power spectrum SP to be







`j(k0, β)SP(k0, β) dβ dk0. (9.23)
Note that for the purposes of calculation, the independent variables may be truncated
such that kmin0 ≤ k0 ≤ kmax0 and βmin ≤ β ≤ βmax, so long as all the important behaviour
is accounted for.
The net power captured from an irregular sea may thus be calculated for each device
j in the array as well as for an isolated device PT0 . Then with analogy to (3.163), we
may form the net interaction factor Q as the ratio of total power from the array to that
arising from the same number of devices in isolation in the same sea-state. If all devices
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It must be stressed that this value is heavily dependent on the sea-state, and notation
will be defined in due course in order to make this distinction. Conversely, for simplicity,
the Q-factor along with with the q̄-factor for regular waves, may be referred to as the
interaction factor.
9.3 Implementation
In order to obtain useful estimates of array performance in irregular seas, we must
employ a realistic wave spectrum. One commonly used omni-directional spectrum was
obtained during the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP), after which it is named
(Hasselmann et al., 1973). This is given in Holthuijsen (2007, (6.3.15)) as
















Here, the independent variable is the wave frequency f , with its value at the peak
of the spectrum given by fpeak. Also, αp is known as the Phillips constant, γp the
peak enhancement parameter and σp a peak width parameter. Typical values for these
constants that will be used to define the main sea-states here are (Sanil Kumar and
Ashok Kumar, 2008):





0.07 for f ≤ fpeak,
0.09 for f > fpeak,
(9.28)
γp = 3.3. (9.29)
The value of the peak enhancement parameter given here represents the mean
JONSWAP spectrum, whilst more generally it lies in the range 1 ≤ γp ≤ 10.
The spectrum given by (9.25-9.26) may be re-expressed in terms of the angular
frequency ω using the substitution f(ω) = ω/2π. The new spectrum Sω, along with the
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original Sf , satisfies a similar relationship to (9.5), with the integration performed with
respect to the appropriate variable. Since the energy of the sea per unit area should
not change between the two representations, the variance v must stay the same. This





















where ω = ωpeak at f = fpeak. Finally, to obtain the spectrum as a function of wave
number, we must substitute ω(k0) into (9.30) and multiply by dωdk0 = cg(k0):
Sk0(k0) = Sω(ω(k0))cg(k0), (9.32)
ω(k0) =
√
gk0 tanh k0d. (9.33)
One commonly used form of the directional part Sβ(β) of the spectrum S(k0, β) in
(9.9) is (Tucker and Pitt, 2001, (2.2-10))
Sβ(β) = Fp(sp) cos2sp
1
2







where sp is the spreading parameter when taken to be a constant, Γ is the Gamma
function due to Legendre and βpeak is the predominant direction. Folley and Whittaker
(2009) use the values sp = 5, 15 for wind and swell waves respectively, whilst the main
calculations here will be performed with an intermediate value of
sp = 10. (9.36)
The device tuning frequency was chosen in Chapter 5 on the basis that maximum
efficiency should roughly coincide with the peak of a wave spectrum, where a large
amount of power is delivered to the device. Thus for consistency, we consider here
irregular waves for which the parameter ωpeak corresponds to the tuning wave number
2ak0 = 0.8. On the same basis, we choose the predominant direction to be the same as
the array tuning direction: βpeak = 0.
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The spectra associated with the aforementioned choices of parameters are shown in
Figure 9.1. The omni-directional spectrum of equation (9.30) in the angular frequency
variable is given in Figure 9.1(a) for γp = 1, 3.3, 10. Here the tuning frequency is
marked on the graph with a vertical grey line, at which all three curves attain their
maxima. Note that a higher value of the peak enhancement parameter leads to a more
pointed peak, corresponding to swell waves. The curve associated with a value of γp = 1
corresponds to the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (Holthuijsen, 2007).
Given the importance of the power spectrum (9.22) in the computation of net power
over all wave components, the remaining graphs of Figure 9.1 focus on this function.
Here it is calculated using wave spectra (9.32) and (9.34). Figures 9.1(b) and 9.1(c)
show the power spectrum as a function of wave number and heading angle respectively.
From Figure 9.1(c), it can be seen that higher values of the spreading parameter from
the set sp = 5, 10, 15 lead to a narrower peak.
Four sea-states are now defined for use in the creation and analysis of array
configurations. These involve either a single component or a spectral distribution in
the wave number and angular variables. The former consists of only waves which match
the tuning parameter in that variable. The latter consist of wave spectra of the types
(9.32) and (9.34) with predominant wave number and direction determined by the same
tuning parameters and the remaining constants given by (9.27-9.29) and (9.36). The
following summarises these cases:
(R) Regular waves. Wave number: single component 2ak0 = 0.8. Wave heading:
single component β = 0.
(K) Multi-frequency, uni-directional irregular waves. Wave number:
JONSWAP spectrum with γp = 3.3. Wave heading: β = 0.
(B) Single frequency, multi-directional irregular waves. Wave number: single
component 2ak0 = 0.8. Wave heading: Cos-2s spectrum with sp = 10.
(KB) Multi-frequency, multi-directional irregular waves. Wave number:
JONSWAP spectrum with γp = 3.3. Wave heading: Cos-2s spectrum with
sp = 10.
Note that Sea-states K and KB correspond to long and short crested waves respectively.
Although Sea-state B is probably only a pathological case, its application here will prove
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(a) Wave energy spectrum as a function of non-dimensional angular frequency






























































Figure 9.1: Sea-state spectra for different parameter values. Power spectra are
non-dimensionalised by SP0 = [ρgcg(k0(ωpeak))
2][αpg2ω−5peak].
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enlightening. Other values of the parameters γp and sp are considered in Section 9.6.4,
whilst the remaining results are computed using the default values given above.
The integrations derived from equation (9.23) were performed using trapezoidal
summation with twenty-one points each of the wave number and angular ranges. These
were also limited to 0.01 ≤ 2ak0 ≤ 2 and −π/2 ≤ β ≤ π/2 in order to allow better
accuracy for the largest contributions to overall performance. Such a methodology for
estimating the integrals may lead to errors in the value of objective functions, although
it is anticipated that it will capture the main features of the solutions without leading
to unmanageable computation times.
The regular wave interaction factor q̄ will, from here on, be taken to denote its value
at the tuning parameters 2ak0 = 0.8, β = 0. Its irregular wave counterpart Q will be
denoted QK, QB and QKB where necessary in order to indicate which sea-state has been
used in the calculations.
9.4 Analysis of arrays optimised in regular waves
In Chapter 8, we analysed array configurations that were optimised at the tuning
parameters. It was found that significant modifications to the performance of the array
occurred around these values, giving rise to a peak or trough in the appropriate q̄-factor
plots. Furthermore, in the nearby parameter space, the spectra under consideration
here enable most power to be delivered to the devices. In this section, we wish to test
the hypothesis that matching the modifications in regular wave performance with the
peaks in the wave spectra is a reliable way of ensuring advantageous overall performance
in irregular seas.
The measure of performance will be provided by the interaction factor, which has
been defined for each of the sea-states described in the previous section. These values
are given in Table 9.1 for the arrays produced by the Parabolic Intersection method and
the Genetic Algorithm in Problems 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 7.
Most of the arrays give rise to the same qualitative performance in all sea-states, that
is to say the interaction factor remains greater or less than unity. This indicates that
there is some correlation between array performance under these different conditions.
Arrays P1 and G1, however, perform less well in Sea-states B and KB respectively than
an equivalent number of devices in isolation, despite their power output having been
maximised in regular waves. This is probably due to the fact that the more modest power
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Array q̄ QK QB QKB
P1 1.136 1.037 0.997 1.000
G1 1.163 1.050 1.029 0.995
P2 1.787 1.286 1.128 1.039
G2 2.010 1.367 1.093 1.041
P3 0.453 0.812 0.982 0.984
G3 0.326 0.547 0.586 0.700
Table 9.1: Interaction factors q̄, QK, QB & QKB, for the Sea-states R, K, B & KB respectively.
Array configurations created in Chapter 7 for regular waves. Truncation constants MT = 33,
NT = 4.
enhancements from real-tuned devices at the tuning frequency do not make enough of
a contribution to overall performance in order that all undesired interferences at other
frequencies are offset.
For all the six arrays considered here, introduction of wave components in
either the wave number or heading variables forces the interaction factor closer to
unity. This is because there is generally an oscillation between constructive and
destructive interference with respect to these variables (see Chapter 6 for explanation).
Furthermore, only the performance at one component has been optimised so
undesirable interference is permitted in influential components close to the tuning
parameters. Hence integration over the variables may lead to an averaging effect of the
performance modifications.
Although the magnitude of enhancements is generally significantly reduced when
more wave components are considered for these layouts, Array G3 still exhibits a large
modification in performance for Sea-state KB. In a multi-frequency, multi-directional
sea-state, this configuration performs 30% worse than an equivalent number of devices
in isolation. The reason is that the q̄-factor for this array exhibits a wide trough with
respect to wave number and direction (see Figure 8.5). Consequently, the majority of
the contributions to net array performance is of the same destructive nature.
9.5 Optimisation of arrays in irregular waves
The definition of the interaction factor in irregular waves not only allows assessment
of existing array configurations, but in combination with an optimisation routine,
also enables creation of the layouts themselves. The Genetic Algorithm is the most
appropriate method to use here since, unlike the Parabolic Intersection method, the
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way that is operates is not specific to regular waves. Only a few small modifications are
necessary in order to apply the same version of the algorithm here that was presented
in Chapter 7 and create arrays of five devices.
First of all, we must redefine the problems detailed in Section 7.2 in order to account
for sea-states other than regular waves. Given that devices are tuned to a particular
frequency, array layout is therefore optimised in waves from a given sea-state that has
a peak at the same frequency, with the following objectives:
Problem 1 Maximise net power in an array of real-tuned devices
Problem 2 Maximise net power in an array of reactively-tuned devices
Problem 3 Minimise net power in an array of reactively-tuned devices
The change of fitness function is the only major difference here to the manner in
which the GA was implemented for regular waves (see Section 7.4.2 for details). The
value of −Q using the appropriate sea-state was employed for this purpose in Problems
1 and 2, whilst Q was employed in Problem 3.
Since the calculation of the net interaction factor in irregular waves involves
consideration of several wave components, the computation time for the optimisation
is correspondingly increased over that for array generation in regular waves. Hence
in order to mitigate this effect, the truncation constants used in the solution of the
hydrodynamic problem were decreased from MT = 33 and NT = 4 to MT = 8 and
NT = 2. This is justified as a result of the favourable convergence characteristics of
this method (see Section 4.5). Furthermore, it was not found to significantly affect the
ability of the routine to find adequate solutions. Nonetheless, all values of q̄ and Q in
the graphs and tables presented here are calculated with the full values MT = 33 and
NT = 4.
Arrays were created for Sea-states R, K, B and KB of Section 9.3 and labelled GR,
GK, GB and GKB respectively followed by the number (1, 2 or 3) of the problem to
which they relate. Although the case of array creation in regular waves has already
been treated in previous chapters, it is repeated here with the fitness function (−q̄ or q̄)
calculated using the reduced truncation constants. Alternative configurations were also
created by re-running the same optimisations with different random seeds. Further array
layouts were formed using different sea parameters, which are contained in Section 9.6.4.
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9.6 Analysis of arrays optimised in different sea-states
9.6.1 Array layouts
The arrays produced by the optimisation process are shown in Figures 9.2 and 9.3.
In common with those presented in Chapter 8, all of the arrays displayed here are
approximately regular in their formation. That is to say, many of the relative positions
between body pairs are approximately replicated within the layout. Table 9.2 contains
the coordinates of four of the five devices in each case (the first being located at the
origin).
Array (x2/a, y2/a) (x3/a, y3/a) (x4/a, y4/a) (x5/a, y5/a)
GR1 (5.08,14.26) (11.45,0.32) (-5.08,-15.42) (6.06,-14.07)
GK1 (-0.10,-5.33) (-0.10,-10.06) (-0.10,-14.78) (-0.03,-20.12)
GB1 (-0.01,5.79) (-11.18,-3.15) (-11.47,3.20) (-10.81,9.72)
GKB1 (-0.02,-4.67) (-0.04,-9.16) (-0.01,-13.66) (0.01,-18.31)
GR2 (-8.62,-14.41) (-16.50,18.54) (-7.96,32.53) (-23.78,52.72)
GK2 (-0.35,10.13) (-0.44,21.46) (-0.29,32.84) (0.11,42.84)
GB2 (-0.14,-8.78) (-0.14,-17.54) (-0.14,-26.30) (0.00,-35.11)
GKB2 (-0.13,8.52) (-0.18,16.96) (-0.17,25.41) (-0.05,33.92)
GR3 (-0.64,3.95) (7.09,5.07) (7.01,9.07) (14.55,11.54)
GK3 (6.88,-4.26) (-0.39,-3.98) (7.21,-8.24) (14.94,-11.82)
GB3 (-8.24,-1.95) (0.03,-4.02) (8.10,-0.08) (8.22,-4.10)
GKB3 (8.22,2.02) (8.33,-1.98) (16.41,1.19) (16.91,-2.78)
Table 9.2: Global Cartesian coordinates of devices belonging to arrays optimised in different
sea-states.
Alternative arrays that have been generated using exactly the same process but
initiated with a different random seed are shown in Figures A.9, A.10 and A.11 of
the appendix for Sea-states R, K and B respectively. Included alongside each is the
interaction factor relating to the sea-state in which the array was optimised. In several
cases, the array formation process produces more consistent formations in irregular
waves than regular waves. This is certainly true for Problem 1 in multi-frequency
uni-directional irregular waves and for Problem 2.
9.6.2 Interaction factors
Interaction factors for the arrays produced by the GA in different sea-states are shown
in Table 9.3. The entry corresponding to the sea-state in which each array has been
optimised is shown in bold.
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Figure 9.2: Array configurations optimised in different sea-states. Labels: Genetic Algorithm
(G), Sea-states (R) and (K), Problem (1,2,3).
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Figure 9.3: Array configurations optimised in different sea-states. Labels: Genetic Algorithm
(G), Sea-states (B) and (KB), Problem (1,2,3).
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Array q̄ QK QB QKB
GR1 1.162 1.051 1.029 0.995
GK1 1.061 1.109 1.028 1.044
GB1 1.121 1.043 1.066 1.003
GKB1 1.044 1.106 1.018 1.046
GR2 1.950 1.349 1.106 1.043
GK2 1.768 1.411 1.245 1.129
GB2 1.528 1.356 1.338 1.175
GKB2 1.475 1.339 1.330 1.176
GR3 0.326 0.543 0.579 0.693
GK3 0.337 0.538 0.580 0.690
GB3 0.376 0.593 0.487 0.640
GKB3 0.391 0.597 0.489 0.640
Table 9.3: Interaction factors (q̄, QK, QB & QKB) for arrays optimised in different sea-states
(R, K, B & KB). Truncation constants MT = 33, NT = 4.
For a given sea-state, the arrays that perform best in terms of the relevant objective
in each problem are those which have been optimised using the same sea description.
This is a direct result of the effectiveness of the optimisation process.
In common with the arrays analysed in Section 9.4, the most significant interactions
in multi-frequency multi-directional waves occur in Problem 3 where power is minimised.
This is because the associated layouts involve closely spaced devices up-wave of one
another. Hence shadowing effects produce a significant modification in performance
over a large range of wave components, as described for Array G3 in Section 8.4.
It is important to note that arrays that have been optimised in irregular waves do not
necessarily lead to more modest modifications in performance as more wave components
are introduced. For example, Array GK1 has a higher net interaction factor in Sea-state
K than R. Hence, frequencies and wave headings other than those at the peak of the
spectra can enhance the desired effects if exploited correctly. However, it may still be the
case that the strongest possible modification in performance over all array configurations
weakens as more wave components are added. The results presented here are certainly
consistent with this hypothesis.
The arrays that have been optimised in Sea-states K and B perform better in
Sea-state KB with respect to the relevant objective of each problem than the array
optimised in Sea-state R. This is because Sea-state KB shares a greater number of wave
components with Sea-states K and B than with R. Hence a larger contribution to the
overall performance is also common to those cases.
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As noted in relation to the arrays studied in Section 9.4, those considered here
generally exhibit the same qualitative performance in all sea-states. Some exceptions
occur in Problem 1, however, for the reasons previously outlined.
Table 9.3 clearly shows that even in fully irregular seas (Sea-state KB), interactions
may still be significant. The strongest positive interference occurs for Array GKB2,
where Q = 1.176 and the most destructive effects take place for Arrays GB3 and GKB3
where Q = 0.640. This implies a discrepancy of 53.6% in the possible performance
of arrays as a result configuration changes (calculated as a proportion of the power
attainable from an equivalent number of devices in isolation). Although in practice this
is likely to be reduced as a result of the limitations of linear theory, it is still a significant
figure.
9.6.3 Power
Array performance in this section is analysed using the total power generated by
constituent devices, normalised by that contained in a wave of equal breadth to one
converter P/(2Ja) =
∑N
j=1 `j/(2a). The variation of this quantity with respect to
wave number and heading is shown in Figures 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6 for each array. Plotted
alongside these curves is the power from an isolated device, multiplied by the number of
elements in the array (five). Thus when the array power curve is greater than this, the
performance of the devices is enhanced and vice-versa. The range of wave headings and
angles reflects those used in the calculation of the net interaction factors and the vertical
grey line represents the tuning parameter value. For reference, the heave amplitudes
corresponding to the aforementioned plots of array power are given in Figures A.12,
A.13 and A.14 of the appendix.
Sea-state R
The only difference between the creation of arrays for Sea-state R (GR1-3) and those
first presented in Chapter 8 (G1-3) is the reduction in truncation constants used
to calculate the fitness function here. As can be seen from Figure 9.2(a)-(c) and
Figure 8.1(d)-(f), there is no significant difference in the formation between these cases,
once certain equivalences (reflections in the x-axis and rotations of π radians) have
been taken into account. Consequently, the interaction factors achieved (Tables 9.1
and 9.3) are also similar. Hence the reduction in truncation constants was justified,
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N x Isolated Array
Figure 9.4: Power absorbed by arrays solving Problem 1. Variation of non-dimensional power
P/[2Ja] with non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for β = 0 and wave heading β for 2ak0 = 0.8.
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N x Isolated Array
Figure 9.5: Power absorbed by arrays solving Problem 2. Variation of non-dimensional power
P/[2Ja] with non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for β = 0 and wave heading β for 2ak0 = 0.8.
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N x Isolated Array
Figure 9.6: Power absorbed by arrays solving Problem 3. Variation of non-dimensional power
P/[2Ja] with non-dimensional wave number 2ak0 for β = 0 and wave heading β for 2ak0 = 0.8.
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in that the optimisation process has remained effective. The plots of power output for
Arrays GR1, GR2 and GR3 (considered in relation to the isolated device curves) are
therefore qualitatively similar to the q̄-factor plots for Arrays G1, G2 and G3 analysed
in Section 8.4.
Note that there is more fluctuation in the plots of power as a function of wave number
and heading for arrays created in Sea-state R than other seas, especially in Problems 1
and 2. This is because in this sea-state, only the performance of the array at one wave
component makes a contribution to the fitness value, whilst the values at other wave
numbers and headings are not required by the optimisation. Hence, the procedure has
allowed widely spaced arrays to be created involving long interaction distances and thus
rapid oscillations with respect to both β and k0.
Sea-state K
For Problems 1 and 2, the arrays created by the GA in Sea-state K all have a linear
formation, with the line joining the devices perpendicular to the incident wave direction
(see Figures 9.2(d) and 9.2(e)). This type of arrangement has been exhibited in the
collection of alternative arrays for Problem 2 of Chapter 7 in the regular wave case
(Figure A.7). However, linear arrays have not been produced for Problem 1 in regular
waves. One possible reason for the suitability of this formation to a multi-frequency
sea-state is that for other configurations, there is at least one pair of devices where one
device is up-wave of another. In this situation, one short and one long interaction
distance result, the longer of which leads to more rapid fluctuation in the type of
interference with respect to wave number. For a given separation between devices,
a pair which are normal to the wave direction offers the shortest maximum interaction
distance. Hence we have the largest minimum repeat value and the power output is the
most stable with respect to wave number.
Array GK1 has less variation in power output with respect to wave number than
GR1. This means that it is more suited to capturing energy that is not at the peak
of the power spectrum, since enhancements are then sustained over a large range of
wave components. Even though the peak power output is is not well aligned with the
tuning frequency, the power spectrum (Figure 9.1(b)) still contains a significant amount
of energy at higher frequencies and hence the power enhancement there is able to make
a reasonable contribution to the overall performance. Thus Array GK1 provides an
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example of where wave components other than those at the tuning parameters are
exploited in the optimisation process rather than simply relying on the peak power
output.
The layout GK2 gives rise to a power curve that has marginally less variation
with respect to wave number in relation to the isolated device power than GR2.
Therefore GK2 captures slightly more energy on average (QK = 1.411) than the latter
configuration (QK = 1.349) in Sea-state K. The two arrays both give rise to a tall,
narrow peak in the power plots. It is therefore clear that the largest contribution to net
interaction factor for both arrangements is at the tuning frequency.
Array GK3 has almost exactly the same configuration as GR3 after the permitted
reflections and rotations. As can be seen in Figure 9.6(a) and 9.6(c), the associated
shadowing properties are effective in a large range of frequencies as well as at the
tuning frequency. Hence the degradation in the power output is maintained when this
formation type is placed in multi-frequency irregular waves. Another important feature
of the arrangement is its capacity to create significant modifications to the power output
at the tuning frequency. Because the reactively-tuned isolated device power peaks here
along with the power spectrum, any modifications are certain to impact heavily on
the net interaction factor. Hence to some extent, the objectives of the optimisation in
Sea-states R and K converge, providing a further reason why Arrays GK3 and GR3
should have similar geometries. Correspondingly, the plots of power output from these
arrangements are almost the same.
Sea-state B
Arrays created with Sea-state B (that is GB1, GB2 and GB3) are all symmetric with
respect to the x-axis. Since the power spectrum is symmetric about its peak, it is more
advantageous to form arrangements that exhibit moderately desirable characteristics
for positive and negative angles than ones for which the desirable performance in one
portion of the range is achieved to the detriment of performance for angles the other
side of the mean direction. This naturally leads to symmetric formations being favoured
where processes are equivalent either side of the mean wave heading angle. However,
the symmetry is not always exact; slight deviations from this type of formation may be
observed in the set of alternative arrays in Figure A.11.
One particular example of the benefits of symmetry in this sea-state is Array GB3.
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This is similar in formation to GR3 and GK3, after a shear map is applied to the latter
two such that they are symmetric with respect to mean oncoming wave direction. From
the plot of the radiated velocity potential surrounding a single device (Figure 5.6(d)),
it can be seen that the strongest destructive interference will occur where the receiving
device is offset from the originating device with respect to the oncoming wave direction.
However, changing the angle of attack slightly in one of the directions then finds a
curve of constructive interference. Therefore, it is more advantageous for the receiving
device to be in the centre of an area of partially destructive interference that remains
as such over a representative angular range. This leads to a symmetric formation. As
can be seen from the variation of power with wave heading angle, the trough is not as
wide for Array GB3 as for GR3 under positive angles of attack. However, because it is
symmetric, the trough is about the same width for negative angles too and so is better
aligned with the mean wave direction. Hence the net interaction factor in this sea-state
is lower than for GK3 and GR3.
The separation and orientation of the devices within the up- and down-wave rows
of Array GB1 is very similar to those of GK1. This allows the configuration to exploit
up-wave interactions that are strong for this tuning regime. Consequently, Array GB1
achieves a higher power output at the tuning parameters than GK1. Note that this
sort of interference leads to a larger interaction distance than the cross-wave type, given
a certain separation distance between devices (see equation (6.1)). Hence, there is a
rapid variation in the plot of power as a function of wave number here. However, there
is also an increased chance of an up-wave device shadowing a down-wave converter,
where a proportion of the incident wave energy at the latter is lost, usually over a
large frequency range. This means that such a configuration is not well suited to a
multi-frequency irregular sea.
Because of its similarity in form to Array GK2, GB2 gives rise to a similar plot of
power output with respect to wave number and heading. However, these configurations
have average separations of 8.18a and 6.58a respectively meaning that the latter
is associated with smaller interaction distances and thus less rapid fluctuations in
performance with respect to both variables.
Despite the modification in performance with respect to wave heading angle
compared to Arrays GR3 and GK3, Array GB3 has almost exactly the same
relationship of performance to wave number.
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Sea-state KB
The arrays created in Sea-state KB have very similar formations and power output
curves to Arrays GK1, GB2 and GB3 in Problems 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Hence detailed
analysis of these results may be obtained by referring to the relevant sections above.
Significantly, on the basis of this evidence, the optimisation process in Sea-state KB
simply reverts to finding the best solution in a sea-state with components in either wave
number or heading angle. If this were to be the case in general, it would be sufficient
to optimise arrays in irregular seas with components in each parameter separately and
choose the best from the resulting array pair. This would represent a considerable saving
in computation time, and thus merits further investigation.
9.6.4 Variation of spectral shape parameters
Figure 9.7 shows arrangements that have been optimised for each problem in a sea-state
identical to K except for the peak enhancement parameter which has been changed from
its mean value of γp = 3.3. As can be seen from Fig 9.1, the two values γp = 1 and
γp = 10 used here correspond to broad and narrow distributions of incident power over
the frequency range respectively.
When considered along with their counterparts for γp = 3.3 (that is, GK1, GK2 and
GK3), the arrangements shown here do not appear to be significantly altered in nature
by the changes in peak enhancement parameter. That is to say the configurations for
Problems 1 and 2 are regular and linear in formation, perpendicular to the oncoming
wave direction. Problem 3 gives rise to closely spaced staggered formations, which
correspond almost exactly with GR3 and GK3 after permitted rotations and reflections
have been taken into account.
The slight difference between arrays for the two extreme parameter values is that
the lower value of γp produces a more closely spaced array in Problems 1 and 2. This is
because a broader spectrum encourages formations which produce power enhancement
over a wide frequency range. Closer separations mean that typical interaction distances
are small, wave number repeat values are large and thus performance enhancements
persist over a large interval of wave numbers.
The depth and width of the degradation in power production at the tuning frequency
for arrays of the type GR3 are clearly sufficient to modify net performance with both
narrow and broad power spectra. Hence there is no significant deviation from that
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(a) Problem 1: γp = 1













(b) Problem 2: γp = 1













(c) Problem 3: γp = 1














(d) Problem 1: γp = 10













(e) Problem 2: γp = 10













(f) Problem 3: γp = 10
Figure 9.7: Array configurations optimised in Sea-state K with different values of the peak
enhancement parameter γp.
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formation in the arrays solving Problem 3 presented here.
Figure 9.8 shows arrangements that have been optimised for each problem in a
sea-state identical to B except for the spreading parameter, which has been altered from
sp = 10. As can be seen from Figure 9.1, the two values sp = 5 and sp = 15 correspond
to broad and narrow distributions of power over the angular range respectively. Note
that both of these spectral shapes do not differ greatly from the spectrum used to create
the main arrays GB1, GB2 and GB3.
It was remarked in Section 9.6.3 that the arrays created for multi-directional irregular
waves appeared to be symmetric with respect to the mean wave direction. In cases where
the power spectrum has either a very narrow or broad peak, this does not necessarily
hold. In the former situation, the regular wave case is approached and thus only the
power value at one wave heading is important. In the limit of the latter case where
all incident wave directions contain an equal amount of power, the shape of the power
curve is irrelevant so long as the total area beneath it is as large or small as desired. In
both these cases symmetry in array formation which leads to symmetry in the power
plots near the tuning heading is not required.
Array symmetry is certainly broken in Problem 1 for sp = 5 (Figure 9.8(a)). The
equivalent array for sp = 15 (Figure 9.8(d)) is similar in formation to one of the
alternative arrays for sp = 10 (Figure A.11(b)). That is to say, there are two rows
of devices perpendicular to the mean wave direction, offset from each other. However,
here the arrangement is slightly perturbed from a symmetric configuration.
The arrays solving Problem 2 are linear in formation for each value of the spreading
parameter here, as well as for the original value sp = 10. As with multi-frequency
irregular waves, the broader the power spectrum is (that is to say, the lower the value
of sp), the more closely spaced the converters need to be to take advantage of all the
significant wave components.
For Problem 3 with sp = 15, the arrangement closely resembles Array GB3. However
when sp = 5, a configuration which is wider in the y-direction results. This allows
shadowing of the back row by the front row over a larger range of angles than arrays
of the type GB3. Hence the configuration is better suited to the broad angular power
spectrum in which it was optimised.
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(a) Problem 1: sp = 5













(b) Problem 2: sp = 5











(c) Problem 3: sp = 5














(d) Problem 1: sp = 15













(e) Problem 2: sp = 15












(f) Problem 3: sp = 15
Figure 9.8: Array configurations optimised in Sea-state B with different values of the spreading
parameter sp.
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9.7 Evaluation
Because the GA optimisation is a semi-random procedure and there are so many different
processes occurring simultaneously in arrays surrounded by irregular seas, it is difficult
to draw firm conclusions on the basis of the examples studied here. Furthermore,
it should not be forgotten that these results are subject to the limitations of the
hydrodynamic theory used, including those relating to the principle of superposition
and to large motion amplitudes. However, some general patterns in the present set of
results may be highlighted.
Matching a regular sea-state to the peak of a wave spectrum and optimising
performance under these conditions has been applied here with generally successful
results. That is to say, the desired modification to the power output occurs still for
irregular waves in most but not all cases. This is a commonly used principle in the
design of isolated converters and it is important to note its applicability to arrays.
Arrays optimised in the aforementioned regular waves have net interaction factors
which are closer to unity in irregular waves. This means that there is a lesser overall
modification in performance in the latter case. However, configurations specifically
optimised in an irregular sea-state can exhibit larger modifications than the same array
in a corresponding regular wave climate. Furthermore, there is a significant difference
in interference effects between the best- and worst-case arrangements in irregular waves
with components in frequency and direction.
A general trend in the formation of arrays is that broader spectra lead to more
closely spaced devices in the optimal arrangements. However, this effect was not found
to be considerable compared to that resulting from other factors such as the power
take-off tuning regime.
Finally, the arrays created in multi-directional, multi-frequency waves resemble those
formed with components in either the wave number or heading variables. If replicated





The discourse contained herein began in Chapter 1 with a description of the context
and scope of this research. In Chapter 2 the relevant published literature was reviewed,
including topics concerning isolated structures, arrays and the optimisation of their
layout. Particular areas that seem to be under-represented in this body of work are
‘exact’ hydrodynamic solutions with respect to linear wave theory, free optimisations of
array configuration and irregular wave analysis.
Chapter 3 described a simplified model of an array of generic ‘point absorber’ devices
or a single ‘multiple-float’ device. The combination of ‘exact’ hydrodynamic theories
described here, has been applied in the field of wave energy for the first time by the
author. Unlike existing solutions, the effects of scattered waves, independent movement
of the bodies, and sub-optimal power take-off characteristics have been taken into
account. Incorrect equations contained in a related work (Yilmaz, 1998) have also
been amended in this process.
The interaction theory was subsequently implemented as computer code, as
described in Chapter 4. Convergence analysis has been performed and the results
verified against the commercial boundary element code WAMIT, with excellent
agreement. Furthermore, the present method was found to be considerably more
efficient.
The behaviour of an isolated converter was reviewed in Chapter 5 using the analogy
of a second-order linear oscillator. Motions, forces, power values and disturbances to the
flow surrounding the device were analysed as power take-off coefficients, tuning regime,
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water depth and device dimensions were altered. Real tuning at the chosen frequency
(2ak0 = 0.8) was found to result in more moderate motion amplitudes than the other
regimes and so may be desirable from an engineering perspective, despite the diminished
performance.
The effects of array-related parameters (that is, device separation, wave heading
angle, array size and configuration) on collective performance were systematically
analysed in in Chapter 6 for elementary arrays of real- and reactively-tuned devices.
Real tuning at the chosen frequency was found to result in scattering effects mostly
dominating over those from radiation, with the converse holding for reactive tuning.
Scattered waves were seen to be strongest directly up-wave of the originating device,
whilst both scattering and radiation led to a down-wave ‘shadow’ where total wave
amplitudes are reduced. The concepts of interaction distance and wave number repeat
value were introduced in order to explain the fluctuating variation of performance
modifications (measured by the interaction factor) with respect to wave number
and heading. These quantities, derived from information regarding the geometrical
configuration of the array, proved to be effective predictors of observed behaviour. In
particular, it was shown that the performance of closely spaced arrays is more stable
with respect to the aforementioned incident wave variables than for ones with wider
separations.
In Chapter 7, the methodology for optimising the performance of an array with
respect to its configuration was presented for regular waves. Power output was
maximised at a single frequency and direction for real- and reactively-tuned devices
whilst the same quantity was minimised in a third case. Two procedures were used for
this purpose; The Parabolic Intersection (PI) method, especially devised for this study,
and a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with a novel ‘crossover operator.’ The first of these, was
found to perform well, providing fast solutions along with an insight into the physical
processes concerned. The GA on the other hand produced the most highly optimised
arrays in each case, aided by the purpose-built crossover function.
Results from the optimisation of array configuration in regular waves were analysed
in Chapter 8. In most cases, formations with some degree of regularity were generated.
The flow patterns around the devices and the motion amplitudes were calculated, as
well as the interaction factor in regular waves of various frequencies and directions.
Significant modifications to array performance were brought about for the desired
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regular wave component (subject to the limitations of linear wave theory). In particular,
shadowing was found to have a particularly detrimental effect on overall performance
under these conditions. Moreover, this phenomenon persists over a large wave number
and angular range and so should be strenuously avoided in the design of arrays. The
results also showed a strong link between constructive interference of the principal wave
fields at certain devices and favourable overall performance. Finally, some array-related
results derived from ‘point absorber theory’ (Fitzgerald, 2006) were seen to hold
approximately in the cases considered.
In Chapter 9, the configurations generated by regular wave optimisation were
analysed in irregular sea-states of corresponding peak frequency and mean direction.
Four sea-states were defined, with either a single or multiple components in the
frequency and angular variables. Optimisations of array layout were then performed
with respect to net performance in each sea-state using the GA. This is the first time
such an optimisation in irregular waves has been carried out with the full linear wave
theory solution and without the constraints of a formation type. The resulting arrays
were then analysed and the influence of certain spectral parameters on the optimal
formation examined.
The arrays produced for regular waves performed reasonably in the irregular
sea-states, although not as well as those specifically optimised for the latter conditions.
However, it was shown that changing from a regular to an irregular sea-state does
not necessarily lead to more moderate overall interaction effects in a given array.
Additionally, the potential for strong modifications to the total power output is
not limited to the regular wave case. In fact for irregular directionally spread seas,
differences in array performance of over half the power from an equivalent number of
isolated devices were found as a result of altering the layout alone. Finally the peak
enhancement and spreading parameters were not seen to have a significant effect on
the optimal formations, although broader spectra did give rise to slightly more closely
spaced arrays.
10.2 Further work
A natural extension of the theory presented in this thesis would be to model arrays
of devices with other geometries, moving in different modes of motion. It may also be
desirable to perform a fuller convergence analysis on the solution, since fewer terms may
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be needed in the summation than are given here. This and other efficiencies may be
important in extending the analysis to a larger number of devices.
In order to make the results more realistic and to account for likely practical
restrictions, it would be highly desirable to constrain the motion amplitudes of the
devices in an optimisation. An even more physically accurate solution might operate
in the time domain, so nonlinear power take-off forces that are not time-harmonic may
be taken into account. Site-specific sea-states could be considered, although the spatial
and temporal variability in these would ideally also be accounted for. With any of
these approaches, validation with experimental results would be valuable, especially
in the case where power is extracted from the devices. However there are formidable
practical obstacles involved with performing experiments on arrays, not least concerning
the conflicting demands of using scales large enough to adequately model the devices
but small enough so that existing test facilities may be used.
Despite its limitation to regular wave optimisation, it may prove worthwhile to
develop the Parabolic Intersection method further. Other functions could be used to
generate the interference map around a single device, such as the total wave field or
the interaction factor from a two-device array. Improvements in the performance of the
Genetic Algorithm may be observed if the parameters it employs could be refined. More
generally, alternative global optimisation routines or local algorithms using a number
of different initial points could also prove valuable in the search for a more effective
procedure. Naturally, the use of more computation time (or equivalently processing
power) would improve both the optimisation and indeed interaction calculations.
Other than layout, the main variables that may be optimised over in the context of
arrays relate to the control of the devices. Further considerations could also be taken
into account to make the optimisation process more realistic. Constraints may be placed
on the solution and penalties or different objective functions applied. Ultimately, these
would incorporate all of the important economical and practical considerations so that
the cost of energy may be reduced directly. It is expected that this would significantly

















(a) N = 2
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Figure A.1: Heave amplitude. Linear array configuration of real-tuned devices with separation
L = 8a, wave heading angle β = 0 and different array sizes N .
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(a) N = 2
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Figure A.2: Heave amplitude. Linear array configuration of reactively-tuned devices with




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(l) PS112: q̄ = 1.128
Figure A.3: Alternative arrays generated by the PI method for Problem 1 in regular waves.



















































































(l) PS212: q̄ = 1.442
Figure A.4: Alternative arrays generated by the PI method for Problem 2 in regular waves.


















































































(l) PS324: q̄ = 0.581
Figure A.5: Alternative arrays generated by the PI method for Problem 3 in regular waves.
Four most highly optimised configurations for each formation type.
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(a) q̄ = 1.143









(b) q̄ = 1.142








(c) q̄ = 1.165









(d) q̄ = 1.146









(e) q̄ = 1.155









(f) q̄ = 1.150








(g) q̄ = 1.158









(h) q̄ = 1.164








(i) q̄ = 1.163









(j) q̄ = 1.155









(k) q̄ = 1.145









(l) q̄ = 1.143
Figure A.6: Alternative arrays generated by the GA method for Problem 1 in regular waves.
Twelve configurations, each for a different random seed.
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(a) q̄ = 1.883









(b) q̄ = 1.947








(c) q̄ = 1.982









(d) q̄ = 1.802








(e) q̄ = 1.840









(f) q̄ = 1.954









(g) q̄ = 1.841









(h) q̄ = 1.841









(i) q̄ = 1.837








(j) q̄ = 2.021








(k) q̄ = 1.837









(l) q̄ = 1.841
Figure A.7: Alternative arrays generated by the GA method for Problem 2 in regular waves.
Twelve configurations, each for a different random seed.
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(a) q̄ = 0.326









(b) q̄ = 0.327









(c) q̄ = 0.326









(d) q̄ = 0.329









(e) q̄ = 0.325








(f) q̄ = 0.331









(g) q̄ = 0.333









(h) q̄ = 0.327








(i) q̄ = 0.326









(j) q̄ = 0.330









(k) q̄ = 0.332









(l) q̄ = 0.328
Figure A.8: Alternative arrays generated by the GA method for Problem 3 in regular waves.
Twelve configurations, each for a different random seed.
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(a) Problem 1: q̄ = 1.143








(b) Problem 1: q̄ = 1.144








(c) Problem 1: q̄ = 1.140









(d) Problem 1: q̄ = 1.145









(e) Problem 2: q̄ = 1.758









(f) Problem 2: q̄ = 1.976








(g) Problem 2: q̄ = 1.972








(h) Problem 2: q̄ = 1.762









(i) Problem 3: q̄ = 0.324









(j) Problem 3: q̄ = 0.324









(k) Problem 3: q̄ = 0.324









(l) Problem 3: q̄ = 0.324
Figure A.9: Alternative arrays generated by the GA method in Sea-state R. Four configurations
for every problem, each for a different random seed.
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(a) Problem 1: Q = 1.109









(b) Problem 1: Q = 1.109









(c) Problem 1: Q = 1.109









(d) Problem 1: Q = 1.109








(e) Problem 2: Q = 1.409








(f) Problem 2: Q = 1.408









(g) Problem 2: Q = 1.500








(h) Problem 2: Q = 1.409









(i) Problem 3: Q = 0.536









(j) Problem 3: Q = 0.541









(k) Problem 3: Q = 0.536









(l) Problem 3: Q = 0.545
Figure A.10: Alternative arrays generated by the GA method in Sea-state K. Four
configurations for every problem, each for a different random seed.
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(a) Problem 1: Q = 1.067









(b) Problem 1: Q = 1.066









(c) Problem 1: Q = 1.069








(d) Problem 1: Q = 1.059








(e) Problem 2: Q = 1.358








(f) Problem 2: Q = 1.358








(g) Problem 2: Q = 1.358









(h) Problem 2: Q = 1.358








(i) Problem 3: Q = 0.479








(j) Problem 3: Q = 0.480








(k) Problem 3: Q = 0.479








(l) Problem 3: Q = 0.480
Figure A.11: Alternative arrays generated by the GA method in Sea-state B. Four
configurations for every problem, each for a different random seed.
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Isolated Device 1 Device 2
Device 3 Device 4 Device 5
Figure A.12: Heave amplitude of devices in arrays solving Problem 1 of Chapter 9.
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Isolated Device 1 Device 2
Device 3 Device 4 Device 5
Figure A.13: Heave amplitude of devices in arrays solving Problem 2 of Chapter 9.
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Isolated Device 1 Device 2
Device 3 Device 4 Device 5
Figure A.14: Heave amplitude of devices in arrays solving Problem 3 of Chapter 9.
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